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Prepare Now For The Higher Rewards
The Electronics Age Offers You
Industrial ELECTRONICS

There is an immediate and growing need for trained technicians
in Industrial-Military Electron- The NRI course in Electronics
ics, Radio -TV Servicing and Principles, Practices, Mainte-

Communications. Better than

average jobs with high pay, interesting work, bright futures
await you in the fast growing
industry of the 1960's. Join thousands of NRI graduates now
benefiting from career opportunities in this Electronic Age.
training Equipment Included

:

.

\IRI "learn by practice" training is
lie time -proved way to higher earnngs and advancement. Except for
FCC License course, all NRI courses
nclude-at no extra cost-special
raining equipment to give shop and
aboratory experience in your own
`tome. Equipment is yours to keep.
Makes NRI training come to life in
In easy -to -grasp, interesting manner.
JOB

COUNSELORS RECOMMEND

Today, a career in any branch of

electronics offers unlimited opportunity. Job Counselors advise, "For an
nteresting career, get into Electrones." The National Association of
',lanufacturers says: "There is no
nore interesting and challenging oc^upation in American industry."
VRI can provide the training-right
your own home and in your spare
:ime. No need to go away to school.
['here are no special requirements of
previous Electronic experience, or edication in particular subjects. Mail
?ostage-free card now. Read about
electronics opportunities, about NRI
:ourses, about NRI trial plan. D
DiT
3C
yo
Mail postage -free card. 4
National Radio Institute,,
E

Washington 16, D. C.
hDME

Bo?

nance prepares you for a career
as an Electronic Technician in
industry, business, government,
the military. Computers, telemetry, automation, missiles, rockets
all employ the same basic Electronic principles
and that is
what this NRI course stresses
with illustrated lessons, special
training equipment.

...

N

'

e

Commercial FCC LICENSE
You must have an FCC License
if you want to operate or service
transmitting equipment used in
TV and Radio Broadcasting,
aviation, marine, microwave, facsimile or mobile communications. Even a service Technician
needs an FCC License today to
work on C-Band Radio equipment. From Simple Circuits to
Broadcast Operation, this new
NRI course trains you quickly
to take Government exams.

124
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TV -Radio COMMUNICATIONS
In NRI's Communications course
you get actual experience as NRI
trains you for your choice of

'72'":13

Communications fields. Commercial methods and techniques of
Radio -TV Broadcasting; teletype; facsimile; microwave; radar; mobile and marine radio;
navigation devices; multiplexing
are some of the subjects covered.
You work with special training
equipment.

'
N.

>

'

=

Radio and TV SERVICING
NRI's time -tested course in Servicing not only trains you to fix
radios, TV sets, hi-fi, etc., but
also shows you how to earn spare time money starting soon after
enrolling. Fast growth in number of sets means money -making
opportunities for you in your
own spare -time or full-time business, or working for someone
else. Special training equipment
at no extra cost. Mail postcard.

'IN

9

_J

WHERE
YOU TRAIN
IS AS

IMPORTANT AS
YOUR DECISION
TO TRAIN

r

a

t.

NRI is America's oldest, largest
home -study Electronics, Radio -Television
school. NRI teaches only by home -study.
The interests and efforts of our carefully selected staff are devoted exclusively to
this method of training. For nearly 50
years NRI has maintained the confidence
and respect of students, graduates, and
the Electronics Industry for constantly
providing the best possible home-study
training, at a cost most anyone can afford.
For the complete NRI story, mail the postage -free card at the left. This could be the
most profitable move you ever made.

For Nearly 50 Years NRI Has Been The Leader
In Training At Home For Electronics, TV-Radio
ra

1,1

etir.

Smith,
Founder -1914.
.1. E.

It takes a growing industry to give qualified men the best opportunity to advance
and prosper. That's why so many men are
deciding on a career in Electronics. But,
even more important is where you get your
training, and how the school of your choice
teaches Electronics
how it trains and
encourages men to reach their goals and
realize their ambitions. It takes a growing

...

school-with years of specialized experience behind

DIRECTOR

OF

...

...

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

EDUCATION,

Wil-

liam F. Dunn, supervises lesson
preparation, training equipment
development,consultation services,
lesson grading. He heads a full
staff of instructors and advisors.
SUPERVISOR

OF TRAINING,

J. B.

Straughn, is particularly concerned with NRI home -training
equipment and its integration into
course subject matter.

it-to

do that for you.
This is a fast changing world, and a school offering Electronics courses must keep pace. The NRI staff of more than
150 is on the job every minute to see that course material is
up-to-date
to see that you get all the help and advice you
need
to assist you in job placement when you're ready,
even to help you earn your way while you train. In short,
whatever branch of Electronics you select, NRI is well qualified to help you grow in your new career
in usefulness,
in prestige, in monetary gain.

...

NRI's Outstanding Staff

Is Directed By These Men

TECHNICAL EDITOR, James
P. Tate, Jr., heads a staff whose
concern is the careful writing,
editing and illustrating of lesson
texts, keeping lessons up-to-date.
CHIEF

"

".1

r

DIRECTOR OF PUBLICATIONS,

Oli-

ver Read, was formerly editor and
publisher of Electronics World
magazine; publisher Popular Electronics and Hi -Fi Stereo Review
magazines.

z
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Special Construction Feature
The 14-83
Stanley renen, WA2IFC
Those new UHF TV channels will roll iv as nice as you. please on pour
present TV set, once you've hooked up this one -transistor converter

41

Electronic Construction Projects
Mello Monster
2 -Tube, 2 -Meter Superregen
"Shortened" Vertical Antenna
Nite Light Dimming

Roald E. Dybvig
Charles Green, W3IKH
Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ
James E. Pugh, Jr.

47
65
73
87

Phil Geraci

57
68

Milton Ogur

76

Audio and High Fidelity
Skeptic Squashing (or Taping Off -The-Air)
Hi -Fi Lab Check
EICO MX99 Multiplex Autodaptor; Scott LT -110 FM Tuner

Build the Stereo-Com

Amateur, CB, and SWL
Satellites on the Air
8
Equipment Report: Vocaline Commaire PT -27
64
On the Citizens Band
59
Dick Strippel, 2W1452
Across the Ham Bands: Latest Ham News From Washington Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ
72
Short -Wave Report: DX-Alliansen
83
Hank Bennett, W2PNA
SWL/QSL Bureau
113

Electronic Features and New Developments
News Scope

6

Bionics-a Weird World
Speakers Go Color -Coded
A Ham in the Making
Crossword Puzzle
Electronic Quizoo
Transistor Topics
The Difference Detector (a Carl and Jerry Adventure)

Gilmore
Edward Nanas, WA2HFF
Bill Hutchison
Ken

Garner

56
62
74
75
80

Frye, W9EGV

88

James J. Porten
Robert P. Bolin
Lou

John

T.

51

Departments
Letter Tray
Out of Tune.
Hi -Fi Showcase
New Products
POP'tronics Bookshelf
Tips and Techniques
Coming Next Month
Electronics Datebook
Copyright
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12
14

22
28
32
38
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Here's why Audio Magazinee says Scott®Kits are

"Simplest tobuild..." and have
"Engineering of the highest calibre"}
qr.
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Each full =olor illustrator is accompanied
'by its owe-. Part Chart... another S o-t exclusive. The actual pats described he the
illustratioi are placed in the exac_ se
quence in which 'Revere c:.ed. '(Cu can't
possibly make a mistafte-

I
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cfthe uninteresting mechanical as.
sembly is completed when you open your
Scott MitPak. All the terminal strips and
tube sockets .are. already permanently
riveted.to the chassis. To insure accuracy
all wires are pre-cut and pre -stripped to
proper length.
Much
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are pertain areas in every proles sioha legit fidelity component where war ing is critical aid difficult. FM front encs'
and F Ittaticlex sections are an example- Irt
Scott Kitseeese sections are faired 'at the
mac thoroughly tested by Scott
expe ts, esau ring you a copleted let
There

Tuners a -e aligned wth the unigi_e Scott
Ez-A-Line mettoc usi,g the Teter on the
tuner itself. This assures 3erfect alignment
without expensive sigma gerératcrs Arnplifier kits require no laboratory instru
ments to- perfect balancing.

/

r

stingent factory slancards.

The new Scott Warrantee Performance Plan
guarantees that your kit will work perfectly
when completed. If -you have followed all
recommended procedures and your kit
fails to work Scott guarantees to pdt your
kit in working order at the factory 'at mini=
mum costa
'
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FREE STEREO RECORD
demonstrating new FM Vlultiple<
Stereo and explaining all in-portant technical specifications.

SEND ME FREE STEREO record plus 20 page
1963 "C uide to Custom Stereo", new Scott ki:

brochur-.
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The xclunit.e Scott full color esstructicm
book stows every part and every-wire,ii
natur coo- and in proper position. Th
make the irstruction book even cleare-,
each f the to color illustratiens shows
'only few assembly steps. There are no
overs zed sleets to confuse you.
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When vol. frith your kit you'll be delighted by its handsome good looks. Ard when you -turn
your Scott h it system on you'll know for yourself why the expert edlto.s of eadriE high ficel ty
magaz nes ike Audio say ._. ' only the most sophisticated engineering tt nkirtg zould design
a kit as si.w e -and foolproof as this ..-. ' *
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why does Blonder -Tongue offer
two new indoor boosters?
Let's talk straight -from -the -shoulder about indoor
boosters. Transistor boosters provide higher gain
and are more rugged, but they have one problem
overl(Jd (windshield wiper effect, loss of sync, etc.).
If you use a transistor booster in an area with one
or more strong TV or FM signals
you may be
buying too much booster! On the other hand, tubed
boosters perform very well in these areas
and
what's more, they cost less.
That's why Blonder -Tongue has two new home indoor boosters
the transistor IT -4 Quadrabooster
and the frame -grid tubed B-33 Amplicoupler.
The B-33 costs less than the transistor IT -4, $19.95
as against $33.00. In most cases, the extra cost of the
IT -4 is more than justified by its remarkable performance and long life. llowever, if the B-33 can do
the job, we don't want you to spend more than is
necessary for the finest TV reception.
Which one is best for you? Try one, or both. They
can be hooked up in seconds at the set terminals. Try
them on all channels. With either an IT -4 or a B-33,
you'll end up with the best TV reception possible.

-

-

-

-

BLONDER -TONGUE IT -4 TRANSISTOR

QUADRABOOSTER

8X increase of signal voltage for
reception on up to 4 TV or FM

4

Advertising Manager
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set
improves
sets
long -life
transistor stripless terminals exclusive neutralizing circuit minimizes overload.
List $33.00
BLONDER -TONGUE B-33 FRAME GRID AMPLICOUPLER
More
than 2X increase of signal voltage for 1 set
Improves reception on up to 3 TV sets Lowest price
multi -set booster on the market.
List $19.95
Indoor or outdoor, VHF or UHF, tubed or transistor
Blonder -Tongue offers the world's most complete line
of signal boosters. See your service dealer today!

Foreign Advertising Representative
Goodall Ltd., London, England

1

engineered and manufactured by

BLONDER TONGUE
9 Ailing Sr.. Newark. N. J.

Canadian Div: Benco Television Assoc., Ltd., Tor., Ont.
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EACH TUBE ATTRACTIVELY BCO(ED'&:BRANDED RAD-TEL

RAD -TEL

Givesl!óuMore
For Yo ifMp_nly!
&UALITY

BRAND

EWAIMES

Qty. Type

Price

Qty. Type

Price

_0Z4
_14X2
_183
_10N5
_103
_1J3
_163
_1R5
_155
_1T4
_1U5
_1X2B
_24F4
_34L5
_34U6
-34V6
__3BC5
_3BN6
_3BU8
_3676

.79
.62
.79

_64118

.87

FORTV, RA'IJAI'!EFI
-

.55
.79
.79

.79
.77
.75
.72
.65
.82
.96
.46
.54
.42
.63
.75
.78
.58

_3BZ6
_3CB6

.56
.56
.58
.85
.60
.54
.99
.63
.75
.63

3C56

_3004

_3DK6
_3DT6

1

YEAR'1JAftNITEE

3GK5

_30.4
_3S4
_3V4

_4807
_ 4CS6
_4076

.61

.55
.60

.79
.90

_5AQ5
_5AT8

_58 K7

_5BQ7
_5BR8
_5CG8
_5CL8
_5CQ8
_5EA8
_5EU8

SERUICErlér

Teltulieá
=

Made in=U.S.A:

_516
_5T8
-.5U4
_5U8
_5V6
_5X8
_5Y3
_6464
6ÁC7
_6ÁF4
_6405
_6ÁH4
_6ÁH6
_6465
_66L5

-

SERVICEMEN:
RAD-TEL HAS TFE
LATEST TUBE TY?ES.

"Manufacturers Suggested List Price

Send"for Néw Tube,& Parts Catalog:
EI .Send For Trouble Shooting GUide

Be

your own

-

_6ÁM8
_64115
64S5

_6ÁT6
_6478
_6ÁU4
_6ÁU6

.54
.83
.86
1.01
.83
.81

.76
.84
.80
.80
.72
.86
.60
.84
.56
.82
.46
.46
.96
1.01
.70
.81

1.10
.95
.47
.78
.53
.60
.49
.86
.85
.52

TELEVISION REPAIRMAN
The Original NOW YOU CAN
FIX YOUR OWN TV SET BOOK

._65K7GT

_65L7GT
_65N7GT

.61

1.04
.55
.90

_6815
_61316
_6806
_68H8
_6BJ6
_6817
_6867

_6507
_674
_6T8
_6U8

.44

1.70
.98
.65
.79
.85
1.09
.74
1.12
1.00

_613L7

_6BN6

_6806
_6807
_6BÚ8
_6BX7
_6BZ6
_6BZ7

_6V6GT

_6W4
_6W6

_6X4

_658
_748
_74U7
_7676
_7Y4

.70
1.11
.55

_8ÁU8
_8ÁW8
_88Q5
_8CG7
_8CM7

1.03
.45
.55

_6C4

_6CB6
_6CÚ6
_6C07
_6CG8
_GC L8
_6CM7
_6CN7
_6C08
_6CR6
_6C56

_8C N7

1.51
.61

_8057
-BEB8
_8F07
_9CL8
_11CY7
_12A4
_12485

.80
.79
.69
.70
.92
.60
.57
.69

6CS7

_12ÁC6
_12ÁD6

1.06

.61
.71
.41

.80

.68
.65

_12DW8
-12026

.62

_1204
_120E8
_120L8
_12006

___120S7

._12075

_12077
12078

_12E05
__12EZ6

.69
.90

_12FR8

.57

__12FM6

.50
.97
.90

__12FX8

1.06

_12GC6

_12J8
_12K5

.84
.75
.73
.69
.95
.80
.67

__12L6

_12SF7

_12567
_125L7

_-125N7
_12SQ7

.91

_121.17

.62
.63

_12V6
_12W6
_12X4

.71

.47

_6CU5
_6CU6
_6CY5
_6CY7

.71

_6044
-6DE6

.68
.61

_6DG6
6018

.62
1.21
.59

-6006

.1.55
1.10

-

_6DK6
_6DN6
_61375

_12455
_12476
_12ÁT7
_12AU6
_t2ÁÚ7

_
_12ÁV7

.81

_6D76

_6078

_6EA8
_6EB5
_6EB8
_6EM5
_6EM7
6EU8

.53
.94
.79
.73

12ÁV6

_12AX4
_126X7
_124Y7
_126Z7

.94
.77
.82

_1284

_128D6
_12BE6
_12816
_12BH7
_128K5
_12BL6
_12806
_12887
_128V7
_12877
_12BZ7
_12C55

.79

_6EV5
_6EW6
_6EY6

.75
.57
.75

_6F07

.69
.79

_6FV8
_6GH8

.80

_6065

.61

_68 66

_66818

_6H6
_61507
_616
ORDER

_12ÁE6
_124E7
_12ÁF3
_12ÁF6
_12416
_12615
_12ÁL8

.58
1.08
.70

.79
.94
.58
.51
.71

_12CR6

.50
.94
.73
.67
.62
.47
.95
.60
.50
.76
.51

_174X4

.67
1.06
.49
.53
.50

__17006
_.18FW6
_1BFX6

_18FY6
_19ÁU4
_198G6
_19E48

_19T8

_21EX6
_256X4

.87
1.39

.79
.85
1.49
.70

.61
.41

_25C5

.82
.67
.63

_2513N6

1.42

1.44

_25EH5

.55

.86
.68
.50
.53
.60
.77
1.00
.56
1.16
.74
.76
.77
.86
.56
.67

_25CÁ5

_25C06

.53
.59
1.52

._45C1.16

1.11

_2516

_25W4
_32E75
_35C5
_351-6

_35W4
_35Z5
_361:1M3

_5085
_5005
_50EH5
_50L6
_70L7
_11723
_807

MAIL TODAY

FORM

RAD-TEL Tube Co.
Dept. PE -10,

Total
Tubes
S
Total
Book(s) $
Postage $
Grand
Total
S
Please rush order.
Be Your Own Television

Repairman dD $1.00 each.
Orders under $5.00 - Add 51,00 handling charge plus postage.
FREE Tube end Parts Catalog

RAD=TELTUBE

DEPT. PE -10.

$ 11 BOO
TAND

ENCLOSED IS
SEND

HIDF/

55 CHAMBERS STREET, NEWARK 5,.NEW JERSEY

$

Send
FREE! Send
r,

CO

'ERMS:,25% deposit must accompany all orders, balance C.O.D. Orders under $5:
,add SI handling charge plus postage. Orders over $5: plus postage. Approx. 8 tubes
per .1 lb. Subject to prier sale. No C.O.D.': outside continental U.S.A.
-

BOOK(s)

FREE

.

.

.

Trouble

Shooting Guide

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

POPULAR ELECTRONICS i3 published monthly by Ziff -Davis Publishing Company at 434 South Wabash Avenue.
Chicago 5. Illinois. Subscription Rates: One year United States and possessions. $4.00: Canada and Pan American
Union Countries, $4.50; all other foreign countries, $5.00. Second Class postage paid at Chicago. Illinois. and at
additional mailing offices. Authorized rs second class mail by the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada. and for
payment of postage in cash. October. 'pr,^. .'<:I_ r.e 17. Number 9.
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.62
.62
.50
.57
.66
.79

_12EK6
_12EL6

_1218
_12146

.55

.62

__12EG6

.75

.93
.60
.63
.70
.97
.74
.94
.56
.79
.75
.60
.60

.58
.54
.69
.83
.88
1.04
.84
.76
.79
.78
.89

No. 170

ttl6.a

I

_6517

Price

_12CÚ5
_12CU6
_12CX6

55 Chambers Street
Newark 5, New Jersey

type tube causing trouble.

i111i

_6SH7GT

Qty. Type

.63
.52
.99
1.02
.88
.95
.84
.65
.94
.99
.85
.83
.54

You can fix your own TV if you have TV Fixit
Book
because 80% of troubles are caused
by tubes. This book explains, illustrates trouble
and what tubes cause this trouble. Pinpoints In
over 3000 layouts by model number, position and
.

.:110,

_65470T

.90
.66
.74
.50

_613E6

_

_654

.41

Price

RAD-TEL TUBE CO. NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY
OTHER MAIL ORDER TUBE COMPANY

TO

1 -DAY

1.01

_4GM6
_5ÁM8
_5ÁN8

U

_64V6
_64W8
_66X4
_64X5
_6B46
_6BC5
_6BC8

Qty. Type

_6K6
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.57
.68

.55
.51

.60
.42
.60
.36
.69
.53
.55
.61

.97
.85
.75
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"WEIGHTLESS" ALUMINUM FOIL, or so it seems to be when
compared to a feather on a delicate balance, helps form the
skin of Project Echo's giant A-12 balloon satellites. The gossamer material, made by Aluminum Company of America, is
.00018" thick, only a fourth the thickness of Alcoa's regular
household foil. The G. T. Schjeldahl Company (Northfield,
Minn.) laminates the aluminum to both sides of a plastic
film, and fabricates the sandwich material into mammoth
135' diameter spheres. This ultra -thin foil has replaced the
vacuum -deposited aluminum film used for the plastic envelope of Echo 1. The "weightless" foil provides improved
reflectivity, structural rigidity, resistance to deterioration.
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BLOOD PRESSURE measured with the usual pressure instrument requires a doctor or trained technician to perform the
test while the patient remains motionless. Lt. Richard G.
Gowan, USAF, (shown at left) has invented an electronic
blood pressure measuring device which tests and records
automatically, even if the patient moves about. Developed
for his doctorate thesis in Iowa State University's biomedical electronics program, the device uses a pulse sensor
pickup that fits snugly over one of the subject's fingers instead of the upper arm. Then the machine does the rest in
an unbelievable 15 seconds, completely unattended.

LASER "SYSTEM" could be built
by an experimenter as easily as any simple home-brew
POP'tronics project. The "system" devised by scientists of
American Optical Company's Research Center places an
AG -1 flash bulb of the type used by photographers in inti-

'THE WORLD'S SMALLEST

mate contact with a 1/16" -diameter clad neodymium glass
laser rod .006" thick by 11/4" long, and the two are wrapped
as a unit with aluminum foil. (Note size as compared to a
penny in photo at left.) The flash bulb is triggered by a
standard 11/2 -volt size 7 (AAA) dry cell, and the resulting
high -intensity light causes 5 -millisecond pulses to emanate
from the laser. Longer pulses -13 milliseconds-have been
measured when two flash bulbs were used.

IGOOSE GREASE AND LOUDSPEAKERS-Almost everyone is
familiar with the preparation spread on a swimmer about to
brave the waters of the English Channel. But a young lady
of 24 named Mary Margaret Revell has decided to try a
round-trip non-stop swim of the Channel, and this calls for
special equipment such as power hailers and loudspeakers
designed to operate continuously above and below the
water. University Loudspeakers, of White Plains, N.Y., is
supplying the speakers that will relay information to Miss
Revell from motor launches, and help keep her awake. The
speakers can reproduce both speech and music with absolute intelligibility, overriding water turbulence and noises.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Now! Work Over
PPRO

with these
PARTS AT HOME.
EC TS
JRACTICAL

to help

Yóu learn

,LE(T1

1\41-

7454

s

I

RADIO-TELEVISION-RADAR
NOW

...

at home in your spare time you can get the very kind of

NEW!

training and subsequent Employment Service you need to get started
toward real earnings in one of today's brightest opportunity fieldsTELEVISION-RADIO-ELECTRONICS. Now that Electronics is entering so
many new fields, here is a chance of a lifetime to prepare to cash in
on its remarkable growth.

All NEW!
Shówn above is the valuablé new
combination oscilloscope and °voltmeter which DeVry Tech mén build

DeVry Tech's amazingly practical home method enables you to set up
yam own HOME LABORATORY. You spend minimum time to get maximum knowledge from over 300 practical projects, using the same type
of basic equipmenit used in 'our modern Chicago and Toronto Training Centers!

DeVry Tech Provides EVERYTHING YOU NEED

'during their training.

.

.

-to

help you master TVELECTRONICS. GL addition to the home labors
tort' and easy -to -read lessons, you even use HOME MOVIES-on exclusive DeVry Tech series. You watch hidden actions
see electrons
on the march. Movies'help you.to learn faster
better.
easier

...

...

...

INCH
Build and keep this BIG

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

DeVry Engineered TV

set-

easily converted to U.H.F.
(DeVry offers another home
training, but without
the TV set.)

DeVry Tech's practical training helps you toward
spare time income servicing Radio and Television
sets.

LABORATORY TRAINING

Full time day and evening
training programs in our
modern Chicago and Toronto
Laboratories are also avail

dMEcÑ
These

Opportunities:

EFFECTIVE

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

MAILI

growing field.

Your Own Sales 8 Service Shop
...PLUS MANY OTHERS

COUPON' TODAY!

DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

"One of North America'r foremost El. ironic. Training Center?'
Accredited Member
f No ionolHoese
Study Coundl

Laboratory Technician.
Computer Specialist
"

Get the same Employment Service
that has helped so many DeVry Tech
graduates get started in this fost-

¡

Color TV Specialist
°
Radar Operator Airline Radio Man
Missile Electronic Technician

JO,

able. MAIL COUPON TODAY
for facts.

,

TV -Radio Broadcast Technician

Exciting

tr
in
Eleconics
SPACE`1RAVEL

4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, III., Dept. PE

-10-5

Please give me your FREE booklet, "Electronics in Space Travel,"
and tell me how
may prepare to enter one or more branches of ElecI

'!-':\

B.
_

a'

__-..

j

..

_

Name

DeVRYTECHNICALNSTITUTE-

I

C-IICAGO 41, ILLINOIS

tronics.
Ag
PLEASE PAINT

Apt.

Street

Zone_ Store

City
e

2045

Canadian residents address: DeVry Tech of Canada, Ltd.
970 Lawrence Avenue West, Teronto, Ontario

October, 1962
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SOUNDCRAFT's
I---.,...-..

The following satellites, launched by the
United States and the Soviet Union, were reported to have beacon and telemetry transmissions as of August 13, 1962. The satellites
are listed by their code names, according to
frequency; because some transmit on more
than one frequency, they appear more than
once.

Explorer

Discoverer XXXVI
Cosmos V (Sputnik XV)

19.990
20.005
20.005
20.008

Transit IVB

54.000 mc.

Cosmos II (Sputnik XII)
Cosmos VI

90.011 mc.
90.023 mc.

Cosmos

OF

BETTER

TAPE RECORDINGS:
A. Clean vital

parts with cotton tip
dipped in Alcohol or Carbon Tetrachloride. Dirt, dust and oxide deposits
will impair tape and prevent tape to
head intimacy-resulting in loss of
high frequencies, essential for high

fidelity recording.

B. Replace worn pressure pads. They

hold the tape against the head. When
pads are worn, head intimacy is lost,
along with your precious "highs".

Demagnetize recording head. In
time, head becomes magnetized-adding noise to your recordings and causing erasure of "highs". (This inexpensive accessory is worth owning.)
D. Use SOUNDCRAFT recording tapes
-You get less noise, more signal with
less amplification. You'll hear the
amazing difference. Only Soundcraft
uses FA -4 oxide formulation, frequency
adjusted to give you greater high frequency output and recordings with
life -like dynamic range. Buy a reel of
Soundcraft Tape today. Send for free
booklet, "The ABC's of Soundcraft
Tape."
C.

REEVES

SOUNDCRAFT

CORP.

Main Office: Great Pasture Rd., Danbury, Conn.
New York: 10 E. 52nd St.
Chicago: 28 E. Jackson
Blvd.
Los Angeles: 342 N. LaBrea
Canadian
Representatives: Toronto
Vancouver
8

VII=`
II (Sputnik

XII)

Courier IB

mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.

107.970
107.997
108.000
108.022
108.030

mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.

TIROS IV
TIROS V

136.050
136.200
136.230
136.235
136.410
136.500
136.650
136.744
136.800
136.920
136.922

mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.

Transit IIA

161.990 mc.

Transit

215.990 mc.

TIROS I
TIROS III

Vanguard I*
TIROS III

Telstar
Transit IVA
TIROS IV
TIROS V
Ariel

Injun SR -3
Traac
OSO

I

Transit IVB

HA

"Signal may be very weak

At least ten more satellites are in orbit and
may be transmitting. However, these are socalled "secret" satellites launched by the
U.S. Air Force.
If you're interested in eavesdropping on
satellites, and missed our June 1962 article
on the NASA -136 converter, we recommend
that you look it up. Easy to construct, this
sensitive converter can intercept the satellites operating in the 136-137 mc. band.
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

What Job Do You Want
In Electronics?
Whatever it is, Cleveland Institute can help you get it!
Yes, whatever your goal is in Electronics, there's a
Cleveland Institute program to help you reach it
quickly and economically. Here's how: Each CIE
program concentrates on electronics theory as applied to the solut ion of practical, everyday problems.
Result ... as a Cleveland Institute student you will
not only learn electronics but develop the ability to

use it! This ability makes you eligible for any of
the thousands of challenging, high -paying jobs in
Electronics. Before you turn this page. select a program to suit your career objective. Then. mark
your selection on the coupon below and mail it to
us today. We will send you the complete details ...
without obligation
if you will act NO\V

...

.ksr-

Electronics Technology

.:':;

First Class FCC License
'''''.:,_:
A

Y

,r

..

.`piZIn,4^-s.rin.-at.ntt

comprehensive program

ra=z=1.1

lined program will do the

sion, Transistors, and prep-

maintain

aration for

types of transmitting

a 1st

trick and enable

lass FCC

.,Me._«a

Industrial Electronics & Automat on
T

'

41

t-'-

1st Class FCC

munications, Computers,
Industrial Contros, Televi-

---

71"--

a

ticket quickly, this stream-

license.

Jr1

If you want

covering Automation, Corn.

you

to

service all

and

equipment.

Elect-onic Communications

pagan] in-

Mobile Radio. Microwave.

cludes many important

and 2nd Class FCC prepa-

subjects

ration are lust

This exciting

as Computers,

a

few of the

Electronic Heating and
Welding, Industrial Controls, Servomeallanisms,

topics covered in this "com-

and Solid State )evices.

desire.

pact- program

..

Carrier

Telephony too. if you

so

,c

Broadcast Engineering

Mail.
Here's an excel eat studio

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
St., Dept.
In, Ohio

E. 1711,

17711

1

E95

engineering protram which

CleveLuul

will gel you

Pleas, send ir11P: l- Carter !sierra,
11
, prepared to help,uo ;el ahead it
Elect r etit's.with(' at hells rublig., r t.n

a 1st

Class FCC

License and teach you all
about Program

Transmis-

CHECK AREA OF X051'
INTEREST s.

sion and Broadcast Trans-

mitters.

E eel ronics

p

Cleveland Institute
of Electronics

Teeltnolo;r

desired Rlcctrunies
rt.eade:,,t Et tgineerieg
I.

Your Future

in Electronics
:W.IIYrr,V,b.nlry. ;

rirnl-Ch,.. FCC License
Electronic Cnm,n,de.tlionn

You, p,esent Occupation

Age

Name
(please pent)

Address
City

1776 E. 17th St., Dept.
Cleveland 14, Ohio

Coúpüñ "TODAY, For FREE ',CátaÍog:.

PE95

zone

state

_

PE95

Accredited Member

October, 1962
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the very first one. Like Larry, I'm running out of
space and would like to sell out. I'll ship all issues
to the first disappointed, would -he buyer of the
Churchill collection who sends me 25 dollars. Within the continental U.S. only, please.
HERMAN STERN
1563 inwood Ave.

New York 52, N.Y.
Ad dress correspondence for this department to:
Letters Editor. POPULAR ELecrsoXres
One Park Avenue Vela York 16.:V. Y.

Starved Circuit Amplifier
Enclosed is

Amplifier"

Good Advice for SWL's
Like many hams,

receive between three and
ten SWI Gunk a week. The typical one goes
something like this:
"I am an SWL. heard you on 15 -meter phone.
You were working a 1:1. Please send me your QSi.
1

I

card.'

Because 1 was an SWL once, I answer every
such card I receive. Out
doubt that many other
hams take the trouble to do so. if SWL's would
tell hams something they don't already know, the
SWL's would probably get many more answers.
I think most hams would answer an SWL card
which contained: (I) a signal report; (2) strength
I

a

uly

picture of my "Starved Circuit
issue). I kept the cost down
-1 to
about S6.00 by using

1061

surplus parts, and the resuits were quite satisfying.
One suggestion: an octal
plug should be used at 12
rather than the octal socket
shown. Then the power
-supply cable can be
equipped with a socket in"
' stead of a plug. and the
possibility of shock hazard in this project will
be

greatly minimized.

JAcr. ELIAS

Philadelphia, Pa.

If

you want to add some fidelity to that goodlooking unit, don't miss our November issue.

Compactron Complement
Div brother and

I built the "Compactron VHF
Receiver" (September 1961 issue) and made a few
modification, to the original circuit. We've rlderl
plug-in coils to step up the tuning range to cover
SO to 100 inc.. a home-brew audio amplifier to
drive a loudspeaker, and a full -wave rectifier for
the B-{- circuit. Aside from a bit of "warm-up

compared with other signals on the band; (3) band
conditions at the time; (4) stations the ham was
working; (5) modulation or tone quality; (6) type
of equipment the SWL was using; (7) time and
date; and (8) some of the other stations being
copied at the time.

\\ tt.t.t:'a

OsitoRtc t:, wA-IcQn

Benton, Ky.

drift," the receiver

Experimenter's Transistor Tester
i just built the "Experimenter's Transistor
Tester" (April, 1062. issue). Deciding that i ¡would
Iikc a louder indicating tone than the unit provided.
added a Lafayette Pi: -522
transistor amplifier. Now I can hear the tone in the next room.
1

JIEPF Rr

r.t's

Bronx, N.Y.
Clever idea, 1e5. So long
with the hi-fi.

as

it doesn't interfere

More P.E.'s For Sale

If

Lawrence Churchill (see July, 1062, "Letter
Tray") has experienced an avalanche of eager buyers for his complete collection of P.E.. I'd like to
announce that I, too, have saved every issue from

is very stable and selective, and
we are quite pleased with its performance.
DENNIS MURRAY
Wilmington, Del.

And rightly so. Hurray brothers two. .A good deal
of care werrt into the planning of the original circuit, and the additions to suit your needs seen to
have been equally well planned and carried out.

A New Breed of Hams
A short while ago, the 11 -meter ham frequencies were taken away to be used as a public-service
"Citizens Band.' But when we tuner) across the
CII frequencies recently. we noticed that a new
breed of amateurs had moved in instead. Most of
these Citizens handers, or "lids" as we call them
in ham circles, appear to be misusing their licenses

10
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COMMERCiA`L OPERATOR
=

Jobs Electronics
ípt

/Apt

-

THE KEY TO BETTER JOBS
is your ticket to
:ugher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Federal Government evidence of your qualifications in electronics.
Employers are eager to hire licensed technicians.

CORRESPONDENCE OR RESIDENCE CLASSES
Grantham training is available by correspondence or in resident classes. Either way, you are trained quickly and well. Write,
or mail the coupon below, to any division of Grantham School of
Electronics. Our free booklet will be sent to you immediately.

WHICH LICENSE FOR WHICH JOB?
The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is of value primarily
in that it qualifies you to take the second class examination. The
::cope of authority covered by this license is extremely limited.

HERE'S PROOF
that Grantham students prepare for F. C. C. examinatirns in a
minimum of time. Here is a list of a few of our recent graduates,
the class of license they get, and how long it took them:

F. C. C.

LICENSE

An F. C.C. commercial (not amateur) license

...

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to
install, maintain and operate certain radiotelephone equipment
but not commercial broadcast station equipment.
The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate every type of commercial radiotele-.
phone equipment including all radio and television stations in the
United States, its territories and possessions. This is the highest
:lass of radiotelephone license available. Many companies which
employ industrial electronics technicians require this license.

License Weeks
Gary Dele., 9219 N.E. 76th St., Vancouver, Wash
Dennis P. Miller, 416 W. Oak St., Alexandria, Va
Cecil C. Hironimus, 113 Berwick Rd., Johnstown, Pa
Max D. Reece, 4222 Fremont Ave. N., Seattle 3, Wash
Robert Benns, 3802 Military Rd. N.W., Washington, D.
Jon M. Martin, 7913 Sausalito Ave., Canoga Park, Calif

12
12
12
20
12
24
24
12
12
12

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

C

Kline H. Mengle, 401 Granville Dr., Silver Spring, Md
Gary D. Barnard, Johnson Rd., Kirkwood, RD #1, N. Y
Newton E. Hastings, 318 Poplar Hill Ave., Salisbury, Md
Larry L. Trocewell, 1509 43rd St., Padcerslaurg, W. Va

1st
1st

FOUR SCHOOLS TO SERVE YOU
To better serve our many students throughout the entire country, Grantham School of Electronics maintains four Divisions
located in Hollywood, California; Kansas City, Mo.; Seattle,
Wash.; and Washington, D.C. Grantham offers rapid courses in
F. C. C. license preparation, either by home study or in resident

GRANTHAM TRAINING PREPARES YOU
The Grantham Communications Electronics Course prepares
you for a FIRST CLASS F. C. C. license, and it does this by
TEACHING you electronics. Each point is covered simply and in
detail, with emphasis on making the subject easy to understand.
The organization of the subject matter is such that you progress,
step-by-step, to your specific objective-a first class F. C. C. license.

-

classes.

Get your First Class Commercial F.C.C. License in 12 weeks by

training at

w

for
1505 N. Western Ave.

HOLLYWOOD

1st
1st
1st

r

FREE

Booklet CLIP COUPON and mail.
in envelope or pasté on postal card

a= .

Hollywood 27, Calif.,

CALIF.

(Phone:, MO 7.7727)
L

SEATTLE
WASH.

408 Marian Street

WASHINGTON
D. C.

i

Seattle 4, Wash.
(Phone. MA 2.72271

KANSAS CITY
MO.

ó:

3123 Gillhem

Road

IUnsas City 9, Mo.
(Phone: lE 1-6320)

821.19M Street, N. W.
Washington E, D.C.
(Phone.

ST

3-36141

'`yrpl

*d'

To: GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
1505 N.

Western

Hollywood

008 Mason

3123 Glllham Rd.

821.19th, NW

Seattle

Kansas City

Washington

1
II

I
e

Z

,,
=

I
I
1

Please send me your free booklet telling how I can get
my commercial F.C.C. license quickly. I understand there
is no obligation and no salesman will call.

Ú1

Name

J

1

Addres

1

City

I
I

Age
State

1
1

I

am interested in:

L
October, 1962
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Letter Tray

Superior's New Model 820

TUBE TESTER

(Continued from page 10)

MODERN TUBES
INCLUDING THE NEW

TESTS ALL

by attempting to work world-wide DX. And they
even send out QSL cards! Admittedly, there are
some good CB operators, but when one sees a 4 element, 11 -meter beam mounted on an SO-foot
tower, one begins to wonder. Why don't these

NOVARS
NUVISTORS

V
SPECIFICATIONS:

-

10 PINS
12 PIN
COMPACTRONS

>\

Employs new improved emission circuit.
Tests over 850 tube types.
Tests OZ4 and other gas filled tubes.
Employs new 4" meter with sealed air-damping

chamber resulting in accurate vibrationless readings.
Use of 26 sockets permits testing all popular tube types.
Dual Scale meter permits testing of low current tubes.
7 and 9 pin straighteners mounted on panel.
All sections of multi -element tubes tested simultaneously.
Ultra -sensitive leakage test circuit will indicate
leakage up to 5 megohms.
Model 820 comes complete with tube charts and Instructions;
housed in handsome, portable, Saddlestitched Teton case. Only

$

3850
SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO
Try It for is days before you
buy.

If completely satisfied

then lend $5.00 and pay
balance at rate of $5.00 per
month until total price of
$38.50 Iplua postage) is paid
NO Interest
or Finance
Charges Added! If not completely satisfied, return to
us, no etplanatlon necevary.

-

C.

Great Falls, Montana

You'll probably both be glad to know that the FCC
now in a position to levy fines on CB'ers (or
hams) who misuse their licenses (see FCC Report
in last month's P.E. and Across the Ham Bands in
this issue). Perhaps some of the flagrant violations
we've all observed will now be cleared up. --®--

DEPT D.941. 3849 Tenth Ave.. New York 34, N.Y.
Please rush Model 820. If satisfaeton'. I will
pay
on terms specified. Otherwise I will return
tester.
NIme

is

Address

Zone-St

to

All prices net, F.O.B., N.Y.C.

Increased performance
from distat;signais I

:

Out

NÉ.W

:INDOOR oS

STÉNIN

JOHN MAASS, K7TKZ
PETER SCHUMACHER, K7MOY

O. D.

MOSS ELECTRONIC. INC.

City

would-be hams get the proper licenses and trim
their antennas for the 10 -meter ham band next
door?

,ANTEÑNA-,T WAVE-

,

of Tune

Transceiver for 6 (August, 1962, page 47).
Resistors R10 and R11 are specified as
330,000 -ohm units. They should actually be
330 ohms each.

(August, 1962, page 81). The
University Model 61/61 HF microphone
mentioned as having a ceramic element
actually has a dynamic element with an imCB Directory

`---

pedance of 25,000 ohms.
MODEL SWI

Amazing new indoor short wave antenna covers frequencies from 5-30 megacycles ...all important short wave
and amateur bands. Easy to operate. $14.75 complete
at your dealers.

OUTDOOR HIGH EFFICIENCY ANTENNA

MODEL

Sw0

High efficiency outdoor antenna. Only 40 feet
long. Mounts quickly and easily under eaves, in
attic space, etc. Peaked for top performance on
the important short wave bands with 8 trap
assemblies. Complete kit includes 100 feet of
lead-in cable. $14.75.
See your favorite Hy -Gain distributor or write

aun antenna
8401 NE

12

products

Highway six, Lincoln, Nebraska

One for the Road

(July, 1962, page 46).
The pictorial drawing at the top of the
page fails to show that pins 3 and 4 on
V1's socket are to be bent back and soldered to the socket's metal frame. The
terminal holding the junction of C4, L2,
and one wire from T1 is of the insulated
variety and should not be grounded.
(June, 1962, page 40). Under L3 in the Parts List, change "1 -watt"
to "3/16" -diameter." Under L10 and L11,
respectively, change "1/2 -watt" to 419/64" diameter." If you are having trouble locating forms for L2, L4, L7 and L8, try Newark
Electronics Corp., 223 West Madison St.,
Chicago 6, III.
-{30
The NASA -136

Always say you saw if in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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ROBERT T. BLANKS (CREI grad 1960)
is Engineer, Research & Study Din., Vitro

RICHARD

S. CONIVAY (CREI grad
1960) is Supervisor. Electronic Test Department Wilcox Electric Co., Kansas
City, Mo.

`

NEAR!,

MARTIN, Jr.

(CREI

grad

1956) is a Senior Engineer and Field
Support Manager, Tektronix, Inc., Portland, Oregon.

Labs., Division of Vitro Corp. of America,

Sih er Spring, M,/.

Why do these men now enjoy profitable careers
in electronics

that others still dream about?

SUCCESS IS NO ACCIDENT. There is a

YOU

reason why some men move ahead in

covering every field of electronics:

electronics while others stand still,
year after year, in routine, low -paid
jobs. Responsible, rewarding positions
in 'electronics require advanced technical knowledge. Without such knowledge, you cannot hope for success no
matter how bright and ambitious
you are.

technology

SERVOMECHANISMS

YOU

WILL

FOLLOW THE

FOOTSTEPS

of the thousands of CREI men who
hold positions as associate engineers,
engineering aides, field engineers, project engineers and technical representatives. They work in every area of
electronics, from manufacturing to
the space program.
WHEN YOU ENROLL IN A CREI HOME
STUDY PROGRAM, you study courses to

which a number of leading engineers
and scientists have made substantial
contributions. You are guided and
assisted by CREI's staff of experienced
instructors.

School in Washington, D. C.
YOU CAN QUALIFY for a CREI Program, if you have basic knowledge of
radio or electronics and are a high
school graduate or the equivalent. If
you meet these qualifications, write for
FREE 58 -page book describing CREI
Programs and career opportunities in
advanced electronic engineering technology. Mail coupon or write to: The
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,
Dept. 1210-K, 3224 Sixteenth St., N.W.,
Washington 10, D.C.

many large corporations such as National Broadcasting Company, Pan
American Airways, Federal Electric
Corporation, The Martin Company,
Canadian Broadcasting Co., Mackay
Radio, and ninny others. These companies often pay all or part of CREI
tuitior for their employees.
in

-¡

HAS 35 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

CREI

technical

advanced

education

through home study. CREI has de-

YOU HAVE THE SAME OPPORTUNITY.

electronic engineering technology that
will put you on the level of specialization where men are most in demand.

INSTRUMENTATION

EDUCATION IS RECOGNIZED by

CREI

demanded by

Through CREI Home Study Programs,
you can acquire the practical working
knowledge of advanced and up to date

electronics courses for the
Army Signal Corps, special radio
technician courses for the Navy, and
group training programs for leading
asiation and electronics companies.
CREI also maintains a Residence
veloped

CHOICE OF PROGRAMS

A

NAVIGATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AEROSPACE
TELEVISION
AUTOMATION AND
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

open up for them only if they gained the
practical knowledge of electronic en-

industry. They gained this knowledge
through CREI Home Study Programs
and achieved the success they desired.

-AVE

RADAR COMPUTERS AERONAUTICALAND

THE THREE MEN SHOWN ABOVE realized that career opportunities would

gineering

I

Mail coupoh today for:FREE'58=page book
-1963 -Edition Now .a.vailable

e'v

r

Fr.o

A A,n

CREI

ir

1*1

i

P

THE CAPITOL RADIO

Four:ded
Dept. 1210K,

3224

'

"

-

.

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

Sixteenth St., N.W., Washingioi

10,

D.C..

ESC

.

1'loa-e send me details of CREI Home Study Programs and Free Hook,
-Your Future in Electronics and Nuclear Engineertrg Technology."
My qualifications are noted to obtain immediate service.
CHECK FIELD

OF GREATEST

INTEREST:

Electronic Engineering Technology
Servo and Computer Engineering Technology
Aero and Navigational Engineering Technology
Name

Address

_

City

_.
____

Employed by
Type of present work

Education: Years High School

Electronics

Experience

Check: L7 Home Study

...... ...

_

G

-

Nuclear Engineering Technology
4utomation and Industrial Electronic
Engineering Technology
Communications

-

Age

_.......---........
Zone

Othr

._._

State

..

_.__.... ....._........ .... ....

Residence School

October, 1962
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this "S"
Meter

/5"). Model
540

Indicates your signal strength instantly

ONLY $1388 NET

A

PLUS-the only transistorized "S" Meter
on the market
introduces no loading on AVC
circuit!
Ideal for CB, AM and FM tuners, ham, TV, and
antenna orientation
Illuminated "zero" to "30 db over 9" meter-also
controls for zero set and sensitivity
A SECO

...

Completely self powered operates on standard
9 y battery
Can be built right into your set or attached anywhere with suction cup base
Styled to make a handsome matching set with the
Seco Signal Filter noise limiter and controllable
squelch
See your electronics distributor or use the
coupon below to order your Seco Model
540 "S" METER.

_

SECO ELECTRONICS, INC.
1223 S. Clover Drive, Minneapolis 20, Minn.
"S" Meters postpaid

Please send (Qty)

ID money order for

check

$_($13.88 each) enclosed.

PRINT
NAME

quick

Zook at new

products

in the stereo/hi-fi.

field'

GOOD FM -stereo listening demands a good
FM antenna, and the new Mark Stereo 7
released by B rr- K Manufacturing is an excellent choice. For one thing, you can use
it indoors or out. In addition. it's both light-

weight and rugged. and conies complete
with all the hardware you'll need for easy
mast mounting. A seven -element, horizontally polarized unit, the Stereo 7 is priced
And speaking of FM -stereo,
at $24.95
1';ILO has come up with a new FM -stereo
tuner that's available in both kit and factory -assembled form. Dubbed the ST 97, the
tuner comes with pre-wired and pre -aligned
r.f. and i.f. sections for excellent fringe area performance. An automatic stereo in -

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

TOP ALLOWANCES FOR

Awk YOUR USED
t..F

,,:

AT

audio exchange

r

'

WHEN YOU PURCHASE
The Fisher FM -100-B

Special
GE

credit
plan

TRADE 4 WAYS

TRADE Hi-fi for hi-fi

TRADE CB equipment for hi-fi

TRADE Hi-fi for amateur radio
TRADE Amateur radio* for amateur radio*
*Includes HAM; SWL; CITIZEN'S BAND; TEST EQUIPMENT
AUDIO EXCHANGE EXCLUSIVES:
New Equipment from over 100 manufacturers
Trade -Back Plan
Used Equipment sold on 10 -day unconditional money -back guarHi Fi service laboratory.
antee ... plus 90 -day service warranty
Custom Installation Get more! Pay less when you trade at

audio exchange
For Trading info.,

write dept.

PO

PLEASE MAIL ALL ORDERS AND INQUIRIES TO JAMAICA
153-21 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y.
AXtel 7-7577
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
MANHASSET, N. Y.
1065 Flatbush Ave. 451 Plandome Rd.
203 Mamaroneck Ave.

14

.

EICO ST 97 FM -stereo

FM-Multiplex Wide -Band Tuner with Exclusive Stereo Beacon
Features 0.6 microvolt sensitivity, Micro Ray Tuning
Indicator, Automatic switching between mono and
stereo, MPX noise filter.

ets

2,.:

r

tuner

dicator and station tuning indicator travel
in tandem on twin slide -rule dials, and
cathode -followers provide the preferred low impedance outputs. Prices: $99.95 for the
semi -kit: $149.95, fully wired and tested.
From Heath comes a near 3 -way speaker
system tin kit form) that's slim enough
and trim enough to fit almost anywhere.
Just 5" deep. the AS -22 system can be set
on the floor, placed on a table or bookshelf,
or even hung on the wall. What's inside? A
10" woofer of special inverted design, a 6"
mid -range speaker. and a 31,x" tweeter. And
the price? $49.95 in unfinished whitewood
(Model AS -22U), $54.95 in finished walnut (Model AS -22W ), both prices f.o.b.
Benton Harbor, Mich.
Another item
.

.

.

Heath-an "apartment size" equipment cabinet-is styled and finished to
from

match speaker cabinets in the company's
(Continued on page 20)

`Write to (lie manufacturers listed at the end of
this column for 1110re data on products mentioned
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

a separate microphone and speaker

range of up to 6 miles depending on terrain, telescoping whip antenna, press -to -talk
button. Complete with private earphone,
batteries, and leather carrying case.
$149.95 per pair

If you're considering the purchase of a portable Citizens Band transceiver system,
there are several good reasons why you

should look to SONY. Not in the least is that,
FCC regulations strictly limit maximum output, they put no limit on intelligence of design and manufacture. In the
SONY CB -901 transceiver, you will find a
separate microphone and speaker, rather
than the all -in -one unit commonly found on
other models. Naturally, since each is designed to do a specific job, rather than
double in brass, you are assured of clearer
transmission, and much better reception.
Then again, you should consider the fact
that SONY uses only components of its own
manufacture, including all 9 transistors.
Powered by 8 penlight cells, the CB -901 has

a

w'ile

01%111-"SL7c7

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Please send me more information on the
remarkable SONY CB -901.
Name

Address
-

.`

-- -

-

--

Zone

State

---- - -

Sony Corp. of America, Dept. P-9
514 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.

1111N`111'1
.

City

Rlcxavxorrt

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA 514 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.
October, 1962
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A

PROPHECY
For men and women with a sincere desire to succeed

"In the years that llave passed since my days

¡r

on the faculty of RCA Institutes, I have be-

t'

come even more firmly convinced that the
individual who continues his education
particularly his technical education
is
the individual who profits both as a thinking
man and as a working man. Science and industry will reward you for your talents and
energy. Out of your efforts may come inventions, new products, processes and services. There is everything good yet to be accomplished in our lives and in our work.
What man has done, man can do better."

...
...

ír....

-11

1(917AA
Chairman of the Board,
Radio Corporation of America

RCA Institutes Offers the Finest of Home Study and Resident Training
for Your Career in the Rdpidly Expanding World of Electronics
RCA Institutes, founded in 1909, is
one of the largest technical institutes
in the United States devoted exclusively to electronics. A service of
Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Institutes offers unparalleled facilities
for technical instruction ... tailored to
your needs. The very name "RCA"

16

means dependability, integrity,
scientific advance.

and

RCA Institutes Home Study School,
licensed by the New York State Department of Education, offers a complete program of integrated courses for
beginners and advanced students rang-

ing from electronic fundamentals to
automation. All courses are designed
to prepare you for a rewarding career
in the rapidly expanding world of elecrtronics. The caliber of the training you
receive is the finest! And you get top
recognition as an RCA Institutes
graduate!

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

HOME STUDY COURSES
in Electronic Fundamentals T V Servicing Color TV
Communications Electronics Automation Electronics
Computer Programming Transistors Electronic Drafting
'Voluntary Tuition Plan. All RCA.
Institutes Home Study courses are.
available under the Voluntary Tuition
Flan. This plan affords you the most
e:onomical possible method of home
s':udy training. You pay for lessons
only as you order them. If, for any
reason, you should wish to interrupt'
your training, you can do so and you
will not owe a cent until you resume

tse course. No other obligations! No
i:astallinent payments required.

RCA Personal Instruction. With
RCA Home Study training you set
your own pace in keeping with your
own ability, finances, and time.RCA
Institutes allows you ample time to
complete the course. Your lesson assignments are individually graded by
technically trained personnel, and
helpful comments are added where required. You get theory, experiment,
and service practice beginning with
the very first lesson. All lessons are
profusely illustrated. You get a cornl_lete training package throughout the
entire course.

You Get Prime Quality Equipment. All kits furnished with the
course are complete in every respect,
and the equipment is top grade. You
keep all the equipment furnished to
you for actual use on the job ... and
you never have to take apart one piece
to build another.

RESIDENT
SCHOOLS

in Los Angeles and
New York City-.
You can study
electronics in the
city of your choice.

courses specially designed to provide
the basic math and physics required
for a career in electronics.

Free Placement Service. RCA Institutes graduates are now employed
in important jobs at military installations with important companies such
as IBM, Bell Telephone Labs, General
Electric, RCA, and in radio and TV
stations all over the country. Many
other graduates have opened their own
businesses. A recent New York Resident School class had 93% of the graduates who used the FREE Placement
Service accepted by important electronics companies ... and had their
jobs waiting for them on the day they
graduated!

CoeduCational Day and Evening
Courses. Day and Evening Courses
are available at Resident Schools in
New York City and Los Angeles. You
can prepare for a career in electronics
while continuing your normal fulltime or part-time employment. Regular classes start four times each year.

Training
Required For Admission. You
Are Eligible Even If You Haven't
Completed Iliglr School. RCA InNo Previous Technical

stitutes Resident Schools in Los Angeles and New York City offer training
that will prepare you to work in rewarding position. on research and production projects in fields such as auto-

mation, transistors, communications,
technical writing, television, computers, and other industrial and advanced electronics applications. If you
did not complete high school, RCA
will prepare you for such training with
SEND POSTCARD FOR FREE

ILLUSTRATED BOOK TODAY!
SPECIFY HOME STUDY OR
NEW YORK OR LOS ANGELES

RESIDENT SCHOOL
FICA

INSTITUTES, INC.

DEPT. PE -02, A SERVICE OF RADIO

3 NEW LOCATIONS
In addition to RCA Institutes Inc.
courses, Radio Corporation of America
offers a limited selection of basic Resident School Courses in Electronics at
three new locations...Chicago, Philadelphia, and Cherry Hill, N. J., (near

Camden). For complete information,
write the city of your preference next to
your name or. the attached postcard.

CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 350 WEST 4TH ST., NEW YORK 14, N. Y.
PACIFIC ELECTRIC BLDG., 610 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES 14, CALIF.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

October, 1962
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(Continued from page 14)

ELECTRONIC ORGAN
¿i

-

3 Models,tó °
choose trom.::_
Concert Model
$1200
Consolette
Model $600 Spinet Model

u

-

_

$550

This is the Schober Consolette Model with
two full 61 -note keyboards, 17 pedals and
individual stops. It is comparable to finished organs selling from $1800 to $2500.

You'll love the rich, thrilling tone of a Schober Electronic Cryan, and you'll love the price, too-starting
as low as $550. Whichever Schober Organ you prefer,
you'll happily find it's only half the price of a comparable, ready-made organ sold in a store. In fact,
many people who could well afford to buy any organ,
have chosen to build a Schober Organ simply because
they prefer it musically! You get a full-size organ on
which you can play classical and popular music.
And you don't have to be an electronic genius to
build your own Schober Organ. The clear, concise,
step-by-step instructions make it realistically simple,
even if you've never touched a soldering iron!
Assemble it gradually if you wish. You may start for
as little as $18.94. Or you can order all the components of your organ to be sent at once, and assemble
it in as little as 50 hours!
Even a beginner can quickly learn to play a Schober
Organ. You'll soon discover a whole new world of
music, and endless hours of pleasure. Unquestionably,
this organ is the king of instruments!
We are so proud of our organs we've made a 10"
Hi -Fi demonstration record we'd like you to hear.
The initial cost of the record is $2 but this will be
refunded when you send for your first organ building kit.
THE

EJC'/

7Ii4?4

6/

.CZY

CORPORATION

West 61st Street, NewC York 23, N.Y.
Also available in Canada, Australia,and the United Kingdom
43

r

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
THE SCHOBER ORGAN CORP., DEPT. PE -10

43 West 61st Street, New York 23, N. Y.
Please send me FREE booklet and other literature on
the Schober Organ.
Please send me the Hi -Fi demonstration record.
I
enclose $2 which is refundable when I order my

first kit.

Name

Address

1`
20

City

Zone

AE -30 series. Included are shelves for a
tuner and an integrated amplifier, and
there's also a compartment which will accept either a record changer or a tape recorder. The cabinet measures 323/8" x 18%"
x 19"; the shelves are 61/8" x 17t/8" x 16%",
while the changer compartment is 91/2" x
17%" x 17'4 ". Prices (f.o.b. Benton Harbor, Mich.) are $58.50 unfinished (Model
AE -12U), $68.50 in walnut (Model AE 12W); drawers are available as optional
extras.
Remote control of a.c. power in
any type of hi-fi system is yours with the
"Audio Robot" by Royce. Although it draws
only 1/10 of a watt (less than an electric
clock), the unit will control systems consuming up to 500 watts. Designed specifically for use with extension speakers, the
"Robot" makes use of the existing 2 -conductor speaker cable. The result: no additional wiring is required, and up to five
remote control units can be employed to
permit independent control of a.c. power
from six different locations. The "Robot"
with one remote control unit sells for
$32.95; additional control units for additional remote stations are priced at $5.49
each.
H. H. Seott's new version of the 350 FM stereo tuner incorporates many new features-including the patented "Sonic Moni.

22

J%

Showcase

State

mai

.

.

tJ
t3
Scott 350

FM -stereo

tuner

tor." In addition to increased sensitivity,
the 350B offers stereo separation in excess
of 30 db. A convenient tape output jack has
been added to the front panel, and separate
level controls make it possible to achieve
perfect channel balance. And as for the
"Sonic Monitor," it guarantees top-notch
stereo separation on every stereo broadcast.
The 350B sells for $219.95, east of Rockies.
& K Mfg. Co., 1801 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago 13,
Ill.
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 33-00 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1 N.Y.
Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.
Royce Electronic Developments Inc., P.O. Box
321. Valley Stream. N.Y.
H. H. Scott Inc., Dept. P, 111 Powderºnill Rd.,
Maynard, Mass.

B
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RECORDER
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AND PURPOSE
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CONTINENTAL '100' (EL 3585) shown

e -e

on

top:

records 2
lb., battery portable
hours on 4" reel, from any source
plays back thru
self-contained speaker as well as radio, TV or record
player response: 100-6000 cps tapes interch.ingeable with other 2 -track 17/8 ips machines constant speed ojeration complete with dynamic microphone.

transistorized

7

CONTINENTAL '200' (EL 3541> shown oottom
right: 4-track stereo head output direct to external
stereo preamp for portable high fidelity tape -deck
applications
completely self-contained for 4 -track
lightmixing facilities
mono record and playback
weight, compact dynamic microphone.

CONTINENTAL '300' (EL 3542) second from top:
4 -track stereo playback (tape head
output)
self-contained 4 -track rrono
record -playback
3 speeds
mixing
facilities dynamic microphone
self-

M.IW

.~0

_I.

ar.

o

ó.

contained phono/P.A. amplifier/speaker system
ideal for schools, churches, recreation centers, etc.

CONTINENTAL '400' (EL 3536) bottom left:
Four -track stereo and mono recording and playback
3 speeds . completely self-contained, including dual
recording and ;playback preamplifiers, dual power
amplifiers, two loudspeakers (second in lid) and dual
can also be
element stereo dynamic microphone
used as a quality hi-fi reproducing system, stereo
frequency reor mono, with Liner or record player
sponse: 50 to 1&.000 cps at 71/2 ips wow and flutter less than .15% at 7'/a ips signals-to -noise ratio:
-48 db or better cross -talk: -55 db

Compare the special teatures...Look at the low prices
...Listen to the matchless quality...
Choose the 'Continental' most suitable
lot your requirements... For literature
and tree demonstration, write: Dept. E.10.

rrdcoc

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., High Fidelity Products Division, 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.
IN

CANA.

AND THROUGHOUT THE TREE WORLD,

NOS

ELCO CONTINENTAL

is KNOWN

AN

THE P1411.15'.
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New

Products

turn to

CONVERTIBLE NUTDRIVERS

TURNER,
initially

Turner has the tested, proved and leading line
of mobile mikes for Citizens Band, Business

Band and all mobile communications. Here are
three excellent reasons for selecting Turner.
CERAMIC MODEL 350C

More 350C microphones are
used as original equipment on
CB than any other. Equipped
with five foot extended rubber jacketed coiled cord, wired for
relay operation. Response: 807000 cps. Output: -54db.
List Price $16.80

Xcelite has introduced a unique set of convertible pocket -sized nutdrivers. The set
(Cat. No. PS -120) contains ten color -coded
tools having hex openings ranging in size
from 3/32" to 9/8", plus a "torque amplifier." Any of the nutdrivers can be converted to the equivalent of a standard -sized
unit by slipping an extra handle (the
"torque amplifier") over its regular handle.
All items are housed in a sturdy "seethrough" plastic case which can be carried
in a pocket or used as a bench stand. Price,
about $5.00. (Xcelite, Inc., Orchard Park,
N. Y.)

WALKIE-TALKIE KIT

A 3 -transistor

walkie-talkie with a half mile range is available, in kit form, from

Allied Radio.

MODEL 355C CERAMIC

hand -ease switch makes this the
most advanced styling concept
in years. Response: 80-7000 cps.

Output: -50db.
List Price $12.50

CERAMIC MODEL 254C

The matched desk companion
to the fine mobile microphones
above. Features on -off push -to talk and lock switch. Cable is
7 foot, three conductor (one

shielded) wired for relay operation. Response: 80-7000 cps.
Output: -54db.
List Price $23.50
I

TURNER

1

MICROPHONE COMPANY

94617th

St. N.E., Cedar Rapids,

generative receiver,

Willowdale, Ontario

Name
Address

L
22

transmitter are crystal -controlled. No li-

cense is required to
operate the unit, which
will run for 75 hours
on its 9-volt battery.
Controls include a send receive button, a 2 -position volume switch.
and a power switch. A
45" telescoping whip
antenna is built into
the case. Price, $9.95
including transmit/receive crystal but less battery. (Allied Radio,
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.)
AUDIO COMPRESSOR KIT

Please send me complete specifications on
Turner Model 350C
Turner Model 355C
Turner Model 254C

Zone

and both receiver and

Iowa

Tri-Tel Associates, Ltd.
IN CANADA: 81 Sheppard Avenue West

City

The

Knight -Kit C-100 transceiver has a superre-

Convenient, easy to operate

THE

.

State

J

In addition to improving the audio quality
of any CB or ham transceiver, the "Speak Easy" audio compressor amplifier by Communications, Inc.. makes the operator's
voice seem louder, thereby increasing copying range. An "or-t -in" switch, "modulation
gain" control, and "percentage modulation"
meter are provided on the unit's front panel.
Models are available for 115/12 volt or
115/6 volt operation, and the units are designed for easy installation in vehicles or
Always say

you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

n)i

ay.

Pardon us while we change our face
Some say that only women are privileged to change their
minds, and their faces, whenever they choose. We disagree.
And we have the courage of our convictions, because-from
this day forward-Audiotape will be wearing a bright new face
you've never seen before.
We think you'll like the new Audiotape look, not only because
it's fresh, clean and attractive but because it will now be easier
than ever to select the type of Audiotape you need. We've assigned a distinct, highly visible color to each of the eight types
so that you can locate your favorite immediately. We've also
printed a description of the contents on every package-brief,
simple and in large, clear letters. (No matter which Audiotape
you favor, you're getting the tape that quality made famous.)
Look for the new family of Audiotape packages. They're well
worth your attention.

'

_

I.

E

nnoErssONn, QUA,.
ON Nn eoNVENiEN+esol nee,

It
.........

SIANOAaO
REnO?OING

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Madison Ave., New York
Offices in Los Angeles, Chicago, Washington, D. C.

I
TRAIN

r.ARA
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LATÉST.SAMS-BOOKS
Q.

l

Products

FOR

(Continued from page 22)

r

EYERYÓ-NE IN ELECTRONICS.
s

e;

1<n<

base stations. Price, $24.95 in kit form,
$34.75 factory -wired.
(Communications,
Inc., 33 Danbury Rd., Wilton, Conn.)

1>.o1'_Dt

INSTANT LETTERING

.ya

?REUSE
a

THIS HANDY ORDER FORM al

Modern Communications Course Vol. 1. Radio Frequency

Systems-gives you

complete understanding of
transmitters, including design, operating principles
and practices. Order MCN-1, only
$4.95
Fundamentals of Magnetic Amplifiers. The practical hook
for everyone working with saturable -dore devices,
such as those used in missiles, computers, industrial
equipment, lab instruments. FMA-1, only
$2.95
Servicing Transistorized 2 -Way Radio. Complete servicing techniques for transistorized 2 -way designs used
by the major manufacturers. Full troubleshooting
and maintenance details. Order TRT-1, only
$2.95
a

TV Servicing Guide, SGS-1
How to Read Schematic Diagrams
ABC's of Ultrasonics. ULT-1
O ABC's of Magnetism. AOM-1
ABC's of Citizens Band Radio. ACR-1
O ABC's of Radionavigatlon. ARN-1
101 Ways to Use Your VOM & VTVM. TEM-3
o Troubleshooting With the Oscilloscope. TOS-1
ID Electronic Servicing for the Beginner. BSJ-1
Electronics Math Simplified. MAT -1
Transistor Substitution Handbook. SSH-3

I

[!

$2.00
1.50
1.95
1.95

Ask for the Sams Booklist, describing
over 200 important books.

FREE!

Index to Phototact, world's finest circuit data on 53,000 TV & radio models.

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from any Electronic Parts Distributor, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. K-92
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.
Send books checked above. $
enclosed.
Send Photofact Index

Name

I

Address

City
Lox

24

Zone
IN CANADA: A. C. Simmnnns & Sons,

State
Ltd:, Toronto

transfer words
(or individual

letters) from
the Letraset

a

carrying sheet
to the surface
to be marked.
Each set contains 24 3" x 5" sheets, carrying thousands
of pre-set words and phrases that are useful to the electronics technician or hobbyist
(each set is said to provide up to 95% of
all electronics panel markings). Sheets of
alphabets and numerals are also included.
Price, $4.95 per set, available with either
black or white lettering. (The Datak Corp.,
63 - 71st St., Guttenberg, N. J.)
BREADBOARDING KITS

A simplified technique for breadboarding

experimental electronic circuits features
the "Koil-Klip," a versatile solderless connector. The Koil Klip consists of a helical
tk

1.95
1.95
2.50
2.50
2.50
4.95
1.50

FREE!

Send FREE Booklist.

takes just a
quick, light
pressure to

If you're planning to

buy
CB equipment or want to improve your present
gear, here's the hook you need on how to select and
use the best antenna. Order CAH-1, only
$2.50
Troubleshooting With the VOM-VTVM. Shows you
exactly how to use these instruments for troubleshooting TV circuits. Details all measurement and
analysis procedures. Order TWV-1, only
$2.50
TV Diagnosis and Repair. Practical servicing procedures and cures for typical TV circuit troubles,
adapted from articles in PF REPORTER. Helps
solve the most troublesome TV problems quickly.
Order TDR-1, only
$1.50
Fundamentals of Modern Semiconductors. Detailed explanation of solid-state physics, with a minimum of
mathematics. Fully covers diode and transistor
fundamentals, including the latest developments.
Order FSK-1, only
$2.95
CB Radio Antenna Guidebook.

"Letraset Instant Lettering" is designed
for marking all kinds of electronic panels,
chassis, etc. It

7

spring having a nylon mounting plug on
one end and a combination handle and
banana -plug receptacle on the other. Once
mounted on a perforated circuit board, the
spring can be pulled upward and as many
as 10 average -sized component leads inserted between the coils. Kit K-200, consisting of 50 Koil Klips and an 11" x 17"
circuit board, sells for $10.95. A kit of 15
Koil Klips and an 81/2" x 11" board (K-150)
costs $3.95. Plug-in tube and transistor
socket adapters, switch holders, and potentiometer holders are also available. (Electronic Training Aids Co., P. O. Box 53,
Cambridge 41, Mass.)
-»Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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You Have Aptitude

for Electronics

...Why Not Make It Your Career?
Get the Training You Need at COYNE
then Step into High Salary Position in
the Branch of Electronics You Like Best!
No matter what branch of electronics you
prefer, you'll have no trouble landing just
the job you want-provided you get the

right kind of training.
Without this training you'll not get far.
With it most of our graduates start right
out with a beginner's salary of $ I00 a week
or more. Once you've started. you can
move ahead fast. to more important jobs

that pay

CHICAGO-THE NATION'S
L

as much as $14,000 a year.

ELECTRONICS CENTER

r

Don't get the idea hat coining to Chicago to learn with Coyne is a costly or
complicated undertaking..Nothingcould
be further from the truth. With modern
transport a l ion, Chicago is "close by no
matter where you lire. High living costs?
Nol al all. We find a place for you to live
place where, in many cases, your
I

AIRLINES NEED MEN
Who pays this kind of money to beginners? You'd be surprised at how many fine
openings there are for Coyne trained menin small towns and big cities every, here
all year 'round. For example. theairlines
are always on he lookout !Or men who can
fill ¡ohs as radio mechanics. aircraft electricians and electronic systems technicians, to mention only a few. Prom a good
starting salary. a trained man can quickly
boost his income to $8.00(1 a year. And
that is by no means the limit.

-a
room

t

And the same thing can be said of salaries.
These rad io and TV manufacturers are expanding into new fields and are growing
at an unheard of rate. Any man with al, ii it ya nil am hi lion can grow with.them, earn
promotion after promot ion. With these
promotions come frequent pay raises as
he cool inues to step from one important
job to one still more important.

OR, YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Hundredsof graduates have gone to work
for former graduates, servicing TVs and
I:arlios. Air Conditioners, Refrigerators,
other household appliances-then, after

THE MISSILE INDUSTRY

Another field where employers are clamoring for trained men is the missile industry-an industry growing so fast as to be
almost unbelievable. Here there is a constantly increasing need for trained men.
Everyday hese companies are hiring electronic t°clinicians, laboratory technicians.
elect ronic assembly inspectors and field

learning business methods have branched
out and started Iheir own shops. Others
have started their own shops immediately
upon graduating. Profits as independent
business men. after taxes and other business expenses, are as high as $10,001) to
$20.000 a year.
These are not, d reams. They are realities.
Rut don't try to break into Electronics "on
your own." You can save years of struggle
and disappointment by first getting the
necessary t raining at the great shop -laboratories of the Coyne School in Chicago.

t

service engineers. A field service engineer
with minimum experience can easily demand and get $8,000 a year-plus extra
compensation in the form of living expenses and incentive pay.

1»
COMPUTERS-Data Processing

A tremendous field. Men with basic electronic training are welcomed by manufac-

turers to receive fort her training-while on
he operation and maintenance
salary in
of their specialized equipment. Opportunities unlimited. No ceiling on salaries.

--.-`
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FREE BOOK are out line ewho t
Coyne offers to men who want to get
into electronics. You'll find the complete, fasc'nating story in our big 48 page bons "Your Opportunities in
Electronics," we'll he glad to send you
free. Read this Book before you make
up your mind what you want to do.
We'll mail the hook to you free and
postage prepaid. You will not be under
the slightest obligation. No salesman
will call at your home. Mail the coupon
now, or .send your name on a postcard.
Whenyou Nee this wonderful book. you
will be glad you sent for your free copy.
ofYu've

Coyne Electrical School
Chartered as an Educational Institution not for Profit

7

Chicago 7, Illinois

Dept. 72-M

OUT AND MAIL NOW!

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 72-M
1501 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago 7, W.
Send me your big 48 pace Book "Your Opportunities in Electronics" and complete information
about getting training for a high paying position in
electronics. You are to send everything free and
postage prepaid and it is uundcrstooul that no salesman will call at my home.

I

Name

TV and RADIO Manufacturers

Perhaps the biggest opportunities of all
are to he found with the large electronic
manufacturers. With these giants, jobopportunities are practically without limit.

and hoard cost no more than you
would pay at home. And don't, forget,
that you haveevery opportunity to earn
money while you learn. Our employment depart meat helps you get. a part
time lob if you need extra money.
And Minh of the training you will get!
Coyne is the oldest. largest and most
completely equipped Resident School
of its kind. And it is right in the heart.
of America's electronics cent er! Best. of
all. you can start your I raining with only
a small down payment. Then take care
of the balance after you graduate!

Address.

F
E`'

1

RR No.
'

City

Zone

State
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NEW KITS DESIGNED SPECI FICALLY FOR
new R.A.E. kits offer 7 major innovations
When a group of. kit building enthusiasts got together
and decided to design their
own kits
kits that could
actually be assembled on a

-

-

kitchen table
exciting
things began to happen.
It started the idea of the
A E Society, now a naR
tional organization of kit -

builders,

already past
12,000 members. It also
started a new concept of
kit designs, embodying features of advanced military

equipment and precision
instruments adapted specifically to home construction
not just parts for components intended to be
assembled on factory production lines.

-

UNDERSIDE VIEW OF FM TUNER CHASSIS

1.

PARTS -BOARD MOUNTING METHOD
The usual confusion of parts and wires is eliminated. Parts are mounted by putting the leads
through pre -drilled holes in Grade XXX phenolic
boards, and using the leads for most of the wiring.
This reduces heat transfer to parts in soldering,
eliminates AF and RF coupling effects, improves
reliability, and simplifies wiring.

2

MODULAR CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION
Circuit sections (RF, IF, multiplex, power supply)
are carried on separate aluminum decks or
modules, on which the parts boards are mounted.
Each is completely assembled and wired, then
mounted on the chassis. Individual modules are
easy to handle. All parts and wires are readily

accessible. This is a basic improvement over
conventional one-piece chassis design.

3

PERFECT SOLDER CONNECTIONS
Most common cause of failures is the practice of
running 5, 6, or 7 wires to a single terminal.
When solder does not flow over all the wires, open
circuits result. R A E kits are so designed that
not more than 2 wires (rarely, 3 wires) are run to
any one terminal or lug.
26

4

FINEST PARTS,

1 -YEAR

GUARANTEE

guarantees that all parts are of current production, purchased directly from the manufacturers. (No close-out or military surplus parts
in any R A E kit.) Only R A E supplies such
extra -cost items as Keps nuts, grade XXX phenolic
panels, Teflon tubing. Only R A E guarantees
all parts except tubes for one year.
Only

R

A

E

5. KITS DESIGNED

FOR KIT -BUILDERS
Standard practice today is to furnish components
designed for factory production in kit form also.
Such designs, intended for high-speed production -line assembly, are ill-suited to home construction. Only RAE kits are designed by
kit -builders for kit -builders. Moreover, they follow
the most advanced design practices developed
for precision commercial and military equipment.
Net result is your assurance of success with the
assembly and wiring, high -quality performance,
trouble -free operation, and the appearance of professional workmanship.

6

ERROR -PROOF INSTRUCTIONS
E has perfected an entirely new style of instructionsto guard you against errors. In addition,
R A E provides an inspection check -list for each
R

A

Always say yoL saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

KIT, BUILDING

I

stage, so that if a mistake is made, it will be
found and corrected at once. R A E has also
worked out a new and greatly simplified style of
wiring diagrams which are a pleasure to follow.

7

$20.00 IN DIVIDEND COUPONS
-'he R A E Society, a nation-wide association of
kit -builders, publishes the quarterly R A E Journal. Current issue contains ten articles and departments on kit designs, kit building, system
planning, Society activities, and related subjects
profusely illustrated with drawings and photographs handsomely printed on fine paper. You
are invited to send in the application form below.
Dues of $1.00 per year cover full membership
privileges. On acceptance of your application, you
will receive a membership card, your first copy of
the Journal and Member's Dividend Coupons to
the value of $20.00 which you can apply to the
purchase of R A E kits.

--

YOU CAN NOW BUILD AND ENJOY ONE
OF THESE FABULOUS NEW R A E KITS
77.

RA

E

250

STEREO -MONO

l

FM TUNER:

R

A

E

400

STEREO -MONO
PREAMP:

Function switch for mikes,

,fy.

phono low, phono high, tape,
FM, AM -TV; 4 -position speaker
switch; balance; class 2 matched controls for volume,
bass, treble; maximum output approx. 2.5 volts from
each input; amplifier and tape outputs; total distortion
below .4%; hum -noise -70db; cathode -follower outputs; tubes 6-12AX7; panel 83/4 high by 8 ins.; depth
11 ins.; front panel finish, choice of standard gray or
anodized soft -tone gold. Complete Kit $97.50.
R

RAE100
ADJUSTABLE
NETWORK:
Improves quality of any audio
system by separating high and
low frequencies before power
amplification. Separate switches limit highest frequency
fed to woofer, and lowest frequency fed to tweeter at
150, 200, 350, 500, 700, 1000, 1500, 2200 or 3500
cycles. Separate level controls permit exact balancing
of low and high -range outputs. Tubes 3-12AX7 providing
cathode follower outputs; panel 83/4 high by 6 ins.;
depth 11 ins.; front panel finish, choice of standard
gray or anodized soft -tone gold. Complete Kit $74.95.
O

'

'

Sensitivity 1.2 microvolts for
30db quieting at 100% modu-

lation; harmonic distortion

under 2%; drift under 02%; flat to 1db 20 to 20,000
cycles; stereo separation 32db; controls for tuning,
stereo volume, mono volume, channel separation; EM84
tuning indicator; tubes 2-ECC85, 3.6AÚ6, 6BN6, 12AU7,
6AV6, 6BL6, 6x4, 2-IN874 diodes; tuning unit and transformers pre -aligned; panel 83/4 high by 9 ins.; depth 11
ins.; front panel finish, choice of standard gray or
anodized soft -tone gold. Complete Kit $129.95.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR
All kit components and parts, except tubes, will

without charge if found defective
within one year from date of purchase.
be replaced

ORDER YOUR

R

AE

KIT TODAY

USE THIS CONVENIENT ORDER FORM

7
Gentlemen: Please RUSH the following R A E Kits:
$129.95
Model 25 Stereo -Mono FM Tuner
R
A E Society Sponsor
97.50
Model 400 Stereo -Mono Preamp
Great Barrington Station
74.95
Electronic Crossover Network
Housatonic I, Mass.
All R A E Kits' are shipped by express, delivery charges collect. C.O.D. orders must be
M.O.: $
CHECK: $
accompanied by 20% deposit. I Enclose:
R

A

E

EQUIPMENT, INC.

o

°

10 -DAY

.10 HEY-BACK"

NAME
ADDRESS

GUARANTEE
CITY

ZONE

_

STATE

within 10days
after receipt of any R A E kit, and after examining the instructions, but before attempting any
assembly, you feel that it doesn't measure up to
your expectations, you may return it shipping
charges prepaid for full purchase price refund.
10 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. If

October, 1962

Also please enroll me as a member of the
Society. Enclosed is $1.00 as any first
R
A
E
year's dues. I understand this qualifies me to
E Quarterly Journal for 1 year,
receive the R
plus Member Dividend Coupons to the value of
$20.00 and all other benefits and of membership.

A

a member of
Society to order R A E kits, nor do
R
A E kits to be a member.

IMPORTANT: You do not have to be

the

R

A

E

you have to order
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with oscillator
circuits

Citizen Band Class "D" Crystals

-

- $295

3rd overtone
.1105 17, tolerance
to
meet all FTC requirements. Hermetically
sealed HCIi/U holders. 12" pin spacing.
.050 pins. (Add 15e per crystal for .093
pins).
ALL 23 CHANNELS IN STOCK: 26.965. 26,975, 26.985,
27.0315: 27.015, 27.025, 27.035, 27.055, 27.065, 27.075, 27.085,
27.105, 27.115, 27.125, 27.135, 27.155, 27.165, 27.175, 27.185,
7.205, 27.215, 27.225. 27.255.
Matched crystal sets for ALL CB units (Specify equipment
make and model numbers)
$5.90 per set

RADIO CONTROL CRYSTALS

in HC6/U HOLDERS-SIX FREQUENCIES
In stock for immediate delivery (frequencies listed In mega
'A pin spacing- .050 pin diameter.
toleranrc .1103'
.003
(ycles,:pins available. add (Sr per crystal.) Specify frequency.

[.

26.995, 27.045, 27.095, 27.145,
27.195. 27.255

4295

(add 5c per crystal for postage and handling)

EACH

ENGINEERING SAMPLES and small quantities for prototypes
now made at either (-hirago 1n' Fort Myers plants with 24 hour
service. IN CHICAUU. PHONE GLndstnne 3-3555
IF YOUR PARTS DEALER DOESN'T STOCK Texas Crystals,
order direct and send us his name.

HOW TO BUILD ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT
by

=
4-1,

RUSH YOUR ORDER NOW TO

TEXAS CRYSTALS.
of

11

LliehpR Elec,r.urie, Corp.

1000 Crystal Drive. Fort Myers, Florida

Dept. P.102

Phone WE 6.2100

FOR SHIPMENT VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL AT NO EXTRA
COST ATTACH THIS ADVT. TO YOUR ORDER!

NEW

-

--by KUHN

SHORT WAVE MOBILE CONVERTER

Listen to overseas short wave stations around the world
`chile you drive. Hear netts direct from London. Paris.
;Moscow. Cologne. etc. Covers 19. 25, 31 anti 49 Meter
Bands plus extra Band for 40 dieters and Canadian Time
Signals. Works with any standard
12 volt transistorized car radio.
"£E
351A
Can be installed in minutes. Cont.
'Se
plete with Mtg. bracket. Works $34.95
with your present antenna. Nothinn else to huy.
...

AIRCRAFT

POLICE

FIRE

348A

Convener.

,l m

aircr'Iv

1'o+ rrd
nry'

.1

rril.

t

nahlr

(kb`t self -

h:aerlltn1

ltivl
nlra o6111q'. I^I¢nrd
tor. ear.. I;inmr
able
-rlvr
Two t)'prea
' ailaht:
Air.
llF 11:.I::n AIC or ),i0 -i6º
1

>

n'
u.d

Crystal controlled Mobile
Converter. highly efficient.
Operates directly from 12
volt auto system. For 150174 MC or 30-50 MC.

lots cost turntable con;erter for any 10
MC area of: 26-51 MC, Aircraft VHF. or
150-160 MC. Easily installed. For
use with home or auto sets.
315A

Tuner same ranges as above but for
use with small table model radios

$14.95

325C

014.95
Order today or send for free catalog on full line
of converters and ,eceivers for every application.

,!

vr4h'i.ddálátki
I=311
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self beginner.

Among the chapters we found most
useful are "Tools,"

"Chassis Working," "Parts Layout." and "Ca-

Q

$29.95

A

"

Richard Johnson

bling." Other readers may find answers to their questions in such chapters as
"Testing," "Wiring," "Painting," and "Parts
Identification." This is an ideal reference
book for readers of POP'tronics and for
anyone else interested in building electronic
projects.
Published by John F. Rider, Inc., 116 West
14th St.. New York 11, N.Y. 288 pages.
Hard cover. $6.95.

Complete

$34.95
Trn,sistnrl'rel.

'---

&-ütt

34 5A

Complete

J.

This volume lets the reader in on 99f% of
the "secrets" of planning, laying out. \tiring, and testing
electronic projects.
Obviously based on
the wide experience
TO gUILD
of the author, it
rlotr,
explores the hunELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
dreds of little mysaKI JR, lorwsea
teries that plague
A
the build -it -your-

isiac.4

20 GLENW000

CINCINNATI 17,

t

ADDITIONAL 1962 TELEVISION
SERVICING INFORMATION
by M. N. Beitman

Volume TV -20 in Supreme's series of TV
service manuals provides data on 1962
models released after the publication of the
Earle/ 1962 TV Manual. The book covers
all sets produced by major manufacturers
and includes schematics, alignment facts,
printed -board views, waveforms. voltage
values, and factory -recommended changes.
Published by Supreme Publications, 1760
Balsam. Rd.. Highland Park, Ill. 192 pages.

Soft corer. $3.00.

OHIO

(Continued on page 30)
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MDDEL 100;'A TRANSCEIVER WITH
NEW DYNAMIC MICROPHONE

,w

..
,

EXTERNAL SPEAKER S°METER

G
.

"

,.
I"

QLIPPER)FILTER AMPLIFIER

-

.a, .9

qa'

INTERNATIONAL MODEL 100A EXECUTIVE TRANSCEIVER
International's new Model 100 A is the latest in
the outstanding line of Executive transceivers.
The advanced design Executive features a transistor power supply, new perforated metal

...

all
cabinet. and a new rugged microphone
of which contribute to a more reliable mobile
operation.

... the

finest of its kind, also features:
Twelve crystal
Crystal fi ter for improved receiving
Two crystal controlled
Controlled transmit positions
Dual conversion superheterodyne rereceive positions
Built-in calibration circuit
ceiver tuning 23 channels
Provie.ion for connecting external
squelch
N
R
TransisPush -to-talk operation
speaker and s/meter
The Model IDO A

tor power supply operates rom 6/12 vdc or 115 vac
Model 100 A, complete with 1 transmit crystal,
$199.50
1
receive crystal, and microphone

audio frequencies above 2500 cycles. Permits arms length microphone operation. Power requirements: 12
vac or 12 vdc.
Complete with interconnecting cable

$36.50

12.6 VAC, 2 Ampere Power Unit
Base station power unit for Speech Clipper/Amplifier.
Operates from 115 vac. Provides 12.6 vac at 2 amperes.
Complete with mounting chassis, power cord,
fuse,

$12.50

switch,.._

Citizens Band licensees with International
equipped stations know the unquestioned
superiority and advantages of Executive transceivers and their system engineered accessories.
See your authorized International dealer today.

External Speaker and S/Meter

The perfect companion for the International Executive
Model 100. Utilizes a high impedance vacuum tube volt
muter circuit. Connects to socket on rear of transceiver.
S/meter reads in three ranges. Brown cabinet, brown
and silver panel matches Executive transceiver.
Complete with interconnecting cable..................

IR
n

Executive Speech

Clipper/Filter Amplifier
A microphone amplifier designed to increase average
modulation . . limits modulations peaks . . filters
.

18

NCRTH LEE

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA"°'

.
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Bookshelf
(Continued from page 28)

NEW BOOK

REPAIRING HO VIE AUDIO SYSTEMS

helps you get the most
to
ICs easy

by

out of test

use

WTRPNIc

equipment

EQUIPlaugs

E.

Eugene Ecklund

Repairing Home Audio Systems provides
practical, tip -to -date information on the
operation, maintenance, and repair
tKli1'.11R1N'í1 of all types of home
HOME .t1;1110 sound equipment.
The book covers
SYSTEMS
the essential facts
E. Hugewe Rekiw.wl
required to analyze
to
t,o.W.,hoot.
rap..
Ho.
..ne tot
mpnno.. o,..mptin.,af..m
t
and isolate troubles
tunaroirecard changer) and t..ntaW.t
/puked- u.t.m.
upo dec\. ap.N.,.
in tuners, ampli.....
x1 .ONO
turntables,
fiers,
trecord
changers,
d

I
192 -page gold

'....

`

,

.

mine of practical information on electronic
test equipment shows you how to select and use this equipment to best advantage in many, many applications. Covers
from simple VOM's and VTVM's through signal generators,
oscilloscopes and other test equipment and helpful accessories. Saves you money because you'll know what features
to look for when purchasing new equipment, shows you
new ways to use equipment, how to get the most out of
equipment. Invaluable ready -reference tool for the elec-

tronics experimenter, amateurs, technicians. #308, $4.00

HOW TO BUILD ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT by J. Richard
Johnson. Covers all the situations you'll ever face in build-

ing electronic equipment. This book will save you money
because you'll avoid many common mistakes made in building equipment. It'll save you time by providing practical
tips on how to layout the chassis and how to use the tools
because the finished equipment will perform the way it was
designed to. Hundreds of down-to-earth ideas make this
hook indispensable to the kit builder, the newcomer and the
experienced "pro" who builds equipment from "scratch."
Use it for years and years as a reference and guide book.
ELECTRONICS
a thoroughly practical handbook."
WORLD. #286, hard cover, $6.95
.

-

.

USING THE SLIDE RULE IN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY by

Charles Alvarez. Finally! An easy -to -understand book to

show you how to solve practical electronic math problems
with a slide rule. Helps develop top slide rule speed and
accuracy. Twenty exciting chapters illustrate the fast,
short-cut techniques that normally take years of on-the-job
work to learn. Chapters like Transformer Turns Ratio,
Power Gain and RC circuits help transform beginners into
masters of this timesaving tool. "The best handbook on the
slide rule to come to my attention."-NATIONAL TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS. #253, $2.50

HOW TO READ SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS by David Mark.
worthwhile acquisition for anyone who is beginning
to feel his teal/ in electronics..."-ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED.
#208, $3.50
Mail to your distributor, bookstore or order direct:

12, ORDER

I

TODAY=IO-DAY

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.

GUARANTEE

fl

1

Dept. PE -10

Division of Hayden Publishing Co., Inc.
116 West 14th Street, New York 11, New York
a

please send:

have enclosed $

1

I

1°

IT'S EASY TO USE ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT, $4.00
O HOW TO BUILD ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, $6.95
RULE IN ELECTRONIC TECH THE

1

Q

U SINGYT

1
1
1

L
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SLIDE

HOW TO READ SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS, $3.50

Name

1

1
1

1

Address

City

1

'

1
7one

State

Satisfaction guaranteed, or f can return within
10 days of purchase for full refund.

and

Oath STEREO

.

tape recorders,
portable phono-

"°:$31."4

graphs, speakers,

etc. Many times
only the changing
of a tube or the
bending of a lever is all that is needed to
restore a defective unit to perfect working
order, but the reader will also learn to recognize and correct troubles of a less obvious
nature. Handy trouble -shooting charts, listing symptoms, possible causes, and solutions, are included as an aid to quick
servicing.
Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330
West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. 311
pages. Hard cover. $6.95.

New Literature
Now available from Commercial Engineering, RCA Semiconductor and Materials
Division, Somerville, N. J., is a 12 -page
"Application Guide" entitled "Transistorized
Voltage Regulators." The guide, which sells
for 25 cents, describes step-by-step design
procedures and provides solutions to sample
design problems for the three basic types of
transistor regulating systems: series, shunt
and series -shunt.

The "Trader's Handbook" tells, clearly and
simply, the complete story of Audio Exchange's nationwide hi-fi equipment trading
system. For your copy (and a copy of the
free Audio Exchange "Bulletin"), send 25
cents to Audio Exchange, 153-21 Hillside
Ave., Jamaica, N. Y.

"Autumn Catalog" which covers a
complete line of tubes, pre-packaged semiconductor kits, and other electronic components is available from Poly -Pak, P. O.
Box 942E, S. Lynnfield, Mass.
30
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GREAT TO
'BUILD!
`GREAT TO
OWNI
¡packed
With.endless
Iistenirig thrills

WORLD-WIDE 4 -BAND SHORT WAVE RECEIVER KIT
NO MONEY DOWN

month on
Credit fund Plan

$5

$

Alliedonly's

You can hear everyth ing on the fun -to -build "Span
Master"-far and away the leader in its class for

radio coverage, sensitive performance and value.
Continuous tuning from 540 kc to 30 mc lets you
hear ships, planes, direct broadcasts from Moscow, Berlin, Rohe, London, Paris; tunes the 160,
80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 -meter Ham bands plus
powerful local AM reception and dozens of other
exciting broadcast services.
Bandspread dial and fine regeneration make
tuning an easy pleasure. Has headphone terminals
rnd speaker cut-out switch for private listening.
Super-sensitive circuit. Easy to assemble from
step-by-step instruction manual-includes list of
foreign stations and international Morse code.
Pyroxylin -covered cabinet with perforated white
baffle and satin -chrome control panel. Complete
with all parts, tubes, wire and solder. Size, 614 x
14 x 694". For 110-125 v., 60 cycle AC. Shpg. wt.,
8 lbs.
33 YX 258BR. "Span Master" Kit, only
33 Y 025. Outdoor Antenna Kit
33 Y 027. Dual Headset

$25.95
$1.03
$2.08

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back!

KL

Hear

ships
at sea

Hear planes in flight

t,

ík/
Y''

Tunes Shortwave and Broadcast Bands continuously from
540 kc to 30 mc
Bandspread Control for easy,
enjoyable shortwave tuning
Sensitive Regenerative Circuit
for world-wide radio reception
. Built-in Speaker plus headphone terminals for privacy
listening
Transformer Powered for maximum circuit performance

Tune all your favorite
local AM programs

O RDER

TODAY 1

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80,

III.

Ship me the following:

"Span Master"94-Band Receiver Kit 83 YX 258BR
Dual Headset Kit 83 Y 027
O Antenna Kit 83 Y 025.
o Ship No Money Down on Allied's Credit Fund Plan

New Credit Customers Only: Send narre and address present
employer, how long employed. position, monthly salary; rent or
own home. how long at present address: give age (21 minimum for

credit account).
$

enclosed (check) (money order)

Name

PLEASE ARISE

manufactured by

®KNIGHT ELECTRONICS CORP.
A

Tune world
Capitals direct

Address

DIVISION OF

ALLIED RADIO

City

`~gio

October, 1962

State
Zone
--------®®®ECS®i1l==I
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Tips
and
Techniques

er

COPPER PENNY

TRANSISTOR

IMPROVES

PORTABLE'S

RECEPTION

Does your portable transistor radio refuse
to pull in those distant stations? Try placing a copper
penny on the

set's cabinetright over the
built-in antenna. If it does
the trick, fas-

Cc1
d?'

ten the penny
to the cabinet

NEW RADIO BACKS
FROM LINOLEUM SCRAPS

The backs on small table -model radios al ways seem to get torn and loose. But it's
quite easy to
make a rem

.

placement

of linoleum.
Using the old
back as a template, trace the

.

outline onto

L

the linoleum.
Then Cut th e linoleum with a pair of heavy
shears or ti n snips. Finally, remove the loop
antenna -or loopstick - from the old back,
and fasten t to the new one.
-H. L. Davidson
i

p.

the

case of the
Channel Mas-

ter set shown he -e, reception \vas improved
--John A. Comstock
amazingly.
TURN SIGNAL FOR
ADJUSTMENT SCREWDRIVERS

Here's a good way to keep track of the
number of turns you make when adjusting
screwdriver-operated controls. Just file a
marker (in alignment with the blade tip)
across the top of your adjustment screwdriver. Then, for better visibility, fill in the
file mark with paint. To make quarter -turns
(Continued on page 38)

CONAR

megs. Professional
eraKit:531.95

from

an ee

It's full of exciting new electronic

formance and

544.95

kits of highest quality. Many items
available in both kit or assembled
form. Home entertainment items
that make perfect family gifts or
test instruments for the technician
tvho appreciates quality and high
performance. Tools, too, to make
your work easier, faster. And you'll
like the reasonable prices and convenient payment plans which make
CONAR Kits easy to own. Mail
coupon for new 1963 Catalog now

"CUSTOM 70"
0"TV
SET KIT -Excellent

'transsensitivity.
former power supply;
3 stages of IF. Includes slimline cabinet. tube -everything.
NOT a portable.

Kit Price: $135.00

TRANSISTOR RAtone

0

DIO KIT--Superb deland sensitivity. No
icate printed circuits.

Attractive, durable
case. All U.S. made
Kit: 525,50
parts.
5INCH WIDE BAND
OSCILLOSCOPE
KIT -For black -white.
color, AM -FM and
electronic applications.
High intensity trace.
Extremely stable sync.
Advanced design.

Kit: $89.50
5139.50

Assembled:

32

In

Get your FREE 1963 CATALOG

VOLTUMETERUKIT
aH METE
RMS d
o p. scale.
Input impcd. 12.º
perAs.sembled:

Scotch

tape.

from a scrap

Í

+

with

GUARANTEE

Parts and

performance
guaranteed
by

NRI-

nearly 50
years of
pioneering in
Electronics.

1963

CATALOG

"BEST BUY" KITS
me

liecheedenment tom

CONAR.

of

NATIONAL RADIO

1JAs:IFadivision
INSTITUTE

Mail this Coupon

CONAR
KA2C

3939 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

Washington

16,

D.C.

Send me your new 1963 CONAR

KIT CATALOG

Name
Address

City

Zone

State

Always say you saw it in -POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

It's already tomorrow

.

on the other side of the world

..

...

Hear the modern
pioneers in action!
Hallicrafters World Range Radios
bring the words and sounds of
adventure into your living room
direct-from a huge liner fog bound
at sea to a giant bomber on Arctic
patrol. Even America's Astronauts
maybe heard on some models!

Your "listening,post" for
hundreds of countries!

1

You're truly in tune with the whole
world through your Hallicrafters.
On -the -spot news broadcast in English
from over 200 foreign stations
and there's nothing like the real
thing for foreign language study!

...

gp

5

.

.,

.

Beautiful S-120 Hallicrafters World -Range Receiver-Standard Broadcast plus three
short wave bands. Foreign, amateur, aviation, marine and emergency frequencies.
Has "Oandspread" for razor-sharp tuning of close -together stations.

...and tonight,

you can hear what's happening
on your Nallicrafters world range radio!

"Near radio `hams'
melt the
iron curtain!"
tyrant in
history has yet
been able to crush the free exchange of
good will that occurs every day among the
radio amateurs of the world. "Hams"
No

(250,000 strong in the U.S.A. alone)
first line of communication in
time of disaster, too. Hear them on
your Hallicrafters!
are our

yot

S. O. S.

-

have you been so thoroughly informed. Never before have you
so quickly the full impact of
momentous events. Or felt so much a
part of them.

Never before
_'- grasped

S.O.S.!

When emergency strikes, you may be on
the scene with your Hallicrafters World
police
Range radio. Marine
fire

... civil defense

Before you retire tonight, a new dawn of critical world events
will begin in the major capitals and trouble spots around the
globe.
Yet tonight, through Hallicrafters World Range Radio, tomorrow's history springs to life in your own home. While it is happening.
With a twist of a knob, you could be listening to Moscow one
minute ... Berlin ... Africa or New Delhi the next. You tune
easily through the decisive voices of varied world reaction and
opinion hundreds of English, as well as foreign language,
broadcasts from the four corners of the earth.

...

channels

...
... all

at

your fingertips.

It's incredible ...
R hat you'll hear on

5$

ahaicrafIers
Chicago, Illinois

Prices higher outside U.S.A.

October, 1962

Copyright 1962 by Hallicrafters Co.
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THE OUTSTANDING

ANNUAL
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°

SAVING
$$$
BUYING GUIDE
FOR EVERYTHING

w°

IN RADIO, TV,

ELECTRONICS
FOR 35 YEARS

MAIL
THIS CAR®.
. :z

OR THE COUPON
BELOW'

SAVE
(PTO 50%
ON 13-A

(OS
19
E

30
-

KANS

TUBES

LOWEST
PRICES

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO:
Dept. 21, 1012 McGee, Kansas City 6, Mo.

]

Rush me New 1963

B -A

Catalog No. 631.

Name

PAGES OF

100's OF

BARGAINS

NEW ITEMS
LISTED FOR
FIRST TIME

I\ NOT IN ANY
OTHER

PARTS, ETC.

AT VERY

-

SELECTED
KITS

CATALOG

Send for this b g book now and see for yourself
the amazing money -saving prices on the latest of
everything in Electronics. From parts and tubes to
complete Hi -Fi systems, you'll get the most for
every dollar when you order from this Giant

catalog.
B

-A has hundreds of items not listed in any

other

catalog-and all at unbelievable low prices. You'll
find

page -after -page of
Tools
Kits
Tape
Recorders
PFonos
LP
Records
Radios
Ham Equipment
Public Address and Intercoms
TV Antennas and Tubes
Photographic
Equipment and Film . .
all backed by B -A's
money -back guarantee and rushed to you by the
fast efficient service developed by over 35 years
of mail order experience. You can buy on B-A's
Easy Terms-No money down and up 10 24 months
to pay if you desire.
.

Address
City
34

Zone_ State

Always soy you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ALL NEW ;1963.. B -A CATALOG
.

THE OUTSTANDING

$$$

SAVING

BUYING GUIDE

FOR EVERYTHING

IN RADIO, TV,

ELECTRONICS
FO - 35 YEARS`
°

o

& STEREO
,

f

$6

COMPONENTS
+,

°

.

" PNOME@41timore
1.115-5

AND

`,,SYSTEMS

!`.1

30
PAGES OF

BARGAINS
NOT IN ANY
OTHER
d.CATALOG/

100's OF
NEW ITEMS
LISTED FOR
FIRST TIME
Send for this big book now and see for yourself
the amazing money -saving prices on the latest of
everything in Electronics. From parts and tubes to
complete Hi -Fi systems, you'll get the most for
every dollar when you order from this Giant

catalog.
B -A

has hundreds of items not listed in any other

catalog-and all at unbelievable low prices. You'll
find

page -after -page of
Tools
Kits
Tape
Recorders
Phonos
LP Records
Radios
Ham Equipment
Public Address and Intercoms
TV Antennas and Tubes
Photographic
Equipment and Film
all backed by B -A's
money -back guarantee and rushed to you by the
fast efficient service developed by over 35 years
of mail order experience. You can buy on B -A's
Easy Terms-No money down and up to 24 months
to pay if you desire.
.

.

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE Cow]
Dept. 21, 1012 McGee, Kansas City 6, Mo.
Rush me the FREE 19ó3

B -A

Catalog.

Name

.

Address

City

October, 1962

Zone- State
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Tips

(Continued from pane 32)

more accurately, form a "plus" sign by
placing a similar marker (of a different
color) at right angles to the first.
-Jerome Cunningham

CAPACITOR TESTER
Pocket -Size Unbreakable
Factory Wired rt

PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH
AIDS ZERO -ADJUSTING
U. S. PAT. PEND.

Simplify zero -adjusting your ohmmeter by
installing a momentary -contact, push-but-

TESTS:
paper

ceramic

electrolytic

mylar

ton switch
across its
jacks. Then

motor

CAPACITORS

INDICATES:
good

leaking

open

you won't have
to remove the

shorted

CHECKS:
diodes

resistors

rectifiers

Part No. E2

fuses

110 AC DC

DETECTS:
high voltage
insulation leakage
RF

On

operation

r

DISCARD
"BORDER -LINE" FILTERS
CAPPY detects current leakage in HIGH MFD and WVDC

electrolytics.
Complete with cord and leads, factory
wired. MADE IN U.S.A. OF ALL AMERICAN
COMPONENTS.
Available at local electronic parts
distributors, or send check, cash or
money order to us at DEPT. P-10.

1N

V

INC.

1800 WEST 4th AVE., HIALEAH, FLORIDA

You

SAV
MON Y!

meter's test

clips from the

circuit being
measured in

order to short
them together.
If your meter
is a VOM and the jacks are also used for
voltage testing, be sure the switch you install is rated at a high enough voltage not
to arc over. Be sure, too, that the switch's
bushing is long enough to pass through the
meter's front panel. -Robert E. Reiland

COMING NEXT MONTH
,,°

POPULAR -7,:;"

ELECTRONICS

WRITE FOR FREE AUDIO
DISCOUNT CATALOG A-15

New low prices on tape recorders, amplifiers, tuners,
loudspeakers, cartridges, etc.

Are you overwhelmed
by the great number of
transistors now on the

market? Confused about
epitaxials, MADT's, and
mesas? You won't
once you've read
timely epose on

be-

our
the

transistor "family tree."

ON SALE

RUSH US YOUR LIST
OF HI-FI COMPONENTS
FOR A VERY SPECIAL

GROUP QUOTATION

E

OCTOBER 25
100
Build your own broadcast station and
get on the air. The FCC will look
the other way if you keep under 100
milliwatts and stick to the BC band.
RFD

LITTLE HUMS OF HI-FI
Hum is something any

audiophile can
do without. Here are some neat ways
to drop that hum by many a decibel!
136
Along with the new upward surge in
SWL'ing, listeners are looking for
the unusual. You can find it on the
channels used by aircraft, radar controllers, and airline ground control.
EVERY DAY FROM 108 TO

COMPANY
120 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

KEY
38
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2. Others don't

. Others 'don't
have this.

3. Others can't

have this.

have this.
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Three points of superiority of the Fisher KX-200
:StrataKit over all other single -chassis stereo

Z

Ifs

LOATHE

Wires are pre-cut for every stage-which means
every page. Result: Absolutely equal success by
the experienced kit builder or the completely

control -amplifier kits:
1. Built -1n d'Arsonval Meter. For easy, positive
adjustment of bias and balance-with laboratory

unskilled novice!

a power output of 80 watts (IHFM
Standard) -40 watts per channel. Harmonic disaccuracy. Assures peak performance from the
tortion at rated output is 0.4%. The architectural
start; permits 'touching up' for continued peak
brass -finish control panel is styled to match all
performance throughout the years, regardless of
tube aging. No other single -chassis control - other Fisher-built components. Price $169.50*.
The KX-100 StrataKit, an advanced 50-watt stereo conamplifier kit has this vital feature.
trol -amplifier kit with center-channel output, $129.500.
2. Third -Speaker Output with Volume Control.
The KM -60 StrataKit, world's most sensitive FM Stereo
Multiplex wide -band tuner available in kit form, $169.500.
Blends the two stereo channel outputs to feed a
The KS -1 three-way speaker kit, only Slim -Line loudthird loudspeaker system-at any desired volume
speaker system available in kit form, $59.50**.
level. Ideal for center-channel stereo fill-in or for a
mono extension speaker in another room. Another
Fisher exclusive among control -amplifier kits.
FREE! $1.00 VALUE! The Kit Builder's
The
Manual: a new, illustrated guide to high3. The Fisher Name. The inimitable Fisher excluKR Builder's
fidelity kit construction.
sive. Your guarantee of a head start in kit building
FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
before you even pick up your screwdriver.
21-52 44th Drive, Long Island City 1, N.Y.
And there is something under the chassis, too,
Please send me without charge The Kit
Builder's Manual, complete with detailed
that others don't have: StrataKit constructioninformation on all Fisher StrataKits.
assembly by totally error -proof stages (strata).
Each stage corresponds to a separate fold -out
Name
page in the instruction manual. Each stage is
Address_
built from a separate transparent packet of parts
(StrataPack). Major components come already
City
7one
State
mounted on the extra -heavy -gauge steel chassis.
101011
*WALNUT OR MAHOGANYCAOINET, $24.95. METAL CABINET. S15.95. "N UNFINISHED BIRCH ($0.1.50 IN UNFINISHED WALNUT.) PRICES SLIGHTLY NIGHER IN THE FAR WEST.
EXPORT: FISHER RADIO

The KX-200 has

-

INTERNATIONAL. INC.. LOWS ISLAND CITY

t,

N. Y.

CANADA( TRITEL ASSOCIATES. LTD., WILLOWOALE, ONE.

THE FISHER
October, 1962
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..---BEST-BUYS-IN STEREO AND- MONO-. HI-FI-

r
torized:

New Stereo

Transis-

411

Stereo/
Mono

FM Multiplex Tuner ST97
Kit $99.95*
Wired $149,95*

70 -Watt Integrate]
Stereo Amplifier 1770
Kit $99.95
Wired $149.95

1

4 -Track

..

Tape
Deck
t RP100
9

1,

°*Q 9o4}?d
:

c

¡1

L.
in kit
a

Semikit (electronics

Stereo Tuner ST96
Kit $89.95* Wired $129.95*
FM -AM

*Incl.

form) $299.95 Wired $399.95

a>

141

40 -Watt Integrates
Stereo Amplifier $T40

Kit $79.95

FET

fir

fft

Wired $129.95

Tuner HFT90
Kit $39.95 Wired $65.95
Incl. FET Metal Cover $3.95
FM

-

}° O°

OÓ
*

N\..

.111

28W Integrated

Stereo Amplifier HF81
Kit $69.95
Wired $109.95

AM Tuner HFT94 Incl. FET

Kit $39.95

Wired $65.95

Stereophonic
Dual Preamplifier ST84
Kit $59.95
W red $89.95

-

.44

.

5.

Stereo
Power

EXCELLENCE

} r

Amplifiers\:

Kit
100W HF89: $99.50
70W HF87: $74.95
HF86: $43.95

28W

FM -Multiplex

Autodaptor MX99
Kit $39.95 Wired $64.95
Cover Optional, $2.95
(Patents Pending)

Wired
$139.50
$114.95
$ 74.95

Bookshelf

System
.95a
Kit $3Spe Ner

,CREATIVE

BEST BUYS IN CITIZENS TRANSCEIVERS, HAM GEAR,. RADIOS
Citizens Band Transceivers
770 Series

ELECTRONICS

from

°

I

Kit
$79.95
Wired
$109.95

U. S.

Pat`

a

V`u

4y[

r

60W CW Transmitter 2723

Kit $49.95

Wired $79.95

Walkie -Talkie
Citizens Band
Transceiver #740
Kit $54.95.
Wired $79.95.
Complete with
rechargeable
battery & charger.

Over

Model 1073
(3 amps)
Kit $35.95 Wired $47.95

Peak -To -Peak
VTVM 2232
&

MILLION

use throughout the

world. Compare, take
them home
right
off the shelf"
from 2000
neighborhood
dealers, most of
whom offer
budget terms.

-

.

'

BEST BUYS IN, TEST EQUIPMENT
Metered
Variable AutoTransformer AC
Bench Supplies

2

EICO instruments in

s

UniProbe#i

DC

(U.S. Pat.)
Kit $29.95
Wired $49.95

-5

MC

E

,

5" Scope 2460
Kit $79.95
Wired $129.50

>

.v
1

Model 1078 (7Ih amps)
Kit $42.95 Wired $54.95

VTVM 2221

Kit $25.95

Wired $39.95

Signal
Generator

General Purpose 5" Scope #427
Kit $69.95 Wired c109.95

RF

Tube
Tester
2 625
Kit $34.95

2324
Kit $26.95

Wired $39.95

4-7-11
tl

yy

1000

I__=-]

i,4

Ohms/
Volt

I

:VW 4..

Wired $49.95

N.Y.PE-l0

=:536
Kit $12.90
Wired $16.90

V -O -M

I

I

enclose

yt-

&Charger
050
Kit $29.95
'.,
Wired $38.95

Extra -filtered for
transistor equipt. 21060
Kit $38.95 Wired $47.95

Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC-FM,

40

for
top-quality
Short Course
Guide, free name of nearest
License,
Novice
Send new 36 -page
deale
for
I
TO HI-FI
& which I
GUIDEBOOK
Hi -Fi

6- & 12V

Battery
Eliminator

N. Blvd., L.I.C.,
EICO, 3300
Send free_ Catalogdrifrbingtover
products,

Volt -Watt
Meter #261*
Kit $49.95
Wired $79.95
`Formerly called #260
AC

MultiSignal

95.5 MC, Mon. -Fri., 7:15-8 P.M.
Visit EICO Rooms 518 & 522, New York Hi -Fi
N. Y.

for postage

i

Name ................

=
-4+ILj

2145A
Kit $19.95
Wired $28.95

25

i
;,

I

Address ..........................State...............
Zone......
City ................
West
5% in the
Add

© 1962 by EICO, 3300

N.

Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y.

& Music Show, Oct 2-7

Always say you saw it in -POPULAR ELECTRONICS

This little UHF. converter` is
about as simple as they come.
Yet it's all you'll need to
pull in those 70 new TV channels, assuming you already
have a standard. VHF TV set.

By STANLEY TENEN, W.A21FC

°

uhf
1

,,.'

12111'[RTER

news" these .days, you've probably leen'wondering just' how to go about: adding _those 70
.`UHF; channels to yourJY :coverage: Actually, there are' three, ways
you might do so:: (1);:huya: new 'TV set -,the Congress recently
passed a bill requiring new television sets to come equipped for
all -channel :reception; (2).'°púrchase a UHF converter; Or (3) build.
a 'converter of your own. "Of these alternatives, 'the .third is the
most inexpensive, and -the li ttle. one-transistor converter about to
be described will fill the bill nicely.'
This converter cán..provide good receFtióáon all UHF channels
up to 20 miles from a ' transmitter, and .you should' be able to
ITH UHF TELEVISION-the. ``big

,

°

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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14-83
Simplicity of converter
is, evident from schematic diagram. Polarity
of diode DI is actually immaterial;rnumbered
points I through 4

(marked

"NNT"

and ";TV") refer to
=terminals ;on ter.

minal ºstñli' TSI.

BI,

B2

-9 -volt

alent)

-

.2

PARTS UST
battery (Burgess 2U6 or equiv-

Cl, C2, C3-Part of .tuning assembly- see text
C4-0.0015-4., 1000 -volt ceramic disc capacitor
1000 -volt ceramic disc capacitor
C6. C7 --82-µµf., 1000 -volt ceramic disc capacitor
D1-1N82A diode
L1, L2-Part of tuning assembly-see text
L3, L4. L5-R.I. chokes (35 turns of #24
enameled wire. close-wound, 34" in diameter,
coated with Due° cement for rigidity)

L7-I.f. transformer: primary 3 turns, secondary 4 turns of #20 solid tinned copper
wire. 34" in diameter, spaced the width of the
wire

LO.

Q1 -2N1744 transistor (Philco)
R1 -5000 -ohm miniature potentiometer,

linear
taper
R2 -1000 -ohm, ;z -watt, 10% resistor
S1-4-p.d.t. miniature slide switch: (Lafayette
S1V-91 or

equivalent)

TS1-4-lug terminal strip
1-5" x 4" x 3" aluminium utility. box, gray

hammertone finish (13nd CC -2105-A or equivalent)
1-3 21132" x 6;i;" perforated.hoard (Lafayette
MS -305 or equivalent)
1-6" x 4V" copper-clad board
1
-oz. bottle of copper etchant
1-Polystyrene rod, 3V2" long, %" in diameter
1-2" x 3" piece of 1/64" -thick copper sheet
1 --Vernier dial, DA"
in. diameter (Lafayette
F-348 or equivalent)
Misc.-Mica-filled transistor socket, eyelets for
perforated board, grommets, battery clips,
hardware, wire, solder, etc.

-6

42

build it for less than $11.00. You can
even use your present VHF antenna, although performance will naturally be improved with a UHF antenna and elimination of the "ANT/TV" switch.
About the Circuit. The converter itself
is straightforward and has no r.f. or i.f.
amplification. Heart of the device is a
Philco 2N1744 transistor, an amazing
unit that costs only $2.79 and can oscillate at frequencies up to a kilomegacycle.
This transistor (Q1) is connected as
an oscillator and generates a signal 80
to 85 inc. below the frequency of the
UHF station to be received. Section
L2/C2 of the tuning assembly determines
the frequency of oscillation and radiates
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

I

3

T
1
3

-13/16il4-- 3/4'

ue

.3

4"

1/4

/4"

11/16"

HOLEW

FOR SCRE

T

I
3/4"

i

j

~O /

3/16"

5/é'

y
3/8"

1/16"

Top and bottom sections of tuning assembly (at left,
above) are identical; center slide section is at right
above. Plastic electrical tape can be used as resist
material for etching all 3 sections (shown actual size).

the signal to L1/C1; capacitor C3 provides the necessary feedback for oscillation. Potentiometer R1 adjusts the emitter current for optimum output, while
resistor R2 limits the emitter voltage
to a safe value ( more than 0.2 volt
across the emitter/base junction for
even a second can ruin the transistor).
The incoming UHF signal is applied
across L1/C1, which is tuned to the desired UHF station. Since both the UHF
signal and the oscillator signal appear
on coil L1, diode D1 "mixes" them and
supplies a difference frequency of 80 - 85
mc. to i.f. transformer L6/L7. This coil
combination is broadly tuned to VHF
channel 5 or 6 (80 - 85 mc.) and provides
a balanced output for a standard 300 -ohm
line to the antenna terminals of the TV
set. In its off position, switch ST disconnects the antenna from L1/C1 and connects it directly to the TV set.
Construction. Most of the parts are
mounted on a piece of perforated board
cut to fit a 5" x 4" x 3" aluminum utility
box. Since lead dress can be very critical
at UHF frequencies, parts placement
should follow that in the author's model
as closely as possible.
The tuning assembly should be built
first. Cut and etch the copper -clad board
October, 1962

-+{5/16"5/16

H--3/4"-el
3/4,

5/16"

1-3/8"

L2 are highly critical and must be constructed exactly
as shown above. Part of the tuning
assembly, they are soldered to capacitors Cl and C2, as illustrated in
pictorial diagram on the next page.

"Coils" Ll and

very small amount of glue should
hold center guide in place. Any excess glue must be filed away to allow
the center section to slide smoothly.
A

EYELET

#20

WITH
WIRE
HOOK

LAYER OF

PLASM

ELEC-

TRICAL TAPE
AS ADDITIONAL
SLIDE SPACER

CENTER GUIDE

43

THE

14-8,3
Wire links jain top and bottom
sections of tuning assembly,
as shown at left, Use as little solder as possible, and be
certain that the wire doesn't
touch the center section (note
that the solder on the bottom
section ,isn't visible here).

4í20 TINNED
SOLID COPPER
WIRE LINKING TOP
AND BOTTOM SECTIONS
(CONNECTIONS TO PLATE 3
ARE OPTIONAL -SEE TEXT)

C3 IS

CAPACITANCE BETWEEN
OI:S EMITTER AND
CENTER OF L2

L5
L2

Completed tuning assembly
(left, below) serves as support for various components; leads to TS1 and Si
in particular must be extremely short and direct,

(GROUND TO

CHASSIS
BEHIND
SI)

i

//////////r//
TO SIA

L

TO

B-

TO SIC
AND SID

COUPLING GIMMICK

(OPTIONAL -SEE

TEXT)

TO
ONL TS'

DI

+A'0
I

GROMMET
GLUED TO
TUNING

ASSEMBLY
AND

L4.

HOOK
FOR

RUBBER
BAND
HOOK FOR

THREAD
TO C5
AND L6

to the dimensions indicated, then drill a through the center of the top and bottom
1/16" hole at the end of the center or sections and these two sections fastened
"slide" section and crimp an eyelet in it. together with a brass screw and nut.
Solder a short length of #20 solid hook- The leads from the lower section are now
up wire in the eyelet to serve as a post bent over and soldered to the correspondfor the rubber -band thread drive system. ing plates on the upper section. This
A fine coping saw should be used for done, try sliding in the center section.
cutting the center guide from the slide. If it doesn't slide freely, file away
This guide is glued to the lower section phenolic from the underside and edges
of the tuning assembly (all sections cop- until it does, being especially careful not
per side up) and a layer of plastic elec- to reduce the size of the copper plates.
trical tape is added on top of it. Short
The transistor socket and "coils" L1
lengths of bare solid tinned hookup wire and L2 must be mounted exactly as
should be carefully soldered to the lower shown. Mount the socket so that the
section-two to the edge of each of the emitter lead is central and up-it hapfour plates, exactly as illustrated.
pens to be one plate of "capacitor" CS!
Next, a mounting hole should be drilled The collector lead is soldered directly
44
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L5

RUBBER

QI

RI

COUPLING GIMMICK
(OPTIONAL -SEE TEXT)

GROMMET

E
»

K.J
_

,

,,-.=.

^'=

4

..

{1N

DI

L68L7

C7

Perforated board holds tuning assembly and majority
of Components. Center tap
for coil L1 is made of IA"
copper strip which has been
bent into a "U" long enough
to allow grounding it behind
one of S1's mounting screws.

.M

C6

t'

`ii
GROUND

LUG

C5

L4

C4

BRASS SPACER
I/4.OD

L5

Vol

HOLDER FOR BI
.

MOLDER FOR B2

(I

ME
-

I

L3

to plate 1 and the base is soldered to C4
which in turn is soldered to plate 2 of
the tuning assembly; capacitor C4 should
have leads no longer than 1/8" before
soldering.
Now cut L1 and L2 from a piece of
1/64" -thick copper sheet. And remember: it's absolutely essential that these
coils be of the dimensions indicated (see
drawing on page 43-this "same size"
sketch shows exactly how the coils should
be shaped).

The center of L2 should be about 1/8"
1/4" from the emitter lead of the transistor socket-it is the other half of
"capacitor" C3. Coil L1 is mounted
parallel to L2 about 1/16" from the edge

to

R2

CH

RI

of the "antenna" half of the tuning as-

sembly.
Now cut the perforated board to size
and mount the i.f. transformer (coils L6
and L7), potentiometer R1, resistor R2,
the prepared tuning assembly, and the
battery clips, exactly as indicated. The
ends of the i.f. transformer coils are
mounted in eyelets to which C5, C6, and
C7 are soldered. The battery clips and
other components which are not part of
the tuning assembly should also be soldered to eyelets crimped into the perforated board.
Wind the r.f. chokes (coils L3, L4, and
L5) and mount them as shown coil L4
is glued to a small grommet which is

October, 1962
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PLASTIC TAPE,

POLYSTYRENE ROD
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Completed "14-83," with cover removed,
is at right. One end of rubber band attaches to hook on center slide section
of tuning assembly; other end is looped
around screw in tuning assembly. Terminal strip TS1 on rear of cabinet (above)
makes for easy connection of both antenna and leads to TV set; lugs on TS1, as
seen from rear of cabinet, are numbered
1 through 4 on schematic diagram. Switch
S1 turns unit on and off, also switches
antenna between converter and TV set.

i

/y

r

BRASS
SPACER

7/16 LONG

1

VERNIER

DIAL

L3

FiF
.r

R2
Í

;

Í,

,'
.

then glued to plate 2 of the tuning assembly. All parts should be mounted as
rigidly as possible to avoid microphonics
-ally vibrating part will frequency modulate the oscillator and distort the
signal; actual audio feedback from the
TV speaker is entirely possible.
Carefully solder leads to the mixer
diode (D1) and solder D1 in place, taking every precaution to avoid overheating
the diode. Mount Si, the vernier dial,
and the terminal strip TS1 in precut
holes in the chassis box. Mount the perforated board in the box and screw a
smooth post to it in a position to keep
the phenolic rod from bending (see illustrations). Before mounting, a section of
the rod is built up to 11/16" diameter
with plastic electrical tape.
Wire the switch and the terminal strip
with short direct leads to L1/C1. Solder
a 1/4" -wide length of copper strip to the
center of Li, bend it around to one of
the mounting holes of Si, and screw the
switch tight against it; this is the center
tap to ground shown in the schematic.
Place a small washer between Si and
the chassis box at the other mounting
hole so the switch will lie flat.
Attach one end of a suitable rubber
band (about 3" long) to the tuning assembly mounting screw under the perforated board, and the other end to the
wire on the center slide section. Attach
a length of strong thread to this same

I

RI

I

L5

1

RUBBER
BAND

.

j`t

SOLDER LUG
AND BLOB OF
SOLDER TO
SUPPORT BOARD

wire and wind the other end around the
"built up" portion of the phenolic rod.
Set the vernier dial to zero and secure
the thread with a drop of cement.
When the dial is rotated from zero to
ten, the slide assembly should move
smoothly out approximately 1 1/16".
When the dial is turned back to zero, the
slide should retract fully. If there is
binding, the slide should be filed until
the motion is free (a small amount of
Vaseline may be helpful here).
Operation and Adjustment. The UHF
converter is very easy to use. Connect
your present 300 -ohm VHF antenna leadin to the antenna terminals on the converter, and attach a short length of 300 ohm twin -lead from the output terminals
of the converter to the antenna terminals
of your TV set. Switch the TV set to
channel 5 or 6 (whichever is unused in
your area) and set the fine tuning control at its approximate midpoint.
Set the vernier dial and potentiometer
R1 about midway also, snap the two batteries in place, and turn on Si. "Rock"
both RZ and the vernier dial until you
receive a signal. You should have no
difficulty obtaining oscillation and if you
have cut L2 to the correct size, all the
(Continued on page 99)
;
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IOW WOULD YOU I.II11: to have a
complete speaker system that sounds
-

By
ROALD E. DYRVIG

as though it were worth hundreds of dollars-for an actual cost of about $25.00?
You can-by building the "Mello Monster." Very little equipment or woodworking skill will be required. And, after
hearing this system, you and your friends
will find it hard to believe that such wonderful sound can be obtained from a single 8" speaker.
Speaker Enclosure Theory.

It's pretty

much common knowledge that the greatest problem in designing a speaker system is getting maximum coupling between the speaker cone and the air at all
desired frequencies. By way of explanation, a speaker has the jób of converting

The
MELLO
MONSTER
You asked for it!

hi-fi speaker enclosure
with a "monstrous" folded
A

horn compressed into a

relatively small cabinet

electrical energy into acoustical energy.
And, just as important, its enclosure has
the task of coupling the speaker to its
load-the air.
The enclosure which many audio experts concede to be the best compromise
for overall reproduction is the exponential horn: This type of enclosure
gives the necessary bass reinforcement,
and it does so "musically"-its sound or
timbre isn't "boomy" like some bass reflex enclosures or "mushy" like some
infinite-battle types.
In case you don't agree with these
statements, keep in mind that we enter
an area that is downright intangible
whenever tone qualities come up for discussion. The whole matter boils down to
personal preference, since no one is in a
position to say what. sounds good to
someone else's ear the ear is notoriously unreliable at best, but it remains the
only thing we have to hear with ). Therefore, it's necessary to compare speaker
enclosures on a basis of which one sounds
best to your ear.
But let's get back to that word timbre
-"the characteristic quality of sound
produced by a particular instrument or
voice." Singers who achieve wide public
acclaim presumably have voices with a
pleasing timbre. Speakers, too, have
their individual "timbre" characteristics,
and so do speaker enclosures.
The aim, then, is to bring together a
speaker and an enclosure which will complement each other and produce pleasing
sounds. Authorities agree that optimum
tonal quality will result only when the
enclosure is designed with the charac-

October, 1962
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9/18-{I

20

Ij«9-1/2"-H

6

11-5/8"

1.4- 25

6

{

I

5-1/2"

6-1i/2"

5i/8

6
11-5/8"

T
23-5/8'

12

4-1/2"

.

7/8'-+1

2-3/4"

5

5

4

4

3

3

--

21°

14''

2

8
10"

,14
15

-7
4-1/2'

Several parts must have
one end cut at an angle, as
21'
shown above. Note that
there are two identical pieces for Parts 3,
4, 5, and 6, both of which are beveled.

1-3/4'

r'(

10"

T
10
7-1/4"

35-5/8"

BILL OF MATERIALS
17-5/8"

1-4' x 8' sheet of 34" plywood
--Square yard of grille cloth
1-8" hi -fl speaker

-

15

Í3

10-1/4"

'.

1

16

1/2"

llisc.-Clue, flat -head

wood

screws,

black screen enamel, molding, Formica sheet, etc.

6.5/18
22

4'

Tools You'll Probably Need

I/8"

23 5/B"

23

5/8"

/land

saw
¡'lane
/Keyhole or saber saw Paint brash

Screwdriver

8' sheet of

3/4" plywood supplies
bulk of parts. For ease in handling, the
be
into
sheet can
cut
three separate sections, as indicated by the dotted line.
A

x

AUpper labyrinth is 'most complicated section of the Mello Monster and the first to
be completed. This photo shows it lying face
down, with all parts securely glued in place.

Square

Hammer

Scissors (or knife)

BOnce the sides (Part 14) have been added, the
next step is to attach the back..(Part 12). Like
every other part in this system, the back must
make an air -tight fit with all parts that touch it.
-

-91

rw
.

'

Internal construction of the Mello Monster can be gathered
from the drawings on this page. Top view (above) with top
of enclosure removed shows how various pieces are
angled to approach the flare of an exponential horn;
side view (right, above) shows relative location of upper
labyrinth and baffle "plates" 8 and 9. Three-dimensional
drawing (right, below) with top and one side of enclosure
removed, indicates general location of every major part.

teristics of the speaker in mind. The flux
density, the size of the cone, the mass of
the voice coil, and so on, all influence
the enclosure's design.
Testing the Theory.

The "Mello Mon-

ster" described here uses a single 8"

1"xi'

CLEAT

1*

6*

S*

2*

3*

a*

CLEAT

UPPER

LABYRINTH
SPEAKER
OPENING

*14

hi-fi speaker, and the enclosure has
been carefully adjusted to complement
the speaker. But we don't mean to imply that this horn is theoretically correct, since, in theory, a port approximately 7' x 9' and a horn as long as 30'

10

z

ONE

OF TWO

Mello Monster is now taking on the appear
ance of the true"folded-horn" that it is.
the Mello Monster ís beginning to "take shape."
Here, only top (Part 13), baffle "plates" (Parts 8 and ' Author used a F-8-HF speaker made by Minneap9), and front panel (Part 11) remain to be added.
olis Speaker Co., but,any 8" hi-fi speaker will do.
Set the assembly upright, and you'll see that

-

D

+r.

1

Co

_
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EWith front panel in place, you're ready to in-

stall speaker leads. Standard lamp cord makes
suitable conductor and can be run to two -terminal,
screw -type connector mounted on back of unit.

would be required to reproduce 40 cycles.
Obviously, "correct" theoretical design
must be compromised to get an enclosure
size practical for use in an average room.
And how does the "Mello Monster"
sound? Well, this system has been acclaimed by novices who just "liked what
they heard," by audiophiles with trained

ears, and by professional musicians
whose standards of comparison are live
performances.
At a hi-fi show in the Midwest, two
"Mello Monsters" were placed behind
drapes, and people were asked to guess
what kind of speaker system they were
listening to. Nearly everybody guessed
"big speaker" or "multiple speaker". systems. When shown the system in actual
use, some wouldn't believe that such
sound could come from a single 8" speaker! Some even examined the enclosures
very carefully, trying to find the hidden
speakers!
Since all who have heard this system
agree that it is truly amazing, let's
gather the necessary materials together
and get started
Putting It Into Practice. You can save
yourself a good deal of time and trouble
by getting a local lumberyard or cabinet
!

`Pull -scale drawinns and step-by-step construction details for building the `Mello Movster" are
available for $2.00 a set. Mail your cheek or money
order to Mr. Roald E. Dybviq, 2754 Xenwood Ave.,
St. Louis Park 16. ¡firm.
50
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FEntire front panel (including speaker panel it
self) should be carefully coated with black
screen enamel to hide various joints behind grille
cloth. Take care not to touch speaker with brush.

shop to saw all the pieces to size. If
you elect to do the sawing yourself, take

your time and make sure the parts are
exactly the right size. Number the parts
as you saw them for ease in identification.
Note that Parts 3, 4, 5. 6, 8, and 9 have
one side cut at an angle. Part 15 (the
speaker panel) is sawed from Part 11,
and the speaker hole is then cut from
Part 15. A keyhole or saber saw will
be required to saw both Part 15 and the
speaker hole.
To assemble the various parts, first
collect all the partitions used in the upper labyrinth ( two each of Parts 1, 2, 3.
4, 5. and 6). Attach all of the labyrinth
partitions to Part 7, using plenty of glue
and screws (see Photo A). Add the
sides of the baffle (two Part 14's) to this
upper assembly, making sure that the
tops of the sides and those of the various
partitions are flush with one another.
Next, attach the back of the baffle
(Part 121, gluing and screwing it to all
surfaces that join it Isee Photo B). Attach the bottom (Part 10 )-see Photo C
-and then the top (Part 13) again gluing and screwing all adjoining surfaces.
This done, you can install the baffle
"plates" (Parts 8 and 9) as shown in
Photo D, then the 1" x 1" cleats around
the speaker opening. Finally, attach the
(Continued on page 97)
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Weird World
By KEN GILMORE
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Nature is the teacher,
man the student,
electronics the gainer
in this strange
new scientific venture

SCIENTISTS who "invented" radar
-ust before World War II found
themselves in for a surprise. Shortly after the
first successful units went into operation, they realized
that their invention wasn't new at all. In fact, it was
millions of years old.
Bats, they discovered, had been using
their own personal radar systems to
steer in the dark before man was
even "out of the trees." Had we
known as much about bats as
we do now, radar and sonar
might have been developed
decades earlier.
Are there other areas in
which we can learn from
nature ? Researchers in the
exciting new field of bionics
-the science of building
electronic circuits that copy
living creatures-say there are
hundreds, maybe thousands of
such areas. Bionics scientists are
taking advantage of the fact that through millions of years of trial and error, nature has developed creatures that can perform tasks of
unbelievable precision and complexity.
One example: a tiny hummingbird navigates
4000 miles so accurately that he ends up in the
same nest he left the season before. A second example a mosqu_to can detect the faint buzzing of
another a hundred yards away, in spite of howling
winds, thunder, screaming sirens, and other ear-splitting
:
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FLY was source of "new" gyroscope developed by Sperry Rand, yet insect's "flight
instrument" is 50 million years old!

4

noises loud enough to drown out a brass
band or a fire brigade
From Beetles to Flies. By studying
these creatures and finding out how they
perform their seemingly impossible jobs
so easily and accurately, bionics scientists are getting clues on how to build
better electronic gear. Here's what's already happened.
Two scientists in Tubingen, Germany,
wondered how one kind of beetle, being
such a little fellow, could keep such accurate trac A of his position. They put
!

the bug in the center of a revolving cylinder so that a moving pattern of lights
played over him. And they found that
the way he turned depended on the direction and speed of the moving lights. The
beetle's eyes-multi-faceted like a cut

diamond-could accurately integrate in-

formation to judge speed and direction.
American engineers used the same
principle to build an artificial two -faceted
eye which can also calculate the speed
of moving -light patterns. Put it in a
plane, aim it toward the ground, and it
becomes a highly accurate new kind of
ground -speed indicator.
Why will frogs try to eat anything
roughly bug -sized which moves into their
range of vision, yet starve to death

Incredibly complex but extremely effective, a frog's
eye responds only to the
two things that interest a
frog most: bugs (food) and
large objects (danger).

LIGHT

CLUSTER 0=
PHOTOCELLS

NEUROMIME
LOUDSPEAKER
N

-'1

INHIBITION LE/.D

(CENTER PHOTOCELL)

CENTER PHOTOCELL--(INHIBITION)
ILLUMINATED
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radar-one of nature's many
secrets-for countless centuries, but man
BAT has used

stumbled onto the technique only decades ago.

when knee-deep in freshly killed insects?
Investigators at M.I.T. moved objects
of all sizes and shapes in front of frogs,
then recorded their brain waves. Their
findings: a frog's eye doesn't see bugs
at all. But it is a cleverly designed sensor that detects two things moving, bug sized objects within range of the frog's
tongue, and large objects-an approaching bird, for example, which might be
an attacker. The first signal makes the
frog try to eat whatever comes within
range; the second sends him hopping for
cover. (One scientist pointed out that
the frog must also be able somehow to
spot objects his own size, or there
wouldn't be any more frogs!)
Using the principles learned from the
:

frog, RCA scientists are building an
electronic eye which will be able to
spot moving targets and ignore all others. A new kind of radar that will record
only important data, and eliminate everything else from the screen, could come
out of this work.
Scientists at the Rockefeller Institute
in New York found that the horseshoe
crab was perfectly adapted to seeing in a
murky, underwater world. The reason
his eyes automatically make objects
stand out more clearly.
General Electric engineers took the
basic principle and designed electronic
equipment to do the same job. They came
up with gear that may help make weak
TV pictures from space satellites much
:

points the way toward new "selective -see" radar
Using a frog's eye as their model, scientists
at Bell Laboratories have devised an experimental electronic "bug detector" which may
well form the basis of much more important
developments. Since the center photocell is
connected to the "inhibitory" input, the neuron

_--

INHIBITION
REMOVED

-f
SMALL

TARGET

will fire only when a small object cuts off
the input to this cell alone. Possible outgrowth of the study: a new kind of "selective -see" radar, so discriminatory that it
will show only the desired data, eliminate
all extraneous material from its screen.

CL.
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o>.-11";-.::_.

`LARGE
RESPONSE
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IN SHADOW

+----'
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'LARGER
TARGET

CENTER PHOTOCELL
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Big hurdle for electronics scientists "copying" nature is in perfecting
devices which can. "think," just as nature's can. Progress in this area
is far from scanty: bionic "mouse" pictured here can learn to run maze
just like real mouse. Apparatus in background is bionic mouse's "brain."

sharper and therefore much easier to
analyze and interpret.
At Sperry Rand, engineers wondered
how a fly managed to flit around so erratically, yet maintain perfect balance.
The answer: flies have two tiny gyroscopes.
Unlike our rotating gyros,
though, the flies' stabilizers vibrate like
a tuning fork. Sperry has built a model
about the size of a flashlight for keeping

missiles on course.
Jam -Proof Bats. Other scientists are
working overtime to uncover scores of
natural "secrets" that may give clues
toward building more useful equipment.
At Bell Labs, workers are trying to find
out exactly how a bat's super -sensitive
hearing works. We already know about
his radar, but they think we may still be
able to learn a trick or two from the
furry flying mammals.
It's easy to see how a single bat flies
into a cave, sends out his personal radar
bleeps, and spots obstructions. But bats
seldom fly singly. Hundreds-or even
thousands-swarm into caves at once, all
with their radars going full blast. With
thousands of nearly identical echoes
bouncing in every direction, how does
a bat spot his own?
To find out, Bell Labs scientists anesthetize bats, insert tiny microelectrodes
into their ear nerves, play recorded bat
squeaks, and see what kind of signal the
nerve puts out. If they ever find out how
the bat makes himself jam -proof, they
may be able to apply the same principle
to radar.
54

Insect Guidance Systems. Electronics
scientists have done wonders with microminiaturization, but Mother Nature
makes their efforts seem clumsy. Take
navigational gear, for instance. A reasonably accurate guidance system which
takes bearings on the moon or stars can
be built to fit into an airplane or missile.
With latest miniaturization techniques,
it may be only as big as a football and
weigh hardly more than five pounds.
The common sand flea navigates
around the beach by taking bearings on
the moon, too. Yet his entire navigation
system is smaller and weighs less than
the period at the end of this sentence.
A gentleman silk moth, looking for his
girl friend, spots her a mile away by
her aroma. His sensitive smeller detects
as little as one or two molecules of scent
floating in the air. By comparison, our
noses require thousands of molecules before we become aware of even the faintest odor. An electronic nose as sensitive
as the moth's would make a dandy gas
detector. It could analyze unknown
compounds in the laboratory by sniffing
them, identify a handkerchief's owner
more quickly and accurately than a
bloodhound, and detect the first hint of
food spoilage long before noticeable or
harmful decay could set in.
The praying mantis houses a computer
of unbelievable speed and accuracy in
his match -head sized cranium. The insect's eyes see a bug, and transmit data
on the size, speed and trajectory of the
flying snack to his brain. Instantly, the
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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ectronic neuron in sche-

fratiC above was, developed by Bell laboratories,
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Key

"switch"

r

in living creatures

neuron cell. When impulses
come in on dendrites (D), body of
cell (B) "fires." Output pulse
leaves on axion (A), passes along
to the next cell via synapse (C).
is

-

I

w3rks much like natural
neuron. When enough signals appear at its five
irputs, circuit generates
a single output pulse; device requires bigger signal at excitatory inputs
if signal appears at
inhibitory input. Mounted
of printed -circuit board
(heft), electronic neurons
a -e assembled into experimental networks (one appears in background). Bionic machine (below),
built by Ford Motor's

Aeroneutronic Division,
uses artificial
can learn to

letters of

=A.rrr-.
-

brain goes into action, processes the information like a gun -aiming computer,
and tells him where the bug will be a
fraction of a second later. His head
shoots out, and the flying bug becomes
lunch. The whole operation takes one twentieth of a second. Our tracking systems, weighing tons, aren't that good.
Neuron Nets. All the projects mentioned so far have to do with receptors
the devices living creatures use to see,
hear and feel. But what really gets
bionicists excited is the more far-reaching problem: how do they think, reason
and learn ? With answers to questions
such as these, we'll be able to build computers that are not simply souped -up
adding machines, but which can reason
and learn like living things.
The secrets are locked in the basic
nerve cell, the neuron. These tiny building blocks of all living brain and nerve
systems, scientists now know, are basi-

...{44
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neurons,
recognize
alphabet.
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cally switches. A neuron has many inputs
(perhaps several thousand) and one output. Some of the inputs tend to turn it
on-make it "fire" or generate an output
pulse. Others tend to keep it from firing. Whether it fires or not depends on
the balance of "ons" and "offs" at the
inputs at any given moment.
(Continued on page 105)
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SPEAKERS
GO C

EIA to

investigate new rating system

HEN a gold diamond beats a blue triangle, what do you have? A new
poker game? No, sir; better look again. At long last, a simple system
for rating the quality of loudspeakers has come upon the electronics
scene. If it is adopted, it should enable you to determine at a glance
just about all the important speaker performance characteristics, much
like reading color bands on a resistor or the dots on a capacitor.
Methods of measuring a speaker's frequency range, acoustic power producing capacity, transient response, distortion, and other key factors
have long been known. The problem is that the speaker manufacturers
have not been able to agree on how to present performance data to the
user. The sad situation today is that speakers remain the only major components for which no rating data is generally accepted or disseminated.
But the void may soon be filled-if a colored symbol/number system now
under consideration by the Electronic Industries Association is adopted.
In the proposed system, eight colors indicate
different frequency ranges lin cycles), and
these are superimposed on seven symbols
which pinpoint power -producing capacity
(in acoustic milliwatts) as follows:
11i

(20-20,000)
(35-16,000)
Violet
(45-14,000)
Blue
(65-12,000)
Gray
(90-10.000)
Orange (120-7,000)
Red
(180-5,000)
White
(300-3,000)
Gold
Brown

Jewel
Star

Diamond
Triangle
Bar

Circle
Dot

(5000.0)
(1000.0)
(200.0)
(50.0)
(10.0)
(2.0)
(0.5)

Thus, a speaker carrying a blue diamond
would have a range of 65-12,000 cycles and
would put out about 200 milliwatts.
Accompanying the colored symbol is a number from 1 to 10. This is the performance number. It incorporates the sum of response uniformity, transient response,
distortion, sound diffusion, and efficiency or sensitivity. Each of these
five characteristics is given a scoring weight of 2.0 points, so a "perfect"
speaker would be rated at 10.
Realizing that numbers and response curves don't always add up to a
good speaker, Lincoln Walsh, electronics consultant and author of the
rating proposal, has included in his scheme a provision for "listening quality." This could affect the technical score by plus or minus one point.
Listening quality-the most subjective of all speaker characteristicswould be determined by a six -man panel which would attempt to judge if
the speaker sounded better or worse than was indicated by the general

performance number.
Two additional features are of interest. First, if the speaker were
designed for use in a multiple speaker system, it would be marked woofer,
tweeter, or "middler," and would carry a colored symbol stating the high
and low ratings, or the range of the complete speaker system for which it
has been designed. Second, the proposed rating system could also be applied to imported speakers which, according to latest figures, account
for about 40% of the American consumer and industrial speaker market.
-Edward Nanas, WA2HFF
POPULAR
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Skeptic Squishing
or Sonie Thoughts About
Taping off'rlieAir
By PHIL GERACI

AFEW MONTHS AGO, the Editor of
this magazine told me how valuable
he had found SWL tape recordings. And
he had proof to back up his statement.
During the morning when the capsule
"Friendship 7" was in orbit, he monitored and recorded the 1Vlercury Control
Network on 15.016 mc. News broadcasts
and subsequent commercial discs and
tapes did not include many exciting moments of this epic event.
For SWL's, tape offers an ideal way

to refresh a hazy memory, or assemble
an interesting demonstration. Tape lets
your friends take part in your adventures on the short-wave bands by providing a "live" recounting. Playing a tape
of an actual broadcast is much more effective than simply telling them about
the stations you heard last night, last
week, or even last month.
Well -selected sections of tape can be
pieced together to make a "library" of
your best DX catches-a sort of audible

SOME DO'S
.00.s.

>.l 0..5

Move tape back and forth over playback head to spot beginning and end
important recorded segments.
of
Mark with grease pencil on

.

2500 WJY{.

tape._
\

f

1

`"

/ '.

-

'ir

.

Special connectors are available to
solve difficult monitoring problems. This is
a "V -connector" for phones and recorder.

'

splicer, leader and timing tape,
spare reels, and mailing cartons
will all prove exceptionally valuable.
A

. N\O'.
.
.r,

rp

1
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file to be stored alongside your QSL's.
It will be proof positive of how well the

have a good grade of tape recorder.
Be sure the recorder you buy has the
following basic features: (1) at least
two speeds (33/4 and 71/2 ips) (2) two track record, and two -track as well as
four-track playback; (3) a recording
volume level indicator-either a meter
or some type of "glow" tube; (4) output
connections for headphones or an external speaker; (5) several input connections (labeled ''Microphone," "Tuner,"
and/or "Hi -Level") ; (6) fast forward,
as well as fast rewind; and (7) a reel
rotation counter.
Some bonus extras that are desirable
but not really necessary are: monitor while -recording connections; a third
speed (17/8 ips) and four -track record.
Making a Recording. Generally speaking, you can connect the tape recorder to
the headphone jack on your receiver.
Pull the phone plug and insert a cable
(usually supplied with the recorder)
between the headphone jack and the
"Hi -Level" input on the recorder. Then
plug the headphones into the recorder's
output jack.
Adjust the output of the receiver, as
well as the level control on the recorder,
until you achieve a good swing of the recording level meter or flicker of the indicator lamp. The meter needle, or
flicker, should reach maximum on only
(Continued on page 100)

signals were received-not just a mere
boast.
Getting Started. To make a tape recording, a recorder (plus some tape) is all
the extra equipment you'll need-at least
at first. Later, you may want to broaden
your sights and attempt live recordings
and special effects. The cost of a tape
recorder is a reasonably accurate guide
to its potential performance, although
there are some pitfalls that should be
carefully avoided.
Don't seriously consider the ultra cheap, transistorized pocket recorders.
Most of these recorders aren't compatible as far as speed is concerned. In other
words, while you can use these devices
to play back your own recordings, you
will find it impossible to exchange tapes
with friends, or to send an important
tape overseas for verification.
Since a tape recorder is a long-term
investment, usable for a wide variety of
things, give consideration to getting the
most for your dollar. Once you have the
habit of recording your DX, you may
want to try connecting your recorder to
your hi-fi system and even recording
FM -stereo off -the -air. Or, you may want
to engage in tape -correspondence with
fellow SWL's. Language and musical instruction are also possibilities when you

r--- SOME

DONT'S

;

;

----

1

This is NOT the way to demagnetize
tape playback heads. Hold the demagnetizer straight "up and down" so that
the gap between the poles is lined up with
the microscopic gap in the tape head. As a
rule of thumb, heads should be demagnetized at least every three to four months.
1

is

Balance the volume level by juggling
both the receiver and tape recorder
controls. Preset one to give you sufficient
leeway to counteract sudden blasts of noise
and signal. Don't set the receiver level
too low and the recorder too high, as this
will make the recordings excessively noisy.

t
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On the

Citizens Band
with DICK STRIPPEL,

LATE THIS MONTH, when sports cars
snarl and snort at the annual Reading, Pa., road race, the radio communications vital to the accurate timing and
scoring of this event will be provided by
the Qui-Co Radio League.
As those readers who are sports car
enthusiasts know, a road race is not a

hot -rod drag race!

PROFILE

OF A
CLUB

Rather, it involves following and completing
a set course according
to the times established
by the judges. A driver who misses a check
point by a few seconds

could lose the race.

Therefore, the timing and scoring of the
judges must be extremely accurate. Twoway radio helps provide the needed accuracy.
This particular meet, sponsored by the
Eastern Pennsylvania Sports Car Club
and sanctioned by the national Sports
Car Club Assn. (SCCA) will be held at
the Reading Municipal Airport October
20 - 21. All proceeds will be donated to
the Reading Police Athletic League.
,

2W1452, CB

Editor

The Qui-Co Radio League is, of course,
furnishing its services free.
This is not the first time that the QuiCo'ers (encompassing the Berks, Montgomery, Chester, Lancaster, and Lebanon counties in Pennsylvania) have
been called upon to perform in a professional, businesslike manner. Recently,
they provided back-up communications
for a drill held by a local Air Force Reserve unit which lacked radio facilities.
As a result of their participation, the
unit's performance was rated very high
by national standards.

Quite frequently, members of the club
fan out over the city of Reading, according to a well -planned routine, and
try to locate a preselected person or an
automobile by description alone. Several
months ago, this training paid off when
the club was asked by local police to help
locate an escaped mental patient who
was capable of violence. One of the club
members spotted the man and kept him
under surveillance until the authorities
arrived.
The president of this dynamic, growing
club is Bob Hoffman, Jr., 3W3906. His

top photo at right, Fred Kercher,
KCC0853, a director of the Qui-Co Radio
League, starts a trial run for the sports
car road race to be held at Reading, Pa.,
this month. In photo at bottom, two
other Qui-Co'ers, Dick Fegley, KCC0981
(far left), and Bud Conrad, KCC0175
(right) chat with two of the drivers
about the role two-way radio plays
in the timing and judging of the race.
In

o

o
e
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Chief of police of Reading, Pa., Charles
Wade (at the left), and Bob Hoffman,
Jr.,
3W3906, president of the Qui-Co
Radio League, discuss the League's participation in the city's emergency communiS.

cations

and

law

enforcement

activities.

father operates a radio and TV service
shop, so the younger Hoffman has been
exposed to electronics since birth. When
CB began, both were among the first to
be licensed. Actually, Bob, Sr., was the
driving force behind the formation of the
club in 1960.
At that time, the CB population of the
five -county area numbered exactly ten,
all of whom joined. Now, two years

later, the Qui-Co Radio League boasts
96 general members and 33 associate
members (wives, children, and other operators of a licensee's equipment).
Running a club of this size is no penny -ante affair. This year's budget topped
$2000.00. The major source of income,
of course, is dues -50 cents a month,
after a $1.00 initiation fee.
Socializing at picnics, card parties, and
barbecues constitutes most get-togethers.
Business meetings, however, are just
that, but take on an added meaning since
they usually are held at various local
manufacturing plants. After the formal
part of the meeting, a plant tour with
company officials, followed by a refreshment session (paid for by the club),
winds up the evening.
The Qui-Co Radio League's multi -page
monthly bulletin, Qui-Co News, has a
mailing list of some 500 CB'ers. It's a
professional job throughout. The front
page and other pages using art or photography are printed by a local lithographer, while the remainder of the bulletin is mimeographed. The president's
60

brand-new bride, a crackerjack secretary, does all the typing. Other clubs
interested in receiving the News should
write Bob Hoffman, Jr., at 1748 Centre
Ave., Reading, Pa.
Your CB Editor was privileged to be
in Qui-Co-land at the time of the club's
annual summer clambake, and it was an
affair we'll remember for a long while.
It was held on a private estate 10 miles
north of Reading. The members, their
wives, plus yours truly and his wife, all
had a thoroughly enjoyable time downing clams, chicken, lobster, and liquid
refreshments.
We think it's possible that the club's
various social activities also serve as
balm for non -CB -oriented wives of members, because other club activities take
up quite a bit of the members' free time.
In addition to the activities already mentioned, Qui-Co has aided local authorities by providing communications for
simulated disasters and even a mock
evacuation of Reading.
Our hats are off to the officers and
directors of the Qui-Co Radio League for
imaginative and purposeful leadership,
and to its members for their continuing
interest in this growing organizationtruly one of the most active CB clubs
we have ever seen.
Tech Topics. Contrary to talk heard in
many circles, a short, direct ground lead
from your transceiver will not help your
output at all if you use a ground plane,
coaxial, or similar antenna which is
properly matched to your transceiver.
Reason? Both of these antenna types,
plus just about any commercial sky -hook,
has its own "ground reference" for radio
signals. Your only need for a ground is
to keep the rig safe should a power -line
filter fail. This could make the entire
transceiver "hot" and cause a fatal shock
if you touched it and a good ground at
the same time.
As long-term licensees will agree, the
vast majority of transceiver faults are
due to either burned -out or "shorted"
tubes. Since many transceivers designed
for 6, 12, and 117 volts use a complicated
series/parallel hookup for tube heaters,
two or more tubes may fail to light when
only one tube "goes West." A simple
filament checker, obtainable from your
parts distributor, or possibly at your local drug store, will spot the real culprit
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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easily. Alternatively, yoi; can build a
simple shorts -filament checker; the accompanying diagram shows how to hook
it up.
Basically, this checker is nothing more
than a group of tube sockets (use one
0

034
02
p1
7

To
Ó

PIN

9

OCTAL SOCKET

SOCKET

FIN

SOCKET

CONNECT THESE LEADS TO

LIKE

NUMBERED TERMINALS ON ALL SOCKETS

other position of the switch (check the
manual for internal connections-one
element to two pins), the tube has a
"short" of up to three megohms, and
should be replaced.
Club Notes. The Rebel Communications
Association (P.O. Box 1467, Marietta,
Ga.) celebrated its first anniversary recently. Just one year ago, a handful of
CB'ers met at the base of Kennesaw
Mountain and formed the first CB association in the area. Now it has grown
to 54 members and is still expanding.
Every member of the Puget Sound
Mobile -Marine CB Club holds a Red
Cross first aid card. Their training paid
off recently when a member gave mouthto-mouth respiration to a child in her
care who suddenly turned blue. Other
members have assisted the state police on
several occasions, and the club appears
to be one of the few we've seen where
the gals really take an interest. One is
vice president, another secretary -treasThe Southern California CB
urer.
Assn. (P.O. Box 17296, San Diego 17,
Calif.) has established a TVI committee
which averages two or three calls per
month. The committee will provide a
low-pass filter for offending members at
slightly above cost-the profit goes to
the club's treasury.
Keep the club news coming. If you
haven't already put P.E. on your news
letter's mailing list, please do. In addition, if your club does something newsworthy, let us know about it right away.
And
don't forget to send in pictures! Any good, clear, black -and -white
shots will be fine.
30
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for each base type found in your rig),
a selector switch, and a neon indicator.
Wire all the same -numbered pins in parallel with the points of a 10 -position
rotary switch so that all pins numbered
one will be selected by position one of
the switch. Then connect up the capacitor, resistor, and neon bulb with the
power line and switch "ring."
To use the filament checker, consult
your tube manual. Set the switch to the
position which corresponds to a heater
pin, and if the heater is okay, the neon
bulb will light. If the bulb lights in any

.

.

.

.

.

-
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.

(Ill.) Sheriff Radio Patrol

one of the few CB organizations boasting
a totally deputized membership. These men provided security and information service at the
Midwest National Jamboree sponsored by the TriCounty CB Radio Club at Milledgeville, Ill.,
in August. Bob Johnson, of Lanark, III. (front, center), is the leader of the group.
The Carroll County
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"Just because had a
little tough luck with
I
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"Now, for $64,000.00,
what operating characteristics distinguish the
electron -coupled type
oscillator with regard
to frequency stability?"

"One more 'dit-dah-dit',
and I'll let ya have it?"

"I

a toaster -fixer
radio technician!"
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I'm

a
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Equipment Report

VOCALINE

Commaire
PT -27

FOR far too many CB'ers, two-way communications comes to a halt at the end of the line cord
for "fixed" stations and at the road's end for mobile units. Not so with the self -powered "Commaire" PT -27 introduced by Vocaline Company of
America ( Old Saybrook, Conn.) Priced at $250.00
(list, less batteries), the Commaire is a truly professional 4 -channel CB transceiver-with built-in
AM radio-which packs 18 transistors, 8 semiconductor diodes and two tubes in a 9" x 4" x 11"
case. It weighs only 111/2 pounds-including the
.

rechargeable batteries.
Considering the Commaire's complete "totability" over any terrain, the 1 -watt input to the final
r.f. amplifier is more than a CB'er would look for.
Add to this two adjustable pi -network controls on
the front panel, along with an r.f. output meter,
and you can expect to squeeze most of the r.f.
power into the antenna where it belongs. Of the
three filaments in the PT -27, two are in the 3V4
tubes in the transmitter circuit (the other is in
the front -panel dial lamp).
In the "receive" mode, the PT -27 pulls in any one
of four fixed channels, tunes the entire CB dial-or
your favorite AM radio station for news and
weather. Noise limiting and squelch controls make
CB contacts readable above channel noises. In
"fixed tune," a fine tuning control lets you zero in
on stations that are a few hundred cycles off fre-

quency.
If you are the vagabond type that troops over
hill and dale, or if you like to sail about in a small
boat, the Commaire PT -27 may be just the CB
transceiver for you to tote along.
30
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Front panel of PT -27 mounts all controls
except function switch and tuning knob dial
(top photo). Eveready 560 rechargeable
dry batteries fit easily in unit's base; the
batteries are good for 30 hours and up to
40 recharging cycles are possible. Line
cord for charging connects to rear panel
receptacle; rear panel also mounts mike
holder and phone jack. Note 16 transistors
(out of 18) visible in guts of receiver.
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-TUBE
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By CHARLES GREEN, W3IKH
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E

Ideal for the new Novice, this

easily built set has its own
power supply, drives speaker
THIS simple 144-148 mc. receiver is a

natural for Novices who want to get

in some 2 -meter phone operation. Both

inexpensive and sensitive, it also makes
a fine "extra" set for the seasoned ham.
The receiver uses two tubes (one of
them dual-purpose), and has a stage of
r.f. amplification, a superregenerative detector, and an audio amplifier which delivers enough power to operate a speaker.
Like all VHF circuits, this one requires
careful construction, but even the inexperienced builder should have little trouble if he follows directions closely.
About the Circuit. Signals from antenna jack JI are fed to half of a 6BZ7 dual
triode (V1a). This triode acts as an
untuned r.f. amplifier and also isolates
superregenerative detector V lb (the
other half of the 6BZ7) from the loading
effects of the antenna.
Coil L1 and capacitors C4 and C5 select 2 -meter signals from the output of
V la. Capacitor C4 is the main tuning
control; C5 serves as a "band -setting"
adjustment control.
Potentiometer R5 varies the plate voltage to Vlb, acting as a regeneration control. The signal from V1b is amplified
by V2 (a 6AK6) and passes, via output
transformer T1, to speaker jack J2. Potentiometer R6, in V2's grid circuit, is
the volume control.
Operating voltages for the circuit are
supplied by power transformer T2. Diode
DI is connected as a half -wave rectifier,

with capacitors Cl1a and C11b and resistor R8 doing the fil;.ering.
Construction. The receiver is housed
in an 8" x 6" x 41A" utility box with
most of the components mounted on an
8" x 4y," "shelf" made from ;'8" pegboard. Begin construction by cutting
the shelf and mounting it about 2:;;"
above the box bottom via a set of angle
brackets (see photo of interior). Place
a "box ground lug" under the mounting
screw for the left rear corner of the pegboard (see pictorial diagram)
Install the components on the box and
pegboard in the positions shown in the
photographs and pictorial. Ground lugs
must be installed under both of the
mounting screws for VI's socket and one
of the mounting screws for J2, V2's
socket, TI, and T2, respectively.
Be sure to remove C!r's rear rotor
plate before installation. This will change
the maximum capacitance from 11 ,u.,uf.
to the required value of about 5 ;uuf.
When carrying out the wiring, try to
duplicate the layout illustrated as closely as possible. This is particularly important for the connections associated
with VI and the tuned circuit L1/C4/C5.
Notice that one terminal of C5 is con -
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The two triode sections of V1 serve as
r.f. amplifier and superregenerative detector, respectively. Audio amplifier V2
supplies, enough 'output for a speaker,

V2

10010.

PARTS .LIST

netted to the stator terminal of C4 by a
lead 11/2" long; the other is soldered directly to the rotor terminal of C4. Construction specifications for coil Li are
given in Detail A.
Since the circuit is built on a nonconducting surface rather than a metal
chassis, the grounding arrangement is
particularly important. Two ground -bus
systems (the solid black wires on the
pictorial diagram) are used. One runs
from the "box ground lug" near J1 to
the frame of V 1's socket, and from there
to the rotor terminal of C4. The other
starts at the "box ground lug" at the left
rear corner of the pegboard, grounds the
frames of Ti and T2, then runs to the
frame of V2's socket.
The author attached a long wire
pointer to the rear of the control knob
for C4. A dial scale was then laid out on
white paper and taped to the box. If you
prefer, you can use a commercial dial.

,C1-100 µµL
C2, C7, C12-0.001
C3-5 µµf.

66

capacitors

C4-Tuning capacitor (E.I. Johnson 167-1 with
rear rotor plate removed).
C5 -45-µµF. ceramic trimmer capacitor (Centra -

lab 822-BN or equivalent)
C6 -50-µµf., 1000 -volt ceramic capacitor
C8-0.0047-4., 1000 -volt ceramic capacitor
C9 -50-µf.. 10 -volt electrolytic capacitor
CIO-0.0018-4., 1000 -volt ceramic capacitor
Cll-Dual 20-4., 150 -volt electrolytic capac-

-

itor

D1 -6S -ma., 380-PIV selenium rectifier (I.T.T.
1234A -H or equivalent)

J1--Chassis-type coaxial receptacle (Amphenol
83-1R or equivalent)
J2-RCA-type'phono jack

LI-Tuning coil-see text

=

L2-100-mh. r.f. choke (J.\V. Miller 960 or
equivalent)
R1, R2-120,000 ohms
-watt

R3-10 megohms
resistors
R4-39.000 ohms
R5 -100,000 -ohm potentiometer

j

-

R6-1-megohm potentiometer (with 'switch Si)
R7-470-olrm, -watt resistor
1

R8 -1800 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor
S1-S.p.s.t. switch (on R6)

Tl-Output transformer;

primary, 10.000 ohms;
secondary, 4 ohms (Stancor A3879 or equiva-

lent)

_
-

Testing and Calibration. Connect a 3-4
ohm speaker at jack J2 and turn on the

receiver. Move volume control R6 to
its "maximum" position and rotate regeneration control R5 until you hear the
typical superregenerative hiss. The posi-

1000 -volt
ceramic

µf.

-

T2-tower transformer; primary,

117 volts;
secondaries, 125 volts @ 15 ma., 6.3 volts @
0.6 ampere
V1 -613Z7 tube
V2-6AI' 6 tube
1-8" x 6" x 4%" utility' box (LMB '146 or

equivalent)

x 4W section of 4" pegboard
Misc.-Line cord and plug, knob, tube sockets,

1-8"

angle brackets, 4#18 tinned copper wire, etc.
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"

,

SPLICE
TO ONE
OF T2'S

/

BLACK LEADS
ANGLE BRACKET
BOX GROUND LUG

12 GROUND LUG
TtGROUND LUG

Follow pictorial closely; parts placement and lead dress are critical.

DETAIL A
Mí18 TINNED. COPPER WIRE

5/16' -DIAMETER
LOOP

a5°

TAPPING
POINTS
(SEE PICTORIAL DIAGRAM)

Specifications for the construction
of coil Ll are given in Detail "A"
(above); once the loop is formed,
spread it so that distance between
"tapping points" is r/8 -inch. Photo
shows interior of the completed set.

tion of R5 at which this occurs will give
you highest sensitivity and may vary
with the frequency to which the receiver
is tuned.
Once you've established that the set
is regenerating, proceed with the calibration. Ideally, the output of a signal
generator should be fed to the receiver
and C5 adjusted so that the 2 -meter band
falls within the range of C4's dial. The
dial can now be calibrated using the signal generator as a reference.
If no signal generator is available, try

placing another 2 -meter receiver next to
the one you've just built; it will pick
up the radiations from the superregenerative detector, thus indicating the frequency being received at any setting of
C5 and C4.
In the absence of both a signal generator and extra receiver, you can locate
the 2 -meter band by connecting a good
antenna to jack J1 and adjusting C5
until you pick up the greatest number
of ham stations within the range of C4.
To operate the receiver, just set R6 for
a comfortable volume and keep adjusting
R5 to its most sensitive position as you
-3Q
tune across the band with C4.
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Lab Check

(14

VV
EICO MX99 Multiplex Autodaptor

ception with a relatively modest investment in time and money.
A very good example of what an
adapter should be is the EICO MX99.
Utilizing a printed -circuit board to hold
and position the most critical circuitry,
the MX99 can be completely assembled
in just under nine hours. It is small
(measuring 3 f.<" x 6%" x 91/8") and
very light in weight (7 lb.). The metal
cover is optiona 1, since many stereo fans
may want to mount the adapter in a convenient spot close to the FM tuner.
No difficulties were encountered in
assembling the MX99, although it is a
"you -do -everything" type of kit (except
for the printed circuit). The assembler
should note, however, that a nut driver is
required to seat potentiometer R-31,
since it cannot be reached with a pair
of ordinary pliers.

Manufactured by EICO Electronic Instrument Co.,
Inc., 33-00 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y.
Prices: $39.95 (kit); $64.95 (factory -wired); $2.95
(metal cabinet cover).

IF you're

one of those hi-fi fans with
a superb FM tuner whose only fault

that it doesn't contain multiplexing
provisions, then an adaptor is your best
bet. Since practically every good FM
tuner manufactured after 1959 has a
"multiplex output" jack, an adapter enables you to switch to FM multiplex re is

CIRCUIT REPORT: The MX99 is

self -powered and equipped with a stereo indicator light that automatically comes on

+15
1

I

+10

I

I

-

RIGHT

CHANNEL
+5
o
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

EFT
CHANNEL

The input composite signal
level for the tests made was
0.6 volt, and capacitor C-25
was removed from the unit as
indicated in the instruction

/

manual.

LEFT
CHANNEL

-20

CROSSTALK

4.

25

RIGHT

/J `

CHANNEL"

/'-\

.

S

Crosstalk

curves

shown here reflect an optimum
setting of the separation control for the right channel.

30
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-40
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00
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Clean layout of the MX99 is obvious
from these photos; printed -circuit
board is visible in underchassis
view. The adapter's six tubes include three multi -element varieties
involving at least 10 tube functions.

'

e%/Ie t c

.

-

.,au

when a stereo broadcast is in progress.
The MX99 delivers two -channel stereo
to the preamplifier only when the stereo
light is on and the MX stereo switch is
set at "Normal." At all other times,
the main channel mono program is delivered to both output channels. The unit's
input is designed to match EICO's FM
tuners, but it is readily adapted to
other FM tuners through the removal of

capacitor C-25.
Five tubes are used in the MX99, plus
a 6X4 full -wave rectifier. The circuit
seems to be an original EICO development
that keeps phase shift at a minimum
through the elimination of some filters.
The design, however, suppresses the 67kc. background music carrier, and removes all potential harmonics from the
reinserted 38-kc. subcarrier and 19-kc.
pilot carrier. As a result, the manufacturer states that this adapter can be
used with a tape recorder without fear
of introducing beat notes from the bias
oscillator and 38-kc. subcarrier.
HIRSCHHOUCK LAB CHECK: The manu-

facl-urer makes no awe-inspiring claims
for the MX99 adapter, but simply states
that a crosstalk separation of 30 db is
"typical." This was substantiated in

laboratory cheeks. A slight readjustment of the Separation control allows approximate matching of the crosstalk
curves-about midway between those
plotted in the accompanying graph.
Distortion introduced by the MX99 is
quite low, being less than 0.7% at 1.8 volts
r.m.s. output (rated maximum). The multiplex circuits operate with pilot carrier
levels of 0.035 volt or more, corresponding to a 0.35 -volt composite signal. Audio
response is notably flat from 20 cycles to
11,500-12,000 cycles. The sharp cutoff
above 12,000 cycles is apparently deliberate and not likely to be noticed in use.
As with other adapters, the Separation control is difficult to adjust while
listening to stereo programs. (FM stations transmitting multiplex would do
well by their listeners if they would
broadcast left/right "balance" tones several times each day.) To some extent,
separation will vary with signal level.
IN CLOSING: The MX99 is an outstandingly good buy at its modest price. Performancewise, it is head and shoulders
above adapters costing less, and equal to
or better than numerous adapters costing up to twice as much.
(Continued on next page)
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Scott

LT -110 FM

Tuner

The LT -110 FM tuner is delivered with
all tube sockets and tie points riveted
in place, the power transformer and
tuner front end mounted, and the multiplex demodulator section completely

Manufactured by H. H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powder Mill
Rd., Maynard, Mass.
Prices: $159.95 (kit); $22.50 (walnut or mahogany

cabinet);

finish).

$13.95 (metal cabinet with leatherette

wired. Facing the assembler are 17 steps
-including alignment and minor mechanical operations.
As proof of the above statements
about ease of assembly, a test model of
the LT-110 was wired at POPULAR. ELECTRONICS in just under five hours. Another
40 minutes was used for careful alignment and the tuner was "on the air."

R.
11.71e1

'

-a-J

CIRCUIT REPORT:

Like most Scott FM
tuners, the LT -110 employs the proven in -practice, shielded, silver-plated front
end, with a 6BQ7A cascode r.f. amplifier
and 6U8 mixer/oscillator. This section
of the tuner is shipped prealigned and
thoroughly tested. Following this section are two 6AU6 i.f. stages, a single
6AU6 limiter, and a ratio detector.
The 4 -tube multiplex demodulator
used in the LT -110 is factory -wired and
aligned. The assembler simply solders
appropriate conections to the demodulator and doesn't otherwise touch any of
the circuitry.
Output jacks from the LT -110 are
paralleled so that a tape recorder and
amplifier can be driven simultaneously.
For stereo headphone listening, a special 3 -circuit output jack has been
mounted on the front panel.

wi

yo

COMMENTARY on Scott Kits
would be complete without first mentioning that this company pioneered new
areas in the hi-fi kit market and brought

forth several (then -radical) innovations.
One of them continues to fascinate all
purchasers of a Scott Kit-the full -color
instruction manual. Carefully matched
to each colored wire and component
within the kit, this manual renders the
possibility of even the most inexperienced builder making a mistake rather

remote.
Scott also pioneered the Kit-Pak-a
shipping container which serves as a
temporary workbench and storage box.
Thanks to the Kit -Pak, the builder can
put the uncompleted kit away overnight
without worrying that something will be
missing the next day.

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB CHECK: The LT -110
met or exceeded all the manufacturer's
detailed specifications on sensitivity, dis-

+5

o
AUDIO OUTPUT

Maximum output of the LT -110
FM tuner was measured at 2.1
volts. The usable sensitivity curve plots total hum,
noise and distortion, as referred to 100% modulation.
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PREWIRED
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MULTIPLEX

?

"nasty" wiring in the
multiplex demodulator section is
All of the

done at the factory. The assembler wires the rectifier, i.f, stages,
and front panel connections.

RATIO
DETECTOR

RECTIFIER
COMPONENTS

tortion, output level, a.c. hum, and capture ratio. Audio frequency response on
stereo reception is within the manufacturer's rating from 20 cycles not shown
on graph) to above 12.000 cycles. At this
point there is some minor falling off
(about 2.5 db at 15.000 cycles), but this
slight loss is considerably under that
exhibited by most FM stereo tuners. In
"Mono." the audio response is excellent.
being within = 1 db, from approximately
(

20 to 16.000 cycles.

Channel -to -channel crosstalk is particularly excellent both in terms of uniformity and the fact that it holds up
well above 10.000 cycles. Switching in
the Stereo Noise Filter affects only the
audio response ( which it should) and not
the crosstalk.
Frequency drift of the LT -110 from a
+15

start is extraordinarily low-less
than 5 kc. The a.c. hum level referred
to 1005', modulation) is low and exceeds
the manufacturer's rating by 5 db.
The Sub -Channel Filter is quite effective in reducing noise when you're listening to stereo in weak signal areas. Loss
of audio frequency response with this
filter switched In, is negligible. but stereo
separation is impaired at audio frequencold

f

cies above 6000-7000 cycles.
CLOSING: It's difficult to imagine a
kit much simpler to assemble than the
LT -110. The full -color instruction book
eliminates just about the last possible
chance of wiring errors-in lead dress
and resistor color codes. From a plain
and simple operational standpoint, the
LT -110 works well and .sounds flood. 40IN

f

+10

+5

RIGHT
CHANr EL'

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Frequency response continues flat
from 50 down to 20 cycles. Not
shown is the "Mono" curve which
was flat from 20 through 16,000
cycles. All graphs used here are
derived from data supplied by
the Hirsch -Houck Laboratories.
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By HERB S. BRIER, W9EGQ

1111iar

Amateur Radio Editor

THE LATEST

HAM NEWS FROM WASHINGTON

HERE'S good news for anyone applying
for a new, renewed, or modified ham
license-if you haven't already picked
up the information. Effective immediately, the FCC no longer requires that your
application be notarized. In addition, if
you need to have your license modified
(address changed, etc.) in the last two
years of its term, you can renew it for
five years at the same time. Also, if
you plan to leave the country for an extended period of time during the last two
years of your license term, you can renew the license before you go.
Fines for Violators. At the same time
the above changes were made, Congress
enacted the "Small Forfeitures Act,"
which authorizes the FCC to levy fines
up to $100.00 against CB operators, marine -mobile operators, radio amateurs,
and other "Safety and Special Services"
licensees. These fines will be exacted for
violations of FCC regulations that are
serious enough to warrant disciplinary

action but not serious enough to warrant
license revocation or suspension.
The new enforcement tool shouldn't
worry the great majority of hams who
have always attempted to operate in
accordance with the regulations. The
FCC isn't suddenly going to get tough
about minor, accidental violations. It's
gunning for the small percentage of people who believe that rules and regulations don't apply to them-Novices who
use VFO's; operators who ignore official
notices to correct transmitter defects operators guilty of causing unnecessary
interference or of using profane or indecent language on the air, etc.
Nevertheless, it's a good idea for all
of us to check our operating procedures
and emitted signals to avoid the possibility of getting an "FCC QSL card."
Watch Your Harmonics. Based on the
number of notices issued, the biggest single headache the FCC has with hams is
due to second and third harmonics
;

Novice Station of the Month
The winning photo in the "Novice Station of the Month" contest for October pictures the neat
station of Craig Cleveland, WN4HSN, Elberton, Ga. Craig uses his Heathkit DX -60 transmitter,
Hallicrafters SX-110 receiver, and 50' -high "trap" dipole on the 15-, 40-, and 80 -meter Novice
bands. He prefers to "rag -chew" rather than to chase DX-partly because he gets in lots of code
practice that way (he'll be going up
for a "General" one of these days).
y "Craig will receive a one-year free
subscription to P.E. for his photo. If
you'd like to try for a similar award,
1
send us a picture of your stationpreferably showing you at the controls, and be sure to include with your
entry some information about yourself, your equipment and your activi9
ties. You may be one of the lucky
I=3 ^1i,
winners. Entries should be sent to
Herb S. Brier, Amateur Radio Editor,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box
7
678, Gary, Indiana.
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I/g"

STEEL PLATE
F

41/2
CONDUIT,
CLAMPS

12
A real space saver, this
vertical antenna performs
well on 10 through 80 meters. Base assembly is
seen in close-up at right;
complete antenna appears
in
diagram. Watertight
housing for coil is desir-

FEED -THROUGH
INSULATORS
OADI N G

COIL

I
FEED

CLIP

able, but not necessary.

4" "U" BOLTS

.¡,.' ,

a

a

z--

.;I=mo
B

1-102"

whip antenna (Antenna Specialists ill -3B or equivalent)
4-"U" -bolts (TV antenna -mast type)
1-10' length of I.A "-o.d. aluminum
tinu m TV mast
2-1%" conduit clamps (available at electrical supply houses)
1-19" x 3 2" x
.steel plate (Par-Aletal 6601 rack panel. or
equivalent)
2-Fecdlhrough insulators (E. F. Johnson 135-52 or equivalent)
1--40-!urn section of 11&11. 3905-1 "tlliniductor" stock

give.

The easiest way to be sure your transmitter is not emitting strong second
or third harmonics is to ask another ham
within a mile or so of your location to
listen for them while you transmit. To
be safe, the harmonics should be at least
seven "S" units weaker than your fundamental signal. If they aren't, and retuning the transmitter doesn't help, try an
antenna coupler (page 60, POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, August, 1961) or an 80 or 40 -meter low-pass filter (page 92,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, May,

1960) between the transmitter and antenna.
"SHORTENED" VERTICAL ANTENNA

Although it's just 181/2' tall, the compact vertical antenna featured this
month compares well with a full-sized
version. Assuming that a good ground
is used, the radiated signal will be down
only about 11/2 "S" units on 80 meters

BOLTS

19"X 3-1/2"X 1/8"

STEEL PLATE

FEED -THROUGH
INSULATOR

COIL

FEED

"U" B

oLT-.

1"DIA PIPE
RADIAL

GND WIRE

emitted by 80- and 40 -meter Novice
transmitters. Two frequent causes of
Novice harmonic problems are sloppy
transmitter tuning and trying to squeeze
out more power than the rig is rated to

U

FEED

10'

I

---

1-1/2'
CONDUIT
CLAMPS

brass nut, 1" spacer, solder
lugs, wire for radial ground [cads, 12- or 14 -gauge sheet iron
etc.

10 TV
ANTENNA
MAST
11-1/ 2"01111

2-Copper alligatr clips
A-lisc.-#10 brass bolt 2" long, #10

"L" -/racket,

rá

SHORTING.

hi-CLIP

BILL OF MATERIALS

for

102" WHIP

1"LBRACKET

I

i: "WisCLIP LINE

if

('SPACER
SHORTING

CLIP

and about 1/2 "S" unit on 40 meters.
There will be no loss on 20, 15, or 10
meters.
Construction.
Drill mounting holes
in the 19" x 31/2" x 1/8" steel plate (see
photograph) for the two feedthrough
insulators. These are centered on the
short dimension of the plate; one is positioned 1" from the top, the other 12"
below the first. Then mount two "U" bolts below the second insulator hole as
shown.
Also drill a hole for a #10 brass bolt
near the bottom of the plate. The bolt
will support and ground the bottom of
the loading coil. Cut from B&W 3905-1
"Miniductor" stock, the 40 -turn coil is
21/2" in diameter and wound of #12 wire
(six turns per inch)
.

Install the feedthrough insulators in
the plate and mount a 11/2" conduit
clamp on each insulator as illustrated.
Run a 2" -long, #10 bolt through the hole
made for that purpose, slip a 1" -long
spacer and a couple of solder lugs over
the end of the bolt, then secure the assembly with a brass nut. The loading
coil is installed between one of the solder
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terminal of the bottom feed through insulator.
Slip one end of a 10' length of 11/4" diameter TV antenna mast through the
conduit clamps just installed and tighten
them. Now form a 31,4" -wide "L" -brackLugs and a

et, with one 11,4" side and one 61/4" side,
from 12- or 14 -gauge sheet iron. Mount
a 102" (CB -style) whip antenna on the
11,4" side and clamp the 61:>" side to the
free end of the 10' mast with "U" -bolts.
Installation and Adjustment. Drive a
10' (or longer). 1" -diameter pipe into the
earth-leaving the last eight inches exposed. Attach six to twelve ground
wires, each at least 10' long, to the pipe,
extend them out radially (like spokes of
a wheel) and bury each one at least six
inches into the ground.
Clamp the antenna assembly to the
pipe, using the "U" -bolts provided. Then
ground the shield of your coaxial feed
line, as well as one end of a 6" "shorting

lead," to the solder lug at the base of
the loading coil. Copper alligator clips
are now attached to the other end of the
shorting lead and to the center conductor of the coaxial feed line.
The exact placement of the two clip
on the loading coil varies with frequency
and must be determined by means of a
standing -wave ratio bridge inserted in
the feed line at the transmitter. Pick
the frequency closest to your operating
frequency from the table below and set
the clips to the positions indicated, then
readjust them for minimum SWR.
Frequency
(kr. )

3725
7175
14175
21150
28700

,

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

Switch: abbrev.

12

logarithms.

Chinese measure.
City in Southern Germany.

Station's
Similar to db.
Baseball league: abbrev.
To steal: archaic.
Old-timer: abbrev.
Tube characteristic.
Two (color code).
Selenium rectifier: abbrev.
Unit of resistance.
Signal: abbrev.
1/2cfC.
A communication.
Million: prefix.

23
24
25
26
27 Common ratio.
28 Good till canceled: abbrev.
30 Subconscious.

symbol.
Unit of reactive power.
End of transmission.

/6

Chinese coin.
Signal of distress.
Winding: abbrev.

321/2

30

40

41
41

WIN

Amplitude modulation: abbrev.
Ten decibels.

Spool.
Direct current: abbrev.
Expressed in a picture.
DOWN

Parallel.
2 Receptacle containing electrodes and electrolyte.
3 Amateur radio operator.
4 Erbium: symbol.
5 Particle of matter.
6 Two -year -old cheep.
7 Input: abbrev.
1

291/>
321/2
281/2

3614

Alutdd

31 Neon:

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

221/2.

371/2

API',

ACROSS
Type of drawing.
To listen.
Base of common

301/

(Continued on page 110)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By James J. Porten
1

Feed Clip
Shorting Clip
(tanats from bottom of coil)
81/2
31/,

8
11

13
14
15
17
18
19

20
21

Silicon: symbol.
Lutecium: symbol.
A poor operator.
Vacuum tube: abbrev.
Total.
Negative: abbrev.
Either.
Unit of conductance.
Apparatus or gear.
Scandium: symbol.
Oscillator: abbrev.

22
23 Said: slang.
24 Greek letter.
25 The exact time is

26
27
28
29
31
32
33

Wire measure.

Photoelectric: abbrev.
Solid, liquid, or
Boring instrument.
Greek letter.
Difference of potential.
Region.

modulation: abbrev.
Winding: abbrev.
Prince Edward Island: abbrev.
Alternating current: abbrev.
Two: comb. form.
Railroad: abbrev.
(Answers on page 108)
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ELECTRONIC QUIZOO

A

B

By ROBERT P. BALIN

When an electronic part
can be likened to some

member of the animal
kingdom, we often
name it after the ani-

mal or insect it resembles. See if you can
match the drawings (A J) in our electronic zoo

with the ten names listed at bottom of page.
(Answers on page 110

E

G

F

-°
N
1

Alligator

6 Crocodile

2 Butterfly

3 Rabbit

4 Bat

7

8 Cat

9

Bug
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Pig

5 Horse

10 Spider
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WITH

STEREO well established and
the novelty, in many cases, worn off,
a growing number of curious souls are
wondering if and how their systems can
be "modified" to perform other functions.
Some brave ones have ventured forth,
Miniboxes and toggle switches in hand,
to train their "twin ogres" to whistle
"Dixie" in harmony. If you are similarly
inclined, have fun-and read on!
Almost any good, flexible stereo system can be adapted to certain practical
monaural uses. It's possible, for example, by constructing the simple gadget
described here, the "Stereo -Corn," to
enjoy two-way communications with
another part of the house; to announce
and distribute a stereo or mono program
to another room; to monitor a remote
nursery or sick -room while listening to
a mono program source in the living
room (or wherever the system is located) and, of course, still to enjoy the
original purpose-"local" stereo.

rr

;

AUDIO

Fig. 1. Test setup
employed by author to
measure cross -talk in
a stereo preamplifier.
Although the amount of
separation proved okay
for stereo listening, it
was not adequate for
separate mono signals.

OSCILLATOR

Two in One? But before going any rurther into the details of what can be done,
let's turn to the other side of the ledger
and examine a possibility that was
"blasted" after careful testing. Since
program tastes are often in conflict, the

idea came to mind: "Why not play TV
sound or an FM program in the living
room over one channel, and pipe a stack
of LP's into the den or basement playroom over the other channel?" This is
all well and good-if you don't mind mixing "The Defenders" and Debussy!
It can be argued that where channels
are housed on separate chassis, the problem of cross -talk isn't that serious.
However, the trend in stereo design is
overwhelmingly toward the integrated
single chassis. The result, in most cases,
is that the above idea just won't work.
To prove this point, we hooked up an
audio oscillator, an a.c. vacuum -tube
voltmeter, a stereo preamplifier, and a
stereo power amplifier; the drawing here

-y -

STEREO

STEREO
POWER

PREAMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

'

SPKR

A

(CHANNEL Al

(CHANNEL BI
SPKR B

BUILD the
Simple switching device
also equips your stereo
outlines the basic test layout (Fig. 1)
A 1000 -cycle tone from the audio oscillator was fed into Channel A of the
preamp, with the mode switch on stereo
normal (for most complete isolation),
the level controls wide open, and all tone
controls in the flat position. The outputs
of both preamp channels were measured
with the a.c. VTVM, and the readings
.

n+'a,. IL ,r

Te.-
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STEREO
POWER

AMPLIFIER

PARTS LIST

J; -Photo jack;

single -hole
-mounting. RCA type (Lafayette f11S-568 or equivalent)
S1
-poly. 4 -position. single gang, non -shorting. rotary
J1

-

-3

switch (Mallory 32341 or
equivalent)

-S.p.d.t. toggle switch
TI --Input transformer.

S2

voice

coil or microphone to grid.
1:80 turns ratio (Thordarson
20.-104 or equivalent)

1-4"

or 5" speaker (for "Intercom"), same impedance as
other spcakcrs in system-see
text

1-II'ooden

baffle

com" .speaker)

(for "Inter-

tll isc.-Remote spcakcrs, shielded
cable, wire, solder, hardware,
knobs, etc.

,LEFT REMOTE

Fig. 2. The "Stereo-Com"

provides for local or
remote stereo (or mono)
and an intercom function.
Schematic of unit itself
appears in color; balance of diagram shows
connections to amplifier and stereo speakers.

selects local or remote stereo,
system for use as an intercom
were recorded and translated into decibels of separation.
The fact that there was any tangible
reading at all at the preamp Channel B
output indicated cross -talk or spillover, since nothing was being fed into
this channel; the measured figure was
-33 db. Although this might be considered adequate separation for stereo pro-

By MILTON OGUR

gram material, it is certainly too small
for totally dissimilar signals.
More Than Two. As we said before,
however, there is a lot that can be done
to give a stereo setup greater flexibility
and application. The device recommended

here-the "Stereo-Com"-consists

of a

4" or 5" speaker mounted in a wooden
baffle, which also serves to house the
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other components-transformer TI; a
rotary switch (S1) a toggle switch
(S2) ; and phono jacks J1- J7. The
chart below tabulates the functions accomplished by each position of switch Si.
All that need be disturbed in your
present stereo system are the connections between the speaker outputs and
the speakers themselves. These leads can
be brought out to plugs to fit the jacks
mounted on the back of the local intercom baffle and connected as indicated in
the schematic diagram, Fig. 2.
For remote stations, two speakers of
the same impedance rating as the existing local monitors are recommended, to
avoid mismatching and consequent distortion; size and quality are pretty much
up to your own taste and discretion.
;

However, since one or both will also double as a return microphone in the intercom function, it's well to bear in mind
that some fine models can be found in
small packages. Separate shielded cables
between these remote speakers and the
"Stereo -Corn" will help keep hum down.
The primary (low -impedance) winding
of Ti terminates either the local "mike"
or the lines to the remote "microphones,"
and the microphone input circuit of the
Channel B preamp bridges the secondary
winding. If two remote stations in different rooms are preferred to one (at the
cost of remote stereo), a s.p.d.t. switch

(S2) makes this possible, enabling you
to select the station to be monitored or
called. However, since S2 is disabled in
position 3 of Si, the stereo normal mode
will serve to call the right remote speaker. If the left remote speaker is desired,
you use the stereo reverse mode.
A word here about position 4 (the return position for the intercom as well
as the "baby-sitting" position). Since
it is desirable to keep the shielded lead
from J5 permanently connected to one
channel, the right channel was selected
arbitrarily. In more modest systems
lacking a low-level microphone input, an
"auxiliary" position on the right channel
may suffice for low gain monitoring, even
if not for clear two-way exchange.
Nursery monitoring being what it is,
the disadvantage of cross -talk can be
overlooked, and the matching auxiliary
input in the other channel can be used
simultaneously for TV sound, tape playback, etc.

Putting "Stereo -Corn" Together. Mount

transformer Ti either on the speaker or
inside the bottom of the baffle, as preferred. Switch Si, with color -coded leads

pre -wired and cabled, is mounted inside
the top of the baffle with the shaft extending through a Y8" hole countersunk
from the top to accept the lock -nut.
The toggle switch (S2) and phono
jacks (J1- J7) are mounted on a back

FUNCTION CHART
Position
of Si

Local or Remote Mono
,

Announce Program or
Call Remote

2

Remote Stereo or Mono

3

Announce Program or
Call Remote
Stereo P.A. (with Auxiliary Microphone for Channel A)
Call Local from Remote

4
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Channel A -*Left Local Speaker
Channel B-* Left or Right Remote Speaker"

Intercom "Speaker"-Channel

+
Local Mono

Mono

B

Microphone Input

Channel
Local Stereo=or Mono

Mode

Action

Function

A-*Left

Stereo

Local Speaker

or

Channel B ->Right Local Speaker

Mono

Channel A ->Left Remote Speaker
Channel B->Right Remote Speaker

Stereo

Intercom

"Speaker"Channel

B

"'Microphone Input

Channel A-Left Local Speaker
Channel B-Intercom "Speaker"
Left or Right Remote Speaker-Channel B
Microphone Input

or

Mono

Stereo

or
Mono,
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The "Stereo -Corn" consists of a speaker, transformer, two switches, plus a few jacks, and should fit in
a standard speaker baffle. Photo at left pictures another version of the device, with switch S2 mounted
on top opposite switch S1 rather than on back panel.

plate made from ;;;" Masonite, which in
turn is anchored by self -tapping screws
to two strips of angle iron screwed to the
inside walls of the baffle and drilled to
accept Tinnerman nuts. This method of
securing the back to the baffle was devised to avoid the use of wood screws
which might split the plywood. Switch
S2 was oriented so that the handle
pointed to the jack terminating the remote line being selected.
Care should be exercised in laying out
the back plate so that the toggle switch
and the various jacks will clear the other
components. Label the jacks carefully on
both sides of the back plate to avoid
errors in wiring and, later on, in plugging in the cables. Switch SI's positions
can be identified with decals, if desired.
Be sure to install and connect lines to
all the speakers before testing the system. Otherwise, the amplifiers won't be
terminated, and you may damage the
output tubes and/or output transformers. If you wish, L -pads of the nominal
impedance value can be connected to
each remote speaker, and proper levels
determined for all functions and noted
30
for permanent reference.
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Transistor
Topics

r

By LOU GARNER, Semiconductor Editor

electronic instruments, the familiar crystal receiver perhaps comes
closest to being an "ideal" unit in the
sense that it doesn't require an external
power source. A simple "radio -powered"
receiver (one which converts broadcast
energy into d.c. and uses this as a source
of power) is in the same category. But
both units suffer from a similar disadOF all

vantage-they can

be used effectively
only in moderate to strong signal areas.
Where portable equipment is concerned, the need for an external power
source can be a serious drawback. Chemical batteries have a definite shelf life
and must be replaced at regular intervals, even if used very little. Sun bat-

teries require at least a moderate amount
of daylight for operation: mechanical
generators require a secondary source
of energy-someone has to turn the
hand crank, or there has to be some
kind of an engine.
With these thoughts in mind, then,
the use of human body heat as a source
of power for operating such units as
pocket radios and hearing aids can be

Ordinary body heat provides
all the energy needed to
power a transistor portable
in this experimental laboratory setup. The secret?
A new "body -heat" battery
developed by the Sanyo
Electric Co. of Osaka, Japan.

seen as a really significant development.
And the Sanyo Electric Co. of Osaka,
Japan, has come up with just such a
technique.
The process is a relatively simple one
and involves the direct conversion of
body heat into electrical energy by
means of semiconductor thermoelectric
elements; an experimental lab setup is
shown below. In operation, body heat
is converted into low -voltage d.c. by the
thermoelectric battery. This voltage, in
turn, is changed to the higher voltages
needed by a pocket -sized transistor receiver by an intermediate d.c.-to-d.c.
converter.
The thermoelectric battery which
serves as the "heart" of the system is
made up of a number of special pu semiconductor junctions. When subjected to
a temperature difference (that between
the body and the room. for example) the
electrons and "holes" in the n -type and
p -type semiconductors undergo thermal
diffusion and develop a small d.c. voltage
at the electrodes. The process is a continuous one as long as the temperature
,

r.`
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differential exists. Further, since there
is no chemical change in the semiconductor elements themselves, "battery" life
is virtually unlimited.
Inasmuch as the "battery" delivers a
relatively low voltage (130 mv.) it requires a separate d.c.-to-d.c. converter,
as already mentioned. However, it is
theoretically possible to assemble higher
voltage units by the use of series/parallel elements. This would eliminate the
need for an external converter and permit powering the transistorized equipment directly from the "battery."
Although the technique is still in the
laboratory stage, future possibilities are
almost unlimited. Chances are ,of course,
that the initial applications will encompass receivers, amplifiers, and transmitters used by explorers, military men,

change in circuit loading-a body approaching the antenna plate, for example
-causes the circuit to drop out of oscillation, changing emitter current and operating relay K1. Capacitor C4, across
the relay coil, is included to insure
smooth performance and prevent relay
"chattering." The relay contacts themselves serve as a simple switch to control an external circuit, such as a lamp,
a bell, or some similar device.
All components are standard and readily available through regular suppliers.
Transistor Q1 is a Type CK722; Cl and
C3 are 0.1-4. tubular paper capacitors
(working voltage not critical) C2 is an

,

;

To
CIRCUIT
UNDER
t_000NTROL

BI

9V

_
SI

J

II

+

C4

C

2yt.

O.lyf.
CK722

C2

80yyt.

L2
LI

ANTENNA PLATE

Fig. 1. Capacity -operated relay developed by
reader Richard Bourgeois is built around a single
transistor in a modified Hartley oscillator circuit. A person approaching the antenna plate
will disrupt the unit's oscillation, affecting
both relay K1 and the circuit under control.

IK

C3
0.13.11.

EARTH GROUND

astronauts, and others needing equipment with unlimited battery life. Eventually, manufacturers will no doubt offer
receivers, hearing aids, and similar consumer products powered by "body heat"
batteries.
Reader's Circuit. This month's featured circuit, a capacity -operated relay,
was submitted by reader Richard Bourgeois (P.O. Box 2746, Lafayette, La.)
.

He developed his circuit, given in Fig. 1,
by adapting and modifying a commercial

tube -operated design.
Referring to the schematic diagram, a
pnp transistor, Ql, is used in the common -collector configuration as a modified Hartley oscillator. A tapped coil,
L1, provides the feedback necessary to
start and sustain oscillation, with base
feedback controlled by trimmer capacitor
C2.

In operation, C2 is adjusted until the
circuit barely oscillates. Afterwards, a

80-µµf. trimmer capacitor; and C4 is a
50-w.v.d.c. electrolytic. Resistor
R1 is a 1000 -ohm, 1/, -watt unit; a Miller
Type 2020 oscillator coil is used for L1,
and a 0.5-mh. r.f. choke for L2. Relay
K1 is a Sigma Series 26F with an 8000 ohm coil. The antenna plate consists of
a one-foot -square piece of cardboard
wrapped with household aluminum foil,
Si is a s.p.s.t. toggle or slide switch, and
BI is a 9 -volt transistor battery (such as
a Burgess Type 2N6)
Richard assembled his original model,
except for the relay, on a small Bakelite
board, housing the unit in a 31/4" x 21/2"
plastic case and mounting the relay on
top of the case. Since neither layout nor
lead dress should be especially critical,
other construction methods can be employed if you wish.
According to Richard, best performance is obtained when the following adjustment procedure is used: (1) place
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PICK-UP COIL

2. Block diagram of typical
telephone amplifier. As in GD-71
Heathkit (photo above), basic elements include inductive pickup coil,
transistorized amplifier, and speaker.
Fig.

SPKR

TELEPHONE HANDSET

the assembled unit near a standard AM a circuit similar to the one shown in
receiver tuned to approximately 900 kc.; block diagram form in Fig. 2, and include
(2) with the unit turned on, adjust C2 an inductive pickup coil, a two- or three slowly until a strong signal is picked up stage amplifier, and a small speaker. As
by the receiver, retuning the radio as a general rule, no special provision is
necessary; (3) readjust C2 until the unit made for electronically amplifying the
is barely oscillating; (4) connect the user's voice, but a few instruments do
antenna plate and (5) readjust C2 until include an acoustic reflector to concenthe relay operates when the antenna trate sound at the handset's microphone.
One of the most popular of the kit is touched lightly (a test lamp and a
battery can be connected in series with type telephone amplifiers, the Heath
the relay contacts during this adjust- Model GD-71 (made by the Heath Co.,
ment to indicate when the relay opens Benton Harbor, Mich.) , is shown on this
page. Assembled in a special plastic
and closes).
By the way, we've received a number cabinet which serves as a rest for the
of inquiries in the past few weeks asking handset, the GD-71 includes an acoustic
just how "Reader's Circuits" are sub- reflector for the telephone's microphone.
mitted and selected. These circuits are A two -stage amplifier is used, featuring
voluntary contributions on the part of a Class -B push-pull output stage deliverreaders who would like to pass on their ing a maximum of 150 mw. to a 3"
experiences to other hobbyists. For the speaker. Power is supplied by a self-conmost part, the circuits are submitted in tained 9 -volt battery, which provides up
the form of a brief letter, together with to 100 hours operating time under average conditions. An interesting design
a clear diagram and detailed parts list;
the letter contains a description of the feature is a Microswitch which turns the
circuit, construction hints, and applica- unit "on" and "off" automatically when
tion data. Each month, we select and the handset is placed in position and
feature the circuit (or circuits) which removed.
Commercial telephone amplifiers sell
we feel will be of maximum interest to
for from about $15.00 to $40.00 retail,
other experimenters.
Telephone Amplifiers. The transistorized depending on brand and operating featelephone amplifier is rapidly becoming tures. The Heath GD-71 kit, for examan extremely popular electronic acces- ple, nets for $19.95, plus postage from
sory because of its value to stenogra- the factory; local dealer prices are
phers, housewives, professional men, or- slightly higher.
Product News. A new teaching tool to
der clerks, salesmen, and others. In use,
the typical unit picks up the signal from demonstrate transistor and superheterothe headset's receiver and amplifies it to dyne receiver circuitry has been introspeaker volume, thus permitting the user duced by EICO Electronic Instrument
to carry on a telephone conversation Co. (3300 Northern Blvd., Long Island
City 1, N. Y.) The Model RA -6D is the
with both hands free.
(Continued on page 101)
Most commercial instruments employ
;
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Monthly
Short -Nave

Report
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By HANK BENNETT, W2PNA/WPE2FT

E3iY

Short -Wave Editor

DX-ALLIANSEN

IT

HAS BEEN unofficially estimated

that there are more than 100,000 short-

wave listeners in the United States.
While many of the SWL enthusiasts are
associated with a club or group of some
sort, a large percentage of them are freelance monitors; they don't belong to any
organized club nor are they registered
in the WPE Monitor Program. By comparison, Sweden has a total of 40,000 to
50,000 short-wave listeners who are
organized into at least 43 clubs throughout that country. Like American clubs,
the primary function of many of the
Swedish clubs is to spread news of programs, wavelengths and frequencies, and
to report on signal strengths.
Some years ago, Mr. Arne Skoog, the
well-known DX Editor of Radio Sweden,
founded the "DX-Alliansen," a provisional organization that was set up for the
prime purpose of furthering close harmony and cooperation within and between the many DX clubs in Sweden.
The organization was later expanded to

include other clubs in the Scandinavian
area. And recently, clubs in other countries have also been invited to join this
radio union.
More positive action was eventually
taken. A Board of Management was
formed, with headquarters in Stockholm,
and it was agreed that representatives of
the many clubs would meet annually to
act upon any business which might come
before them and to discuss common questions that might affect the operation of
the clubs or of the organization. DXAlliansen lists as its primary function
to spread information about the
hobby of short-wave listening and to be
a link between the radio enthusiast and
.

.

various radio organizations."
The publication of DX-Alliansen is entitled Allians-News. Printed in Swedish,
it contains decisions made by the Board
of Management, news items from the
various clubs, articles and discussions on
subjects of interest to the clubs, and
numerous other features.
DX-Alliansen has a service available
whereby they will send to clubs completely free of charge a world club list with
addresses, certificates for special shortwave programs, ground rules for clubs,

_

One of Sweden's many thousands of DX'ers
is Birger Lagesjo, SM1PE2H, shown
here in an S55 "Sikorsky" helicopter at the airport in his home
town of Gothenburg. An engineer by profession, Birger
does his DX'ing with a Philips 3X998A receiver and has

5_
\-

about 175 countries verified.
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contest rules, and instructions on the that this would be an excellent opporproper way to report. They also offer as- tunity for many of our newer and smaller
sistance to clubs in the process of being clubs to be placed on the world-wide list.
formed. And, for a small fee, they will In addition, considering the large supply
supply a list of DX Lands (a country of DX aids available, contact with the
list), a DX Musical Guide (presumably a union should help promote better planned
listing of interval signals-Ed.) a DX and organized clubs.
Mark (performance award) and various
In view of the fact that nowhere in
other items.
North America is there an equivalent
The Swedish organization is very much union of clubs, it would seem like a good
interested in cooperating with DX clubs idea to join with DX-Alliansen in their
the world over. Those who were unable endeavors. Such an organization can
to take part in the International DX only further the good will and cooperaMeeting held this year by DX-Alliansen tion that should be readily evident within
in cooperation with two associated clubs, and between clubs. As a matter of fact,
Malmo Shortwave Club and DX Club it might be a wise move for American
Lundensis, are invited to send letters and clubs to form a similar union.
questions about DX-Alliansen and the
Our congratulations go to Mr. Skoog
Swedish DX clubs to The Secretary, DX- on the results of his time and effort in
Alliansen, Saanadal, Lidingo 2, Sweden. founding the present organization, and
American and Canadian clubs in par- to the current DX-Alliansen president,
ticular are invited to write to DX-Allian- Mr. Claes E. Englund.
sen, and your Short -Wave Editor feels
(Continued on page 112)
,
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ENGLISH -LANGUAGE NEWSCASTS TO NORTH AMERICA
An of the stations that are listed here specifically beam
English -language newscasts to the U.S.A. at the times indicated. The times may vary a few minutes from day to day.
COUNTRY
Australia
Belgium
Bulgaria

STATION
Melbourne

Canada

Montreal

Czechoslovakia

Prague

Denmark
East Congo

Copenhagen
Brazzaville

England

London

Hungary

Budapest

Italy
Netherlands

Rome

Portugal
Spain
Sweden

Lisbon
Madrid

Switzerland

Berne
Moscow

USSR

West Congo
West Germany

1.

2.

Brussels
Sofia

Hilversum

Stockholm

Leopoldville
Cologne

FREQUENCY (kc.)
11,710
9705
9700
15,190, 11,760
7345, 9550, 9795,
11,990, 15, 285
9520
11,725
9730
17,860
15,375
15,300
11,780
11,890, 9833, 9770
9833, 9770, 7220
11,905, 9575
11,730, 9715, 6020
6035, 5985
61852, 6025
9363, 6130
17,840
11,805
11,865, 9535, 6165
12,010, 11,960
11,820, 11,730
9740, 9680, 95503
11,755
9605, 6100
9640, 9575, 6100
9735, 6145

TIMES (EST)
0745, 1016
1900
1900, 2000, 2300
1800
2000, 23301
2100, 2230
2015
0015
1100, 1200
1800, 1900
0930, 1100, 1200
2100, 2200
1900
2230
1930, 2205
1630 (ex. Sun.)
2030 (ex. Sun.)
2100, 2300
2215, 2315, 0015
0900
2045, 2215
2030, 2315
1700-0100
(on the hour)

2100, 2230
1740
2100, 0000
0025

At 2330, 11,745 replaces 15,285 kc.

Late reports indicate that 9740 may have replaced
frequencies subject to change without notice.

3. All

6185.
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TRAINING!

i ELECTRONICS

BETTER...Training that is proved and tested
in Resident School shops and
laboratories, by a School that is
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NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP -METHOD
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including
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technical
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leading to supervisory
positions.
YOU LEARN BY BUILDING EQUIPMENT
WITH KITS AND PARTS WE SEND YOU.
Your National Schools course includes
thorough Practical training-YOU LEARN
BY DOING! We send you complete standard equipment of professional quality for
building various experimental and test
units. You advance step by step, perform
more than 100 experiments, and
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YOU
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Kits-YOURS

TO KEEP!

Friendly. Instruction and Guidance
Job Placement Service
Unlimited Consultation
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR
SUCCESS!
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THESE TWO FREE
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World.Wlde Training Since 1905

Write to Dept. R2G
4000 So. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 37, California

if interested only in Resident Training at Los Angeles.
Veterans: Give date of discharge

Check here

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL; NO OBLIGATION ON YOUR PART

R2G-102

DON'T BE HAL}-V's'AINE

o)

Be a MASTER TECHNICIAN in

ELECTRONICS -TV- RADIO
Only N.T.S. offers you ALL 8 PHASES in
ONE MASTER COURSE

field director of Berean

SUCCESS IS THEIRS;

As

IT CAN BE YOURS TOO!

Mission Inc.,
have complete
charge of our

I

ALL 8 PHASES
IN ONE MASTER
COURSE
PHASE 1
TELEVISION
INCLUDING
COLOR
90% of homes haveTV
at
least one set.
Color TV
is becoming
more
Popular daily. TV
grow in number, Stations
need

I

3',

.

radio work.

cannot praise

PP
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technicians.
feaans. Maintenance
pair offer
8 o Pportunities.

With the expert advice and
training am receiving from
ated and al- you I can do my own repairs
ready I have on our recorders and P.A.
started repair- systems, besides keeping our
ing radios and servicing TV's radios going. My training
At 53, I'm starting a new from N.T.S. helps keep us on
life and my diploma from the air. feel privileged to
National Technical Schools is be a member of such a fine
my proudest possession.
institution.
William E. Eckenrod
Rev. Enoch P. Sanford
N.T.S. enough.

I've just gradu-

ti

own right in
my home.
have paid for
I

all my equipment with money
earned servicing TV sets. Yes,
N.T.S. gave me my start in
television.
Louis A. Tabat

have a TVRadio shop in
I

RAD10-AM 8

Radios in homes,FM
cars,
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need
upkeep. Stations expert
expand
as FM becomes
Now transistors popular.
boom
entire
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ELECTRONICS
Computers,
Data-
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Processing.machines,

Electronic Controls,
Guided Missile
are new fields Systems
Electronics playwhere
a

Yorkville, Illinois, about 4
miles from
home, and it
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doing it full-time. Thanks to
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LIGHT
DIMMING

wiper contact in the potenbe insulated from
the metal box; do not substitute
any other unit for the IRC Type
Q11-137, 1-megohm potentiometer.
The

tiometer must

PI

17 VAC
ELECTROLUMINESCENTLAMP

go to bed. Later on, as the last night
owl retires, the dimmer can be turned
down low for undisturbed sleep. And if
you awaken at night, a simple twist of
the knob will bring the light up to full

brilliance.

THE low operating cost and weak level
of illumination make the electro luminescent lamp an ideal night light.
Because of its minute power drain, you
can easily control the brightness with
a 1-megohm linear taper potentiometer

-James

E. Pugh, Jr.

(IRC Type Q11-137)
Mount the potentiometer in one end
of a small metal box similar to the Premier Type PMC-1000 (about 3" x 2" x
11/4"). On opposing sides, mount an a.c.
socket (Amphenol 61-F) and male plug
(Amphenol 61-M) Wire them up according to the diagram at left, plug in a
Sylvania "Panelescent" night light, and
you're in business.
With the control set full on, there
will be enough light to bathe the room
in a soft green glow when the early birds
.

.
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The DIFFERENCE
DETECTOR
a Carl and

By

Jerry Adventure

JOHN T. FRYE
W9EGV
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JERRY was hunched over a bench in the
lab and workshop of WCCR, the master control station of the Parvoo University campus wired wireless system. Since

he and Carl had helped Jimmy Young,
the station manager, run down a "wildcat" broadcast station the previous semester. the two boys had been privileged
to work and experiment in the shop.
Jerry grinned to himself as he heard

heavy feet pound the stairs outside; and
a minute later his chum, Carl, came puffing through the door.
"Hey! What are you trying to do
.
shake me?" Carl demanded.
"No. I left a note on the tack board
in our room telling you where I was
going; but, as usual, you obviously never
thought to look at it. Come on over
here. I've something to show you."
"It doesn't look like much," a still
unmollified Carl sniffed, glancing down at
a couple of skinny little glass capsules
on the bench. Each was about 3%" long
and 71'-" in diameter. A stiff piece of
shiny wire protruded some Ys" from
either end of the capsule.
.

.

.

.
_

1.1

.

.

OP

"I intend to make you eat those
words," Jerry warned. "These are 'bireed magnetic switches,' first developed
by Bell Telephone Laboratories and now
manufactured by several different companies. If you will look closely, you will
see that each nickel -iron wire is flattened
out into a blade just after it passes
through the end -seal into the capsule,
and that these blades extend past each
other for a short distance and are separated by a few thousandths of an inch.
What you can't see is that the opposing
surfaces of the overlapping portions of
the blades are coated with diffused precious metal-probably gold-to form
contacts, and that the inside of the glass
envelope is filled with a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen."
"Very fascinating, I'm sure," Carl remarked as he made an elaborate pretense of smothering a yawn.
Instead of answering, Jerry connected
a flashlight bulb, a battery, and one of
the bi-reed switches in series. Next he
held a little rod of black metal about an
(Continued on page 92)
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WITH VERSATILE TARZIAN TAPE
S

o

Home Grown Memory Machine
Everyone has important but infrequently -used notes that
seem to disappear just when needed-special recipes,

handy -man ideas, appliance maintenance instructions.
Record them on an easy -to -find reel of Tarzian Tape.

Presto-the information

is as close as

your tape recorder,

for computer -like "information retrieval"
in your own home.

A Puppet Named Mike

,15GRés

o

/%

v

How do you get microphone -shy youngsters to talk

freely? Try slipping the microphone inside a hand puppet.
While the child talks to the puppet, you will be
recording every word on long-lasting Tarzian Tape..

Qi

o

C:0.frGi.0(ii8

This Free Tarzian Booklet,
"The Care and Feeding of Tape Recorders,"
is available from your tape dealer-or write
to the address below. It contains 32 pages
of additional ideas for the use and maintenance
of your tape equipment. And for hours of
entertaining and practical recording, ask
for Tarzian Tape-either acetate or Mylar*
base, on 3, 5, or 7 -inch reels. Compare
i~ore
its sound reproduction to that
of any other tape on the market.
Discover for yourself that,
while Tarzian Tape's price is
competitive, its quality
is unchallenged.

i2

Talking Monkeys

o

Tape recorders and Tarzian Tape pep up your movie
and slide shows just as Rodgers worked with Hammerstein

-good separately, outstanding together.

In addition

to straight commentary and music, other voices

0

and sounds can be taped from radio and TV for use as

needed-traffic, machinery, applause, and

so on.

For something different, try filming house pets or zoo

animals-then synchronize,

on tape, the voices

of family and friends to match the animal's

movements or expressions.

(3

Well,

be a
Monkeys Uncle!
VII

i
ttg 'DuPont

trademark for polyester. film

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.
World's Leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners Closed Circuit TV Systems Broadcast
Equipment Air Trimmers FM Radios Magnetic Recording Tape Semiconductor Devices

MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
E.eort: Ad Aurien:a, Inc., M.7. I. Coneda, Cro.. Canad Electronic..Wetertoo,Ont.
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C
Build 20 Radio and Electronic
Circuits at Home
ALL GUARANTEED TO WORK!
`_

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND

SERVICING LESSONS

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE
HOME RADIO COURSE
'Edu-Nit" otters you an outstanding PRACTICAL
Electronics Technicians.

at
The
making
Ock-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio &
use or the mos' model. methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construe
Ion practice and servicing. THIS 15 A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to ware and solde
it a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of

lunched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit Chassis.
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will Construct. study and work with
RF and AT amplifiers and oscillators. detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice

Injector. Progrestroubleshootitlg. using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal the
accompanying
sive Oynam.0 Radio & Electronics Tester. Square Wave Generator and
instruct.onal nnateriai.
You will receive training for the Novice. Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build 20 Receiver, Transmitter. Square Wave Generator. Code
learn how to operate them. You
Oscillator. Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and
will receive an excellent background for television. Hi -Fi and Electronics.
is the
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio Or science is required. The "EduKit"
will proproduct of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The "Etlu-Kit'
vide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, wOrth many times the complete
price of $26.95. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the entire Kit.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
slightest background
in radio or science. Whether you are interested it Radio & Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby. a well paying
business or a job with a future, you will find
the "Edu-Kit" a worth -while investment.
Many thousands of individuals of all
You do not need the

'.-'.?:

';

ages and backgrounds have successfully
used the 'Etlu-Kit" itl more than 79 countries of the world. The "Edit-Kit" has been
carefully designed, step by steal. so that
you cannot make a mistake. The 'Edu-Kit"
allows you to teach yourself at your own
rate. No instructor is necessary.

'_PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD-.

The Progressive Radio "Etlu-Hit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world,
and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "Eduof "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct.
Klt" uses the modern educational principletrouble-shooting-all
in a closely integrated prolearn schematics. study theory. practice
gram designed to provide an easily -learned. thorough and interesting background in radio.
You begin by examining the various radio parts Of the "Edu-Kit." You then learn the
With this first
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio.practice
testing
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory,
and trouble -shooting. rhen you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory
and techniques. Gradually. in a progressive manner. and at your Own rate. you will
doing
work
like a
more
multitobe
radio
circuits,
and
advanced
constructing
find yourself
professional Radio Technician.
Included in the "Edu-Kit" course are twenty Receiver. Transmitter, Code Oscillator,
These
unprofesSignal
Injector
circuits.
are
Generator
and
not
Signal Tracer. Square Wave
sional "breadboard" experiments. but genuine radio circuits. constructed by means of
professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis. plus, the new method of radio construction known as ..Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house

current.

COMPLETE
°
°°e' THE r-rEDU'-KIT!! IS
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 20 different radio and electronics circuits. each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets. vari
able. electrolytic, mica. Ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, coils.
hardware. tubing, punched metal chassis, Instruction Manuals, hookup wire. solder.
selenium rectifiers. volume controls and switches. etc.
In addition. you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis,
special tube sockets. hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a
professional electric soldering iron. and a set/.powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics
Tester. The "Edo -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator,
in addition to F.C.C.-type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur License training, You
will also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in
RadioTV Chili. Free Consultation Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges.
You receive all parts, tools, Instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.

You will learn trouble -shooting and srvicing in a progressive manner. You will practice
repairs on the sets that you construct. You
will learn symptoms and causes of trouble
home. portable and car radios. You Will learn
how to use the professional Signal Tracer.
the unique Signal Injector and the dynamic
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you are
learning in this practical way. you will be
able to do many a repair job for your friends
and neighbors, and charge fees which will far
exceed the price of the "Etlu-Kit." Our Consultation Service will help you with any
technical problems you may have.
J. Stataitis. of 25 Poplar Pl.. Waterbury.
Corm., writes: "I have repaired several sets
for my friends, and made money. The "Edu.
Kit" paid for itself, I was ready to spend
$240 for a Course. but I found your ad and
sent for your Kit."
i

FROM': 'OUR. 'MAIL

BA1

'

Valerio, P. O. Box 21. Magna- Utah:
I
am
sending you the questions and also the anhave been in Radio for
swers for them.
the last seven years, but like to work with
Radio Kits- and like to build Radio Testing
Equipment.
enjoyed every nn nl to worked
with the different kits; the Signal Tracer
fo ks fine. Also like to let you know that
eel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio-TV Club."
Robert L. Shun, 1534 Monroe Ave.. Huntington, W. Va.: "Thought I would drop you
received my Edu-Kit.
a few lines to say that
really a zed that sucli a bargain
and w
have alcan he shail at such a low price.
ready started repairing radios and phonographs. My friends were really surprised to
see me get into the swing of it so quickly.
The Trouble -shooting Tester that comes with
the Kit Is really swell, and finds the trouble.
If there is any to he found."

Ben

"The Edu-K its are wonderful. Here
I

I

I

1

I

PRINTED CIRCUITRY'
At no increase in price, the "Edu-Kit"
now induces Printed Circuitry. You
build a Printed Circuit Signal Injector,
instrument that can
a unique serving
detect many Radio and TV troubles.
This revolutionary new technique of
radio construction is now becoming
popular in commercial radio and TV sets.
A Printed Circuit is a special insulated chassis on which has been deposited a conducting material which
takes the place of wiring. The various
parts are merely plugged in and soldered
to terminals.
Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this subject is a necessity today
for anyone interested in Electronics.

NOW! TRAIN AT HOME
IN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
ORDER DIRECT FROM AD

,RECEI
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Reg. U.S.
Pat. Of f.

THE NEW IMPROVED DELUXE

Progressive

Radio

"Edu-Kit"

"Irp'N,

t

is now ready
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

NOW INCLUDES
12 RECEIVERS
3 TRANSMITTERS
SQ. WAVE GENERATOR

AMPLIFIER
SIGNAL TRACER
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CODE OSCILLATOR

only

PRACTICAL

HOME
RADIO

95

°-"

TRAINING ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIANS SINCE "1946.

$2 6

COURSE

SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED

FREE

EXTRAS

Unconditional Money -Back Guarantee
The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" has been sold to many thousands of individuals, schools and organizations, public and private,
throughout the world. It is recognized internationally as the ideal

radio course.
By popular demand, the Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" is now
available in Spanish as well as English.
It is understood and agreed that should the Progressive Radio
"Edu-Kit" be returned to Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc. for any
reason whatever, the purchase price will be refunded in full, without quibble, or question, and without delay.
The high recognition which Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc. has
earned through its many years of service to the public is due to
its unconditional insistence upon the maintenance of perfect engineering, the highest instructional standards, and 100% adherence to its Unconditional Money -Back Guarantee. As a result, we
do not have a single dissatisfied customer throughout the entire
world.

SET OF TOOLS
SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONICS TESTER

PLI ERS-CUTTERS

ALIGNMENT TOOL
WRENCH SET
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
QUIZZES
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
RADIO
TELEVISION BOOK
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB:
CONSULTATION SERVICE
FCC
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY

q¿ud Titai Tite /iaryiessiue
Rc.cgr:a "ecát Ka" .1s Pehjecl

TV!~ Zl/í

FOR anyone who wishes to learn more

about radio construction, theory and servicing.

FOR anyone who is looking for an

Send "Edu-Kit" postpaid. I enclose full payment of $26.95.
Send "Edu-I<it" C.D.D. I will pay 526.95 plus postage.
Rush me FREE descriptive literature concerning "Edu-Kit."

interesting hobby.
like to learn
radio but does not have time to attend regular school hours.
FOR anyone who wants to start
studying for a high paying radio job.
FOR anyone who wishes to start in
Television.
FOR anyone who would

-

WORTH

Name

Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC.

$71:000

1186 Broadway, Dept. 597-D, Hewlett, N. Y.
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CB
ORDER
-3
COMMAND

[I

inch long and a quarter of an inch in
diameter parallel to the glass capsule
and about an inch away from it. The
bulb lighted. He pulled the metal rod
back a half inch, and the bulb went out.
"What's that little black stick?" Carl
demanded, becoming interested in spite

BLANK!!!

SUPER 111
-ELEMENT
BEAM (vertical or horizontal) heavy duty
(reg. 530)
SALE
EICoMMAND S PER
e
super gain. vertical
\ horizzontal) SALE

$11.99
$EAM

21,99

(reg. $40)
COMM \ND CONTACT II-stainless spring
+ 102" whip + chrome body mount Ireg.
$131
SALE $
COMM AND CORSAIR MOBILE ANTENNA
-bumper mt. -1 spring + 102" whip (reg.
515)
SALE $
rl CO3IMAND CORSAIR II ANTENNAdouble bumper mt. + spring + whip I reg. $
511'
SALE
CRYSTAL SELECTOR 12-POfl COMMAND
.sITION (mounts either side of set-with $
cable, (ree. 810.00,
SALE
(I COMMAND COMET ANTENNA (top -loaded
trhip - trunk tid mount I dreg. $101 SALE $
KNIGHTS CIS CRYSTALS
JAMES
(specll) make. model. channel nos.) S %LE $
RASE LOADED INDOOR CB ANTENNAS
ice sat
SALE $
COMMAND CB SILENCER KIT I5 -pc.
mobile noise suppression kit: contains
tun. gen. su pp. + feed thrus + spk.
plug and (list. supp.. etc. (reg. SI0, SALE $
O 100 it.-RG50u FOAM COAX CABLE
SALE $3.99
CI 100 It.-RG gu FOAM COAX CABLE
SALE $8.99

6.89

of himself.
"Its a small alnico magnet. When I
hold it close to the switch, the two blades
are magnetized by induction with oppo-

8.99
9.99
5.95

6.99
1.99
2.49

i

3.99

Check items wanted. Return ad or order with check or
money order. Include postage. excess refunded. 50c service
charge on orders under 55.00. Beams and 102" whips shipped
Railway Express. 50% deposit on C.O.D.'s

O CB DEALERS: Write for Quantity Prices!
G RDVF, RI.l,('TItONEC Si'PPi.Y COMPANY
4103 W. Belmont Avenue, Chlrag,, 41. Illinois

n Rush

items checked

(1 Send FREE catalog of

giant CB Values

Name
Address
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State

Zone
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EQUIPMENT Through

POPULAR .ELECTRONICS'
a

.

Classified. -Columns!

The 400;000 readers of Popular Electronics are interested in your used
electronic gear or components. If you
have something to sell, let the readers of Popular Electronics know
about it through the classified adverttiling columns. It costs very little
60 cents a word, including your name
and address. Minimum message

-

10 words.
°

For

Martin Lineolri

.

further "informatioi
write:
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site polarity and attract each other into
contact, lighting the bulb. When I remove the magnet, the spring of the
blades pulls them apart and restores
them to their original position."
Jerry held the magnet about a half inch from the glass -enclosed switch so
that the bulb was lit; then he carefully
slid a small plate of soft iron between
the switch and the magnet. The lamp
went dark. He removed the plate and
the light came back.
"That soft iron plate 'shields' or 'shortcircuits' the magnetic field, however you
want to think about it," Jerry explained,
"and allows the switch to open. I'm told
that one auto manufacturer is using, or
intends to use, devices like these as limit
switches on his electrically operated
windows. Current to a directional winding of an operating motor passes through
a bi-reed switch held closed by a nearby
magnet. When the window reaches the
end of its travel, a small soft -iron vane
attached to the window frame slides
between the magnet and the switch,
causing the latter to open and cut off
power to the 'up' or 'down' winding of
the motor, as the case may be. Neat,
huh ?"
"Very neat," Carl agreed. "You could
use the same system in reverse as a
burglar alarm on a house window by letting the vane slide out of the way and
close the switch, sounding an alarm,
when the window was raised. I hereby
retract my slighting remarks about your
little jewels."
"Oh, there's more," Jerry insisted as
he reached over and picked up a little
hollow solenoid iH" long and ; " in diameter. The magnetic switch was disconnected, slid into the hole in the center
of the coil, and restored to its battery and -bulb circuit. Leads from the coil
winding were connected through a milli ammeter to a variable -voltage d.c. power
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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What's it worth
to feel

-

Hire a man.?

*OM

obi

If you won't settle for less, the Army's the place
You feel like a man
when you can do a man's work, put your mind and muscle into a
job you can be proud of
when you can live a man's life, get out of the rut, travel clear
across the world .
when you can decide for yourself what you want from life, what
kind of work, what kind of play, what kind of future.
.

.

You feel like a man in the Army
because you can prove yourself physically, mentally and emotionally tit to do a man's work. You can have the satisfaction of
helping to keep America so strong the war the whole world dreads
need never happen . .
because you can visit strange and romantic countries while you're
still young enough to see everything, do everything, get all that
travel has to give you . .
because you can decide your own future. You can get a good education, you can get training in your choice of many different
fields. The opportunities for advancement, the chance to become
a leader as a commissioned or non-commissioned officer, the retirement prospects . . . all are better than most men think.
.

ji
for
you

You can try the Army
on for size

...

There's nothing quite like
an Army career; you don't
have to gamble years in a
job that may not work out
for you. Fulfill your militaryobligation in the Army,
and you'll have a chance
for a good, close-up look at
Army life, Army men, and
Army opportunities. Then
you may decide it's Army
for you all the way. (Choice
of job training before enlistment for those who qualify.
See your local Army Re-

cruiter or write: Army

Careers, Dept. of the Army,
Wastington 25, D. C., Attn.
E.

P.P.)
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supply. As Jerry slowly turned the knob
to increase current through the coil, the
flashlight bulb slapped on when the
current reached 4 ma. When it was reduced to 2.5 ma., the lamp went out.
"As you've already guessed," Jerry
said, "magnetism for closing the contacts is now being furnished by the
small current flowing through the thousands of turns of that 2000 -ohm coil.
Our bi-reed switch has thus been converted to a sensitive, high -resistance relay that can. for instance, be used in
the plate circuit of a tube. Not all
switches I've tried are as sensitive as this
one, but none take more than a few
milliamperes of coil current to close
them."
"But that's only a single -pole relay,"
Carl pointed out.
"Yes, but it's a simple matter to elongate the opening in the coil so that several bi-reed switches can he slid in side
by side to form a multi -contact relay,"
Jerry answered. ''And you can work
another slick dodge to achieve a normally
closed set of contacts. You simply slide
a little magnet in alongside a switch to
keep the contacts closed. Then the direction of current through the coil is arranged so its magnetic field bucks and
cancels that of the permanent magnet,
thus allowing the contacts to open when
the coil is energized."
"Somebody did a lot of thinking about
and playing with those switches," Carl
offered.
"You're right; and no wonder: they're
small and light; their firm contact pressure makes them ideal for use in dry
circuits; their hermetically sealed contacts can be used in explosive atmospheres without danger; and the small
contact spacing makes them very fast,

with less than a millisecond actuation
time."
"How about power-handling ability?"
"I've no specifications on these tiny
switches, but I doubt they're designed
to handle much power. I'd say a tenth
of an ampere or so would be all you'd
want to apply to the contacts. Bi-reed
switches are made in various sizes,
though, and a slightly larger model is
advertised as being able to handle 15
watts into a resistive load, with currents
up to 1 ampere and voltages up to 250
volts."
AT THIS MOMENT .Jimmy Young stuck

his head into the door of the shop.
"Say, you two. I'm supposed to go over
to the Women's X Hall tomorrow night
and check out the operation of the new
slave station we've just installed there.
Would you foxes like to accompany me to
this chicken roost?"
"Yes!" Carl and Jerry said in chorus.

"I'll be handling the transistorized
strength meter; one of you can
make like he's monitoring with a little
receiver but I don't know what the other's excuse for tagging along can be,"
Jimmy reflected. "He ought to he carrying something."
"Don't worry," Carl said hastily. "I'll
have something to carry. Just wait and
see."
And when they met in front of the
girls' residence hall the next evening,
Carl was carrying something. It was a
little cube of mahogany, about 2" on an
edge, with a red -tinted flashlight bulb
sticking out the top. Burned into the
other five faces were crude reproductions
of the symbols for Male, Female, Birth,
Death, and Infinity, copied straight from
the beginning of the Ben Casey TV pro field

;
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Just press
the switch...

,

\

=:

Ar

yDu're"on-the-air"with this powerful transistor CB 2 -way radio

New Cadre '510' 5 -watt, 5 -channel Transceiver
Highest Power Allowed
Solid -State Throughout

Excellent Selectivity
Maximum Reliability

-

When you press the switch you're on -the -air with the
5 -watts. You
cleanest 27Mc "talk` power possible
can reach vehicles and base stations instantly ... dependup to 20 miles over land, 30 miles over water.
ably
5
crystal -controlled transmit/receive channels assure
per feet contact every time.

...

-

DUAL -CONVERSION SUPERHET
MCST SELECTIVE
Release the switch-you're still on -the -air. (Don't let
the silence fool you! Adjustable squelch shuts out extra ieous signals for noise -free standby reception.) The

-

-

a dual -conversion supersensitive receiver circuit
captures weakest signals, and reproduces
heterodyne
them with crisp. clear intelligibility. No adjacent channel
interference. Highest selectivity with tuned ceramic filters. Electrical interference virtually eliminated with the
'513's' effective automatic noise limiter.
100% SOLID-STATE DESIGN
MCST RELIABLE
Whether pressing or releasing the mike switch, you're

-

-

controlling the most reliable, maintenance-free Citizens
18
Band transceiver. It's completely transistorized
transistors, 8 diodes. Keep it "ON" safely all day-no
heat problems, no tubes to burn out and replace, lowest

current drain prolongs vehicle battery life. Solid-state
components absorb road punishment without damage.

-

EASIEST TO INSTALL
MOST COMPACT
The smallest, full -power Citizens Band transceiver is
easiest to install. Its 31/4" height never steals leg room
in a vehicle; fits smartly under the dash of the smallest
foreign compact. And it can be used anywhere
vehicle, base station, fiel.l, marine craft. A dual -power
is built right into the
I2VDC/1 Iti-220VAC
supply
Cadre '510'. Add a portable pack accessory (model
500-I) with rechargeable batteries and you have the
lightest, portable 5 -watt radio (91/2 Lbs. with batteries)
for pleasure, or business.

-

-

-

Cadre '510' complete with dynamic microphone, set of

matched Channel 11 crystals, universal mounting
bracket, AC & DC cords ... $199.95.
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gram. Jimmy eyed this suspiciously,
but before he had a chance to quiz Carl
about it they were ushered into the
house, preceded by a warning cry of
"Man in the house !" and a great scurrying up and down stairs.
Jimmy set about checking the signal
strength. His indicator was actually a
small meter connected in the collector
circuit of one of the age -controlled i.f.
stages of a transistorized receiver. As
he went from room to room, the meter
deflection gave an indication of the relative strength of the wired wireless signal. Jerry had an earphone in his ear
and listened for any interference to the
program with another little receiver.
Carl brought up the rear with the mys=
terious little mahogany cube balanced
on the palm of his outstretched hand.
The little red bulb was dark, but Carl
kept his eyes glued to it as though expecting something dramatic to happen
any moment.
Nothing did happen, though, until they
moved into the lounge where several
girls were sitting around chatting and
watching TV. As Carl's blue eyes swept
the scene, they settled on one rather
plain -looking girl off in a corner by herself looking wistfully through her horn rimmed glasses at the others. Quietly
Carl edged around the room until he was
standing beside the girl then he gave a
startled exclamation as the little red bulb
flashed brightly. "Here's one !" he called
excitedly to Jerry.
Conversation halted abruptly in the
room as everyone stared at Carl and
the glowing red bulb. It continued to
burn brightly until he took three or four
steps backward, and then suddenly it
went out. A step forward toward the
;

startled -looking girl
brought it back on.

in

the

glasses

"Wha-what

is that?" she quavered.
"It's a difference detector," Carl an-

swered promptly.
"My friend and I stumbled on this
physio-electronic phenomenon a short
time back," Jerry explained glibly.
"While we don't understand it completely ourselves, we know the device reacts
strongly to the difference of the sexes
if you'll pardon the expression. When in
the hands of a strong masculine type,
such as my friend Carl, the little red bulb
glows brightly in. the presence of a
strongly feminine type. What it reacts
to is a combination of attractiveness,
charm, sex appeal, what our parents
called `It'-in short, all the qualities that
make a girl a girL Maybe I can show you
what I mean. Carl, back away until the
light just goes out."
Carl did, and Jerry reached over and
gently removed the girl's glasses, revealing a pair of lovely violet -colored
eyes. Instantly the red light flashed on.
"See how the simple act of removing
the glasses enhanced the feminine charm
of this girl and increased the intensity
of her difference field ?" Jerry asked.
"I-I've been thinking of getting contact lenses," the girl said shyly.
By this time all the girls in the room
were clustered around Carl. One took
the little block of wood from his hand,
and instantly the light went out. The
block was passed from hand to hand,
turned every which way, shaken violently, and even pounded savagely with a
spiked high heel; but the light refused
to come on until the difference detector
was returned to Carl's hand and he
moved to the side of the girl who was

g4t43
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still holding her glasses in her hand.
"I hate to break up this charming little
seance," Jimmy said sarcastically, "but
I promised the house mother we'd clear
out of here by ten and it's already seven
minutes past; so if you girls will kindly
tear yourselves away from my assistants, we'll be going."
The last thing the boy s saw as they
went out the door was all the girls clustered around the one Carl had spotlighted with the difference detector.
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ALL RIGHT, you strong masculine type,
how did you do it?" Jimmy demanded.

Model

Y

"It's really quite simple," Carl an-

swered with a chuckle as he juggled the
little block of wood back and forth in
his hands. "The bulb is connected
through a bi-reed switch to a little flashlight battery. The switch is mounted in
a shallow groove right in the bottom of
the block and is concealed by a thin
layer of veneer glued over it. Tucked
through the inside of my signet ring is
this powerful little magnet, no larger
than a pencil lead and painted flesh color.
"When the bi-reed switch was aligned
with the magnet and close to it," he continued, "the lamp lighted. I could make
the lamp go on or off by moving the
block very slightly in my hand. Those
symbols were burned on the outside just
to hoke it up and fit in with the story
Jerry and I concocted."
"Well, you certainly gave one girl a
large evening, and you also shook up
some of the hoity-toity campus queens
back there in the lounge," Jimmy reflected; "but the next time I have an
invite to a women's residence hall, remind me to leave you two scene -stealers
behind, will you?"
3-{S1-1
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The Mello Monster

Dept. PE

VALPARAISO. INDIANA

(Continued front pane 50)

front panel (Part 11) to the enclosure
(see Photo E)
Drill a small hole in the center of the
back just above Part 7, and insert two
wires for the speaker leads. Next, lay
the speaker over the hole in Part 15, and
mark the four mounting holes. After
.
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you've drilled these holes, you can attach the speaker to the panel, and solder
the lead wires to the speaker. Next,
mount the speaker panel in the cabinet
opening, using four
x 11/x" flat -head
wood screws. Don't glue this panel, since
you may find it necessary to service the
speaker some day.
Finalizing the Project. This is the time
to stop work, hook up the system, and
listen to the fruits of your labors.
Chances are you'll want to congratulate
yourself for having started the project,
and then proceed to apply the finishing
touches.
There are many ways to finish the enclosure. One of the easiest is to apply
Formica sheet to the top, sides, bottom,
and back, using "contact -bond" cement
to hold it in place. For the front, a coat
of black screen enamel is desirable (see
Photo F) ; this prevents the cabinet
openings from showing through the
grille cloth.
Fabricate a frame from some molding
(you'll find a large variety at almost
any lumber yard) to fit the cabinet
front; then finish the frame to match
the covering you've applied to the cabinet. Staple the grille cloth to the frame,
attach the assembly to the enclosure
front, and you can sit back and listen
with pride!
30--

.8

ADDRESS

Dept.

Completed Mello Monster makes attractive addition to any listening room. The
enclosure can be finished in a number
of ways, depending on personal preferences in woods, fabrics, and colors.

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

MASTER...

SERVICE

The 14-83
(Continued from page 46)
UHF stations should be within tuning
range.
If output is low, try spacing or squeezing coils L6 and L7 for better resonance
at the VHF channel you are using. Next,
try adding a coupling gimmick by soldering one end of an insulated 11/á" length
of solid _z-20 hookup wire to plate 4 of
the tuning assembly's "antenna" section
and bend the insulated wire across the
tuning assembly to the vicinity of plate
2. Retune the converter if necessary.
One other adjustment is possiblesnipping the wires connecting the upper
and lower sections of plate 3. This may
bring L1/C1 closer into resonance with
the UHF stations being tuned. (The antenna section has a very low Q and
should be tuned closely enough in either
case.) If there is little improvement, re solder the leads.
A snowy picture can usually be improved considerably by changing your
lead-in and/or your antenna. Tubular
300 -ohm twin -lead is especially good at
UHF frequencies, although standard flat
twin -lead is usable if it is in A-1 condition. In any case, be sure that the
lead-in wire is supported by stand-offs
at any point where it might come close
to metal.
A VHF antenna of conical configuration will provide good performance on
UHF stations in urban and nearby suburban areas if it is in good condition.
In poor -signal areas or in cases where
you are over 20 miles from the transmitter, a UHF antenna will be a necessity. In this event, external antenna
switching is best and the wire from plate
3 of the tuning assembly should be removed from Si and soldered directly to
the antenna terminal.
To date, the author has built four units
and all have performed satisfactorily.
You'll find construction of the UHF converter a lot less complicated than this
description might seem to indicate if
you'll remember that the most important
things to watch at UHF frequencies are
neatness, cleanliness, and very careful
layout.
30
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Skeptic Squashing

(Continued from page 58)

the very loudest bursts of noise or signal
from the receiver. Be sure not to over modulate the recorder as this will distort
the recording. And don't be deceived -by
the clarity of the sound from the headphones or speaker attached to the recorder-unless it is a playback -after record monitoring arrangement.
For practically all short-wave broadcasts, record at the slowest possible
speed and use 1 -mil, or even 1/2 -mil,
Mylar long-playing tape. You can either
let the recorder run continuously (if you
think this will be a "hot night" for DX)
or leave it connected to the receiver so
that the recorder can be flicked on at any
time. If the recorder runs continuously,
be prepared to write down the reel
counter reading so that you will be able
to find the most interesting portions of
your tape for editing.
Most DX'ers let the tape run continuously; and if they have heard nothing
worthwhile, they record right over the
earlier recording. Of course, this permanently destroys the first recording-so
be cautious first and you won't be sorry
later.
If you don't want to bother to check
the reel counter when you hear something you want to save on tape, have
some small scraps of paper handy. Stick
one of these into the winding tape to lo ,

r

COUNTER.

r - .,.-

y

I

PAUSE

LEVER

r

iII
- ,-y-_
,.,

S O N

VOLUME
INDICATOR

Here are some handy controls that SWL's will find
useful in taping off -the -air. The "pause" lever is
an instantaneous stop to temporarily delay the
tape action while you write or tune the receiver.

cate a particular excerpt you will want
to edit.
Don't make the mistake of trying to
"save" tape by recording a half-track
in one direction and the remaining halftrack in the other. When it comes to
editing, you'll soon realize how thoroughly impractical this false economy can
become.

Tape Editing. The supplies needed for
editing are few. You can do a fair job
with only a razor blade, a splicing block,
and splicing tape. However, a splicer is
easier to use and holds the tape so that
your splices will be neat and virtually
noiseless in playback. A grease pencil
will come in handy, as will a pair of
scissors. And you'll need blank (empty)
reels and boxes.
The editing process goes like this: first
you play the tape to be edited and locate the parts to be preserved. Depending on the length of the "good" part of
your tape, you can either cut out the
useless sections and wind them on a
second reel or you can cut out the portion to be joined to a library tape of
DX'ing exploits. Temporarily join the
pieces together with small bits of splicing tape.
Put the reel of rejects aside to be
properly spliced and re -used. Rewind the
"good" tape sections back onto the feed
reel, so your editing can start at the beginning. Also, decide at this point if you
want to dub in narration on an extra
piece of tape to serve as an introduction.
Now play the tape and locate the first
temporary splice. Stop the tape, then
move the reels back and forth with the
tape still over the heads, listening for
the "grrrowwlll" that indicates the end
of the recording. Mark the tape right
over the playback head with your grease
pencil. Now skip ahead and locate the
beginning of the next recording the same

way.
You can splice the desirable tape sections together, if you like, by inserting
a short length of leader and timing tape
between sections. This special tape has
no oxide coating. A 71/2" length of leader will give a two -second pause (at 33/4
ips) and is also useful in finding a spot
recording during a fast forward wind.
After editing, your tapes should be
labeled, stored in boxes (also labeled)
,

and filed. Store them away from heat
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and excessive humidity. Do not store
them near motors, magnets, power tools,
air conditioners, speakers, or other
equipment with strong magnetic fields.
In a Nutshell. The above is a primer
on SWL tape recordings. Much can be
quickly and easily gained by practical
experience. Why not try tape recording

tonight?
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Transistor Topics
(Continued from page 82)
first large-scale transistor radio demonstrator in kit form-it's designed to be
built in class by the teacher, or by students as a class project. Packaged as a
kit with the complete schematic diagram
silk-screened on a durable Masonite
board measuring 2734" x 403/4" x 31/a",
the RA -6D is equipped with components
which snap in and out with spring -type
clips. Thus, parts can be easily taken
out and replaced to teach trouble -shooting techniques as well as basic electronics theory. The RA -6D sells for
$79.95.
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All critical circuitry is wired,
aligned, pre -tested by RCA.

Buy on Installment Plan. PAY
AS YOU WIRE: $50 gets you

started on this fascinating
TV Color Kit project.
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switch
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International Rectifier is mighty
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WItH or WITHOUT REMOTE CONTROL

Anyone Can Assemble-No
Special Knowledge Required.
Buy Assembly Manual and See
Easy, Complete Instructions.

The 21" Color Tube is
RCA's newest and best

compared

added improvements, features, and heavy-duty parts
to this RCA licensed receiver in order to accommodate those who seek better
quality than is commercially available.

a

The International Rectifier Corp. (233
Kansas St., El Segundo, Calif.) is now
offering a subminiature, silicon, light -

pnpn

newest RCA TV Color Receiver. Transvision has

,<d

"Deluxe" Color Chassis with controls
mounted on rack in vertical position;
also shown in Custom Wall Installation
with horizontal controls separated
from the chassis itself.
t °a

This Color Kit is designed
around the most expensive,
thoroughly engineered and

with

four -cent

LEARN AS YOU BUILD: Learn
Color TV Theory, Practice,
and Servicing. Complete
course of study available
for use in conjunction with
the Kit-no technical back-

postage stamp.

ground required.

CHOICE OF MODELS:
With Hi -Fidelity Sound System,
complete With Color Tube -$439.
With Special Circuit (no audio)
for connecting into Hi -Fi System.
complete With Color Tube
$419.
Remote control, add $60.00.
Also available as WIRED CHASSIS.

Full line of Beautiful Cabinets.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL:
Send $5 for complete As-

sembly Manual,

so

that

you can see how easy it is
to build and service the

Transvision TV Color Kit.
Cost of manual refundable
upon purchase of Kit.

TRANSVISION Electronics, Inc., Grey Oaks Ave., Yonkers, N.Y.

actuated. pnpn switch which can be triggered by 100 to 500 footcandles of light
to directly activate relays. solenoids, controlled rectifiers, and similar devices.
Several types are available, with voltage
ratings from 10 to 400 volts and capable
of controlling currents of from 5 to 250
ma.. Prices range from $5.00 to $25.00
each technical specifications are given

W Kits...
I
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Assembly Manual, refundable on purchase of TV Color Kit.
Send FREE Catalog on Color

enclose $50 for Starting Package on pay -as -you -wire
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in Bulletin SR -281, available on request

The amplifier is powered by a self-contained mercury cell and can be connected
directly between a photovoltaic cell and

from the factory.
Daystrom's Weston Instruments Division (614 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark
14, N.J.) has developed a miniature d.c.

A West German firm, R

& E Hopt KG
Radio- and Fernsehtechnik
(Rottweil a.N., Germany), has introduced the world's smallest FM -tuner
front end. Identified as the FMT 100
"Micro -Tuner," the unit covers 87.3 to
108 mc., has an output frequency of 10.7
mc. and an overall gain of 25 db. Fully
transistorized, the FMT 100 requires 8
volts at 4 ma. for operation.
McMartin Industries (1612 California
St., Omaha, Nebr.) has come out with
an 8 -watt, fully transistorized p.a. amplifier. Using eight transistors, the Model
LT -80 offers output impedances of 4, 8,
16, 150, and 600 ohms, and has a frequency response of from 50 to 10,000
cycles at full output. It draws only 18
watts when powered from a standard
117 -volt a.c. line.
That sums up the semiconductor story
for now. I'll be back next month with
more news, as usual.

-Fabrik für

Weston Model 993
miniature d.c. amplifier.

amplifier designed for use with photovoltaic cells. Assembled in a small plastic case and using two transistors, the
Model 993 has an input resistance of
7000 ohms and will accept signals of
0-5 µa. With a maximum gain of 10, it
delivers an output signal of 0-50 ¡-La. and
has a frequency response of 0-10 cycles.
6ói

6

standard microammeter.

a

-Lou
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Bionics-a Weird World
(Continued from page 55)
Some two to three billion neuron
pulses are shooting through your nerve/
brain system every second. Your eyes
alone may generate as many as two billion and send them streaming along the
incredibly complex interconnected nerve
pathways to your brain. Still only dimly
understood is what the brain does with
all these pulses-how it tells from a lot
of little spikes of electricity what your
eyes are seeing.
But with an increasing understanding
of the operation of neuron nets, scientists
are beginning to be able to duplicate
some nerve cell functions in an elementary way. An artificial neuron designed
by L. D. Harmon of Bell Labs has five
inputs which can be stimulated to fire the
neurons, and one which inhibits firing.
Bell scientists used this artificial neuron
to build a simple "bug detector" similar
to the frog's.
Bionic "Mouse." As mentioned earlier,
RCA is working on a far more complicated moving -target indicator containing
hundreds of neurons which operates on
the same principle. But perhaps the most
important piece of neural -bionic hardware to come out of the laboratories so
far is a "bionic mouse" built by the Mel par Corporation. The "mouse" is housed
in a small red plastic case about the
size of a matchbox, mounted on wheels.
A thin umbilical cord of control wires,
suspended from a freely moving arm
above, allows complete freedom of move-

t

agrie c' ord

ment and connects the mouse with its
"brain" mounted in a relay rack.
Although the mouse looks like a toy,
U. S. Air Force scientists working with it
aren't playing. They are convinced that
the mouse is the first step toward a completely new kind of thinking machine,
as different from today's conventional
computers as a superhet from a crystal
set.
Not long ago, in a laboratory at the
Wright Air Development Center in Dayton, Ohio, the author saw this "mouse"
put through its paces. A technician
placed it in a maze and flipped a switch.
The mouse ran down alleys, turned corners, came to dead ends and backtracked, and tried other routes. Fortyfive minutes later, after exploring scores
of wrong turns and dead ends, it reached
the end of the maze. The operator picked
it up, and set it back at the beginning.
The second time round the mouse made
fewer mistakes, and covered the course
in about half the time. On the third
attempt it ran through in eight minutes.
Six tries later, it whizzed through the
course in 45 seconds flat without a single
error. The mouse had learned the maze,
just as a live mouse would
Bionic devices display true-though
limited-intelligence in the animal sense.
The bionic mouse has only 10 neurons in
contrast to our 10 billion, but like an
animal it can adapt to changing conditions and learn from experience. Change
the maze, and it's confused-at first. But
then it settles down and learns the new
pattern.
A bionic "brain," in other words, can
operate from generalized instructions.
In the case of the "mouse," the only
!
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comma:.id was "learn to run the maze."
Scientists call the mouse a self -organizing system which, on the basis of generalized instructions, figures out how to
do the job. Human beings are self -organizing, too. A computer, on the other
hand, has to be "programmed"-instructed in detail on every step. It must
be told when to turn, when to store correct steps in its memory, and so on.

top of another can instantly differentiate
between his mother and any other human
being. Yet the most advanced computer
can't approach this kind of precision.
Future bionic pattern recognizers,
though, will distinguish faces or objects
of any kind. Such a device could be put
in a missile, shown a map with an "X"
at one point and told to fly over enemy

territory until the ground pattern
matched the map, and then zero in.
Handwriting is a pattern, too. An "a"

brains will
eventually take over hundreds of jobs
which are now too complex for computers. They will, for example, work perfectly as pattern recognizers. Airborne
Instruments Laboratory already has a
bionic pattern recognizer which peeks
through a microscope and tells cancerous
cells from healthy ones by their size,
shape, and general appearance. A Lincoln Lab version looks over electroencephalograms and spots abnormal
brain waves.
Bionic pattern recognizers may someday approach the capabilities of the best
pattern recognizers to date: human beings. Even a baby not yet able to coordinate well enough to put one block on
Pattern Recognizers. Bionic

priced from

made by one person is very different
from an "a" made by another, yet human
beings recognize "a's" easily and read
handwriting. A computer can't do it
nearly as accurately as a person can, but
there's no reason a bionic brain won't be
able to-and do ít much faster than people.

Speech is little more than a pattern
waves-also recognizable by a
bionic brain. Dr. Frank Putzrath of RCA
is building an electronic ear which will
use a network of artificial neurons to
tell one word from another in much the
same way human beings do. With a bionic listener, a business man could die of sound
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tate letters to his typewriter. Similarly,
a battle commander could direct automatic tanks, missiles, and guns-just by
talking to them.
Educating Bionic Brains. Such brains
would share many characteristics with

human brains, among them, the necessity
to learn. Today's computers are ready
for operation as soon as the last soldered
joint cools. A bionic brain, though, said
Captain Leslie Knapp, one of the Air
Force's top bionic scientists, might have
to sit on the shelf for a year or more to
become educated. During that time, 24
hours a day, and at electronic speed, it
would soak up libraries of information
about scores of different subjects. Then,
when given instructions to translate a
paper from one language to another, for
example, it would know how.
The usefulness of such bionic machines
can hardly be overestimated. A bionic
robot, for instance, could be sent to explore the moon. No computer small
enough to fly in a space ship could possibly be programmed to know how to
deal with every possible condition it
might encounter. A relatively small bionic brain, though, able to adapt to conditions as it found them, would be a
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perfect agent for the job of taking man's
place on the moon.
Bionic machines may help keep man
from being overwhelmed by the fantastic
amount of information he has to receive,
analyze, and digest in this age of science.
TIROS weather satellites, for example,
have helped weathermen sharpen their
weather eyes, but they've brought problems, too. The flying weather station
spews forth thousands of pictures every
day-so many that it becomes almost
impossible just to look at and interpret
each one. As more weather stations go
into operation, the situation could become unmanageable.
With a bionic brain aboard, a TIROS
satellite could look over each picture to
see if it contained important information.
Then only pictures with special patterns
-those showing incipient hurricanes, for
example-would be transmitted to the
ground. Similarly, a Midas "spy -in -the sky" satellite could be directed to be on
the lookout for troop movements and
ICBM launchings.
We can expect bionic brains to run
factories and offices, control traffic, keep
track of national production, forecast
weather, and do thousands of other jobs
in our society. As the industrial revolution produced machines to relieve men
of physical drudgery, the coming bionics
revolution should bring forth devices to
relieve him of mental drudgery.
30
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Across the Ham Bands
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(Continued from page 74)
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Dicks,

Charlotte
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N.C., got a 579 report from

K8VGM on the first call, using the
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15 -meter
ground -plane antenna he constructed from
the instructions in our April, 1962, column.
Stan transmits on a Heathkit DX -40 and
receives on a Hallicrafters SX-98. A dipole
antenna does the radiating on 80 and 40
meters. Seventeen of the 20 states he has
worked, plus Canada, have QSL'ed so far.
Drop a note to Stan if you'd like a sked,
naming hand and time.
Bud Applin,
wV2YUA, RD _3, Dansville, N.Y., has
worked the Philippines, Sweden, a couple of
Canadians, and 30 states with his Johnson
Adventurer transmitter in the half year he's
been on the air. A Hammarlund HQ -129X
receiver and a 40 -meter dipole complete the
low -frequency section of the station, and a
Heathlcit "Twoer" gets him around on 2
meters-where he'll be a full-fledged member of the Livingston County Civil Defense
net as soon as his General ticket arrives. A
wife and four children hold down the
amount of time Bud can spend on the air,
but he'll try to sked you if you need a
New York contact.
James D. Kronman,
WV6UYv, 14612 Hamlin St., Van Nuys, Calif.,
has his call letters entered in 254 logs in
the 37 states he has worked. Most of the
contacts were made on 40 meters with a
Johnson Adventurer transmitter, but Jim
also works 15 meters when the opportunity
presents itself. An old National HRO-7,
helped along by both a Heathkit Q -Multiplier and a BC=453 "surplus" receiver for
extra selectivity, handles the receiving
chores. Two 40 -meter dipoles, a vertical, and
a random -length antenna grow on the
WV6UYV antenna farm.
Want to work Hawaii? John Woods,
WH6ELX, 106 Kainalu, Kailua, Hawaii, would
like to work you; John is on 7170 ke. at
.

.

.

.
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Peter Diehl, WNOBBS, Marsland, Nebr., operates
on 80 meters with a Heathkit HX-11 transmitter and
"Mohican" receiver. When not on the air, he spends
much of his time studying for a Conditional license.
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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night and on 21,168 ]cc. during the day. With
43 states and 20 countries worked, it's obvious that John's Knight T-50 transmitter
-feeding a Hy -Gain 3 -element, 15 -meter
beam or an 80/40 -meter dipole-gets out.
Equally obviously, his Hallicrafters SX-110
Steve
receiver drags signals in well.
Shaw, KN1TNN, 138 Common St., Braintree
84, Mass., is a triple -threat man. When not
hamming as KN1TNN, he is SWL'ing as
WPE1DQZ, or operating WEJH (his school's
closed-circuit TV station). Steve's Heathkit
DX -20 transmitter, feeding a 40-meter dipole, and his surplus BC -455 receiver have
exchanged reports and greetings with 10
states.
Paul Luczak, WN9EHF, 608 Finley
Rd., Lombard, Ill., says commercial equipment and kits are fine, but you can't beat
the feeling of satisfaction gained from making contacts on your own "home-brew"
equipment. In 11 days on the air, Paul's
home-brew 40-watter and 8 -tube receiver
have made 33 contacts in 11 states; work
him and he'll send you one of his QSL cards
(also home-brew).
Charles Lambert, WA4EPH, 314 Jamestown
Road, Williamsburg, Va., worked 30 states
on 40 and 15 meters as a Novice using a
Heathkit DX -20 to feed 40- and 15 -meter
dipoles. He receives on a Heathkit HR -10.
Chuck will give you a hand if you need help
in getting your ham license, and he'll sked
hams who need a Virginia contact.... John
Williams, KN3SVB, 207 Oakdale Road, Salisbury, Md., feeds 80- and 40 -meter "inverted .

.

MISSOURI SLOW -SPEED NET
Meeting Monday through Friday at 1600 CST
and Saturday mornings at 0800 CST on 3715
kc., the primary purpose of the Missouri Slow Speed Net (MSN) is to teach new hams the
proper method of handling recorded messages.

.

hams are welcome to report in the MSN;
after three months of regular participation,
each ham receives a Section Net Certificate
from the Missouri ARRL Section CommunicaAll

tions Manager. Also, the net sends a monthly
bulletin to its members. Ruth Vollrath, K00NK,
432 North Lyon St., Marshall, Mo., is the net
manager.

.

V" antennas with a Globe Scout De luxe
transmitter and receives on a Hammarlund
HQ -110. John is also in the process of building a 15 -meter beam. Being a member of
Explorer Post 149, BSA, is really paying off
for him: an ex-Navy Communications Officer is teaching the members code and
If you
radio theory on meeting nights.
would like to play-or learn to play-chess
by radio, write Robert A. Wachtel, K3NKH,
6009 Berkshire Drive, Bethesda. Maryland.
Keep those pictures. news items, and sug.

gestions for construction projects coming.
All mail for Across the Ham Bands should
be addressed to: Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ,
Amateur Radio Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS,
P. O. Box 678, Gary, Indiana. 73;
Herb, W9EGQ
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and at 1745-0330 on 9680 kc.; VLQ
and VLM, Brisbane. at 1500-0830 (to 0900 on
Saturdays) on 4920 and 9660 kc.; VLW,
Perth, at 1700-1900 and 0530-1030 (to 1100 on
Saturdays) on 6140 ]cc. and at 1915-0515 on
9610 kc.; and VLX, Perth, at 1700-1900 and
0530-1030 (to 1100 on Saturdays) on 9610 kc.,
and at 1915-0515 on 15,425 kc. The complete
Eng. schedule for R. A)tstra/Ws Overseas
Service reads: to Indonesia, S.E., S., and
S.V. Asia at 1714-0800 on 25,735 kc., at 17140430 on 21.540 lcc., at 1915-0400 on 17,870 kc.,
at 1714-1915 and 0300-0800 on 15.220 kc., at
0955-1230 on 11,760 kc., at 0800-1000 on 11.740
kc., at 0459-1230 on 9570 lcc., and at 0800-1230
on 7220 icc.: to E. Asia and N.W. Pacific Islands at 1559-1915 on 15.240 kc.. at 0244-0500
and 0600-0700 on 11.810 kc., and at 0600-0900
on 9580 kc.; to N.A. at 0714-0815 (East
Coast) and at 1013-1115 (West Coast) on 11,710 icc.; to Africa at 2329-0045 on 17,820 kc.;
to British Isles and Europe at 0100-0230 on
11.710 and 9570 icc.; to Mid -Pacific Islands at
6150 ]cc.,

Short -Wave Report

(Continued from paye 84)
Current Station Reports
The following is a resume of current reports. At time of compilation all reports are
as accurate as possible, but stations may
change frequency and/or schedule with little
or no advance notice. All times shown are
Eastern Standard and the 24 -hour system is
used.
Albania-Tirana, 7087 kc., has French at
1700 and Eng. from 1730 to 1756 s/off and
from 1930 to 2000 s/off; Eng. news at 1730.
A recent letter from them, however, gives
the Eng. schedule as 1730-2300.
Angola-R. Cliche de Beºtgaela, Benguela,
is noted on 9502 lcc. from 0043 opening to
past 0215. News in Portuguese is given at
0131-0140; otherwise program is mostly
dance music.
Argentina-The latest schedule from Radiotlifusio)t Argentina Al Exterior, Buenos
Aires, reads as follows: to Europe at 14001500 in Spanish, at 1500-1600 in German, at

1600-1700 in Italian, at 1700-1800 in French,
and at 1800-1900 in Eng. on 11,730 kc.; to
N.A. at 1900-2000 in Portuguese, at 2000-2200
and 2300-0100 in Spanish, and at 2200-2300
and 0100-0200 in Eng. on 9690 kc.
Australia-Here is the schedule for R.
Australia's domestic relays: VLI, Sydney, at
1500-0830 (to 0900 on Saturdays) on 6090 kc.;
VLH. Melbourne, at 1500-1815 or. 11.880 Ice.,
at 1830-0315 on 15,230 icc., and at 0330-0830
(to 0900 on Saturdays) on 9680 Icc.; VLR,
Melbourne, at 1500-1730 and 0330-0800 on
,,,,,, I,
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SHORT-WAVE ABBREVIATIONS
Eng.-English
°SI.-Verification
I1) -Went itication
R. -Radio

IS-Interval signal
locyeles
ke.-liilowatts
N.A.-North America

s/off Sign -off
sion- Sign -on

xmsn _transmission

xmtr-Transmitter

.

1500-1700 on 15.315 lcc., at 2129-0230 on 15,240
icc., and at 0244-0700 on 7190 kc.; to S. Pacific
Isles at 1500-1700 on 11,840 kc., and at 01000415 on 11.710 and 9570 kc.

Bolivia-La Cruz del Sur, La Paz, now
operates regularly on 4985 and 11.765 kc., but
the exact schedule ís not known. Reports go
to Cajon 8. R. Pio XII. Siglo XX has moved
to 5980 kc. and is heard well in Brazil at
1822-1955, all Spanish. A newscast is given at
1825, local news at 1833. Power is 750 watts.
British Honduras-The British Honduras
Broadcasting Service, Belize, 3300 kc., has
been noted lately giving the ID as Radio
Belize.

Burma-After a wait of six months, the

Voice of Burma finally verified their 07450915 xmsn on 6035 )cc.
Canary Islands-La Voz de la Isla de la
Palma, Santa Cruz de la Palma, has now
moved to 7341 kc. (it was formerly on 7345

and 7388 kc.), and has been noted from 1707
mostly with pop tunes, all Spanish.
China-China Press Agency, Peking, has
been tuned on 10,483 icc. at 0620 with news
in native language; weak.
According to the "Shortwave Reception
Guide" published by the Philips Technical
Library in Holland, Time Station XSG operates on 6414.5 kc. (dual to 8502 kc.) daily at
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SONAR RADIO CORPORATION, 73 Wortman Ave., B'klyn 7, N. Y.
Please send me complete information on Model "G" CB Radio.
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

SWL/QSL BUREAU
THE SWL/QSL Bureau is a non -sponsored
organization operating with the cooperation of the ARRL QSL Bureau. Its purpose is to handle incoming overseas SWL
and QSL cards destined for W, K, and VE
SWL's. When cards arrive with a complete
address, the SWL is notified by post card
and requested to send an SASE business size, self-addressed, stamped envelope),
with an extra stamp, to the Bureau so that
the cards may he forwarded to him.
Many SWL and QSL cards arrive incompletely addressed, however, or addressed
only to a WPE call -sign. Cards are now
being held for the call -signs listed at the
right.
If your call -sign appears in this list, and
you have not already filed your name, address. and WPE call -sign with the Bureau,
send an SASE to: LeRoy Waite, WPE2AK,
Manager, SWL/QSL Bureau, 39 Hannum
St., Ballston Spa, N. Y. Upon receipt of
the SASE, your card/cards will be forwarded to you.
1

sending Morse time checks. The
location was not given.
Colombia-Two stations noted recently
are: HJCQ, R. Nacional, Bogota, 4955 kc., at
1900-1945, with an Eng. lesson for Spanish
listeners at 1945-2000; and HJGF. Bucaramanga, 4845 hc. The latter is said to have
Eng. at 2230-2300 but your reporter believes
it to he 2330-0000. They s/off at 0000 with
"Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean."
Dominican Republic-R. Caribe is noted well
on HI3U, 9485 kc., at 1600-1630 with news
and at 1830-1900 with music, and on HISU,
3322 kc.. with music at 2100-2130.
England-The N.A. Service of the British
2155-0355,

Broadcasting Corp.
1200 on 15,300 ]cc.

is now

radiated at

0930-

(a change from 15,420 kc.)

WPE1BWZ
WPE1DFS
WPEITV
WPE2AAK
WPE2AWP
WPE2BJV
WPE2BNW
WPE2CBP
WPE2CFP
WPE2CRL
WPE2CSD
WPE2CSE
WPE2CT
WPE2CTA
WPE2DDZ
WPE2DEY

WPE2DJP
WPE2DNL
WPE2DTL
WPE2EAA
WPE2EC
WPE2FEN
WPE2FFD
WPE2FJQ
W PE2GJD
WPE2FTF
WPE2HGI
WPE2KK
WPE3ABH
WPE3AGB
WPE3AGC

WPE3AT
WPE3BDV
WPE3CCM
WPE3CTH
WPE3CXH
WPE3UIC
WPE3UY
WPE4ATZ
WPE4CIA
WPE4CVN

WPE8AYX
W PEBBAU
WPE8BCY
WPE8BGP
WPEBBOI
WPE8BUO
WPE8BXY
WPE8CBC
WPE8CBG
WPE8CDO
WPE8CMQ

WPE4KV
WPE4RX

WPEBIED
WPEBLG

WPE4EDP WPE8EKH
WPESACB WPE9ATR
WPE5AWK WPE9BHZ
WPE5AWV WPE9BNX
WPE5BFB WPE9BOJ
VVPESRJ
WPE9CLI
W PE9CQ V
WPE6AFB WPE9NA
W PE6BJW WPE9NY

WPE6BUK

WPE6CBQ
WPE6OT
WPE6UD

WPE7AEU
WPE7AKB
WPE7AQB
WPE7AQZ

WPEOABC
WPEOACM
WPEOAQJ
WPEOBXQ
VE2PE3T
VO1PE1J

and 17,860 Ire., the latter only at 1100-1200.
Ethiopia-From Sweden Calling DX'ers
comes word that the first 100 -kw. xmtr has
arrived here, with test xmsns probably
already in progress. Full-scale operation
from ETLF, P. O. Box 654, Addis Ababa, is
expected to start in February, 1963.
France A late schedule from Paris lists
Eng. at 0800-0845, French at 0845-0945, and
Vietnamese at 0945-1000 to the Far East on
21,620, 17,775, and 15,245 kc., and French at
1800-1830 on 9680 and 9560 kc. Other Eng.
xmsns reported are at 1545-1600 with news
on 6145 kc. and at 0130 on 7160 kc. with Eng.
lessons to French-speaking people.
Ghana-The newest schedule from Accra,
updating that given last month, lists Eng.

RUGGED. AND POWERFUL!
CITIZENS BAND RADIO
Sonar Model E's are having phenomenal acceptance by commune'

n.

,,,

i

8
'cators all over the world. Here's why: FCC ype accepted
Tunable rechannels, crystal -controlled transmitter/receiver
B
100%
Class
ceiver for 23 channels
Powerful transnitter
1 -year guarantee
.Automatic noise limiter
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SONAR RADIO CORPORATION, 73 Wortman Ave., B'klyn 7, N. Y.
Please send me complete information on Model "E" CB Radio.
NAME

Complete -with 1 pair of
crystals and microphone

ADDRESS

CITY_

STATE.
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is supposed to begin a short-wave service in
the near future on 6090 kc. No other details

raw

were given.
,.. w...w...... w.R.MR
«,

We
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el

EREDUENCY
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Lebanon-Beirut is on 15,235 kc. with its
eight -note IS at 1558, clock strike at 1600,
then a clear ID as Huna Beyrouth. After a
brief newscast. Arabic music is heard at
1605. S/off is at 1649 with an anthem. There
may also be an Arabic transmission at
1500-1550.

PATE

PM[

IGMn

Z/uirvé yaw/
kP/Lt/

hztc./i

Liberia-ELWA. Monrovia, now operates

on 9590 kc. at 2100-2230 in Eng. with reli-

gious news, music, a "Question Box," and
some native music. This is dual to 11,825 kc.

Mali-Radiodiffusion Nationale, Bamako,
Monday through Friday at
0100-0300, 0700-0900. and 1300-1800, Saturdays
at 0100-0300, 0700-1230, and 1300-1800, Sundays at 0300-1230 and 1230-1800 on 4835, 7145,
and 9745 kc. in French, Bambara, Sonraie,
Saracole, Maure, Ouolof, and Peull, but no
English. Your best chance to log them is on
7145 kc. at 0100-0300. There may be an English lesson around 0130.
Mozambique-Lonrenco Marques has moved
is scheduled

The colorful new verification card now being sent
out by Radio Nederland, shown here in black and
white, depicts an artist's impression of the bells
of St. John's Cathedral at Bois-le-Duc in the south
of Holland. These bells are heard during the five
minutes preceding Radio Nederland's transmissions.

as follows: on 6070 kc. to W. Africa at 09451030, 1200-1245, 1500-1545, and 1630-1715; on
P545 kc. to W. Africa at 1630-1715; on 11,800
kc. to Sudan and Ethiopia at 1330-1415 and
to Europe at 1550-1635; on 15,190 kc. to
Sudan and Ethiopia at 0900-0945; on 15,287
kc. to S. Africa at 1500-1545; on 17,910 kc. to
E. Africa at 0945-1030; and on 21,545 kc. to
S., S.W., and S.E. Africa at 0945-1030. Reception reports are welcomed and should be
sent to the Propagation Engineer, Ghana
Broadcasting System, P. O. Box 1633, Accra,
Ghana.
Greenland-According to Switzerland's DX

Program, Gronlands Radio fond, Godthaab,

from 15,300 kc. to 15,292 kc. and has been
tuned from 1050 with Portuguese music.
Chimes and an ID are given at 1100; dance
music follows.
Netherlands-A rough broadcast to log,
especially in Western U.S., is the 1625-1720
xmsn to Europe in English. Much easier to
hear are the xmsns on dual channels 9715
and 11,730 kc., both operating at the same
time to Europe and North America.
Paraguay-According to a QSL letter sent
by Cesar Miguel Saccarello, Director -Propietario, R. Guarani operates on 15,200 ]cc.
(ZPA7) at 0700-1100 and 1400-1900. They also
sent a yellow, red, and blue pennant. Re-

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
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SHORT-WAVE CONTRIBUTORS
Dick Devlin (IVPEIC.4I1), Boston, Mass.
Richard Carnes (IVPEICFP) Abington, Ma.s.
Paul I'ietras (IVI'EIDBII), East Greenwich, R. I.
John Ka parson (II'PEIDFIV). Auburn. Mass.

Stanley Shantar (II'PEIDOK). Glenbrook. Conn.
George Hemingway (IVI'EIDYC), Taftville. Conn.
Laurie Cohen (FPE/DZT), Kennebunk. Maine
Gene Molter (IVPEÍIIF), Needham. Mass.

Rods, Vyhnanek. Jr. (I PE2DIE), Mellenville, N. Y.
Jack Germain (WPE2EOL), New Milford, N. J.
Henry Marbach (IIIPE2F//(/), White Plains. N. V.
Arnold Skeeter (IVPE2FS1'), Flushing, N. Y.
Don Skeeter (WPE2FUU). Flushing. N. V.

David Skinner (WI'E2GIIO). Belleville. N. J.
Martin Rosenzweig (IVI'E2GOQ) Levittown. N. V.
Nicholas Nicastro (I1/PE2HIIS)) Hoboken, N. J.
Fred Meyer (Il'PE3AKF), Gaithersburg, Md.

William Dickerman (II'PE3BEB), Williamsport, Pa.
Charles Craft (IVPE3BIK), Lansdale, Pa.
Daniel Holtz (IVPE3DQR), Hastings, Pa.
George Cox
Dean Glace

(IVPE3NF), New Castle, Del.

(WPE4DD.V). Pilot Mountain. N. C.
Buford Reynolds (IV PE4E:11F), Nashville. Tenn.
Jim Alston (WI'E4EI'G), Atlanta, Ga.
R. D. Lipscomb (IVPE4FCS), Norfolk, Va.
William Bing (TVPESAG), New Orleans, La.
Jack Keene (IVPESBMP) Dallas, Texas
James Coston (WPE5CEP), Winfield, Texas
Matt Collins (WPE6BZ2Il), Los Angeles. Calif.
Ted Drew (IVPE6CMS), Arcadia. Calif.
Jose Lopez Contreras (IVPEÓCRE), San Francisco,
Calif.
Clifford McKinstry (IVPE6CXS), San Bernardino,
Calif.

Bob Ritchie (IVPE&DOU). (no address given)
John Jackson (IVPE6D(D). Los Angeles, Calif.
Dave Hillenbrand (II'PFS.1If), Columbus, Ohio

Randy Montes (IVPE8DQO). Allen lark. Mich.
Patrick Chick (IVPESDZA), Cleveland, Ohio
l'at Montgomery (IVPESEF.IV), Cincinnati. Ohio
Kenneth Meinken (IVPESELC), Cincinnati. Ohio
E. J. Stuart, Jr. (ll'PESE:Tl.tI), Tampa, Fla.
Robert Kass (tt'PIiSEQY), Oak Park. Mich.
Dick England (II'PE8FV), Columbus. Ohio
Dan Wilt (II'PESHF), Inglewood. Calif.
Mike Kander (WPEBMS), Columbus, Ohio
John Gunther (IVPE9.4ZI). West Allis, \Vis.
Garth Hamilton (WPE9COK). West Vancouver, B. C.
(Canadian Navy)
Michael Cheek (IVI'E9DBQ), Aurora, Ind.
J. P. Arendt (IVPE9D.\'), Aurora. Ill.
Lawrence Baron (IITE9DKF). Skokie, Ill.
Gregory Ganz (IVPE9EFU). Riverdale, Ill.
Mrs. E. A. Best (Il'PE9EFIV), Greyslake, III,
John Beaver, Sr. (IVPEQAE), Pueblo. Colo.
Owen Williamson (I1'PEQBSI.). Minneapolis, Minn.
Ron Moore (It'I'EQCCV). El Dorado, Kansas
Jim Phelps (II'PEQCGE), Davenport, Iowa
Russell Kenchman (tt'PF_QCPI), Lennox. S. D.
Geo ge Henley (G2PI 3V), Watford. England
Jack Perolo (1>I'2PEIC). Sao Paulo. Brazil
Gregg Calkin (VEIPF3L), Saint John, N. B.
Robin Alexander. Sacramento. Calif.
Edward Castorina. Schenectady, N. Y.
John Dankel. Brunswick. Ga.
Walter Lide. Bronx. N. 1'.
William Miller. South Bend. Ind.
Robert Roux, New Orleans, La.
Robert Schontmer. Chicago, Ill.
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ports go to: Independencia Nacional 603,
Asuncion.
Peru-Four new stations are: (1) R.
Ayaviri, Ayaviri, 5714 kc. (the call may he
OAX7X), noted at 2250-2314 and announcing
as being on 5030 ]cc.; (2) OAZ4A, R. Tarma,
Tarma, 6046 ]cc., featuring long musical
periods and ID's every 10-15 minutes, with
s/off at 0155 on Saturdays (reports go to
Casilla 167, Tarma); (3) OAX7K, R. Puno,
Puno, 5924 kc., with dance music (and
commercials) from 2320 to 0002 s/off; (4)
R. Amazonas, Iquitos, 9770 kc., noted from
2330 with popular Brazilian songs but wiped
out by WLWO at 2344. Spanish only has
been noted on these four stations.
Portugal-Lisbon has changed from 6185
]cc. to 9740 kc. for its 2100-2145 and 2300-2345
xmsns in Eng. to N.A. The 6025-kc. outlet
continues to operate dual.
Sweden-The floating commercial, R.
Nord, has gone off the air for the first time
since it started operating from a ship in the
Baltic Sea last March. This station, which
broadcast popular music and commercials,
went out of business when the Swedish
Parliament banned commercial transmissions from stations off the coast.
Syria-R. Damascus operates with 20-kw.
power on 15.165 ke. at 1430-1500 in French
and at 1500-1530 in Eng., beamed to Europe.
Thailand-HSK9, Bangkok, is tuned on 11,810 lcc. with the N.A. Service at 2315-0015.
A newscast in Eng. is given at 2325. Another
Eng. xmsn runs from 0525 s/on with news at

ALL SHORT-WAVE

REPORTERS!

Your reports will be read and processed
faster if you send them directly to:
Hank Bennett, Short -Wave Editor
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 254
Haddonfield, N. J.
Make sure you include your WPE call
letters with your report, and the make
and model number of your receiver.

Reports should he sent to: Overseas Broadcasting Division, Public Relation
Department, Bangkok, Thailand.
United States-In our August column we
noted that applications had been made for
two new short-wave broadcasting stations.
One was to he operated by International
Communications, Inc., from Maury Island,
Wash., and beamed to Mexico, Central and
South America; the other to be operated by
Trans -World Radio and beamed to South
America, Europe, and North Africa. A
letter received from the Federal Communications Commission reveals that the application of International Communications, Inc.
was dismissed at the request of the applicant. The application of Trans -World Radio
for the 250 -kw. station to be located near
0530-0545.
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anti -Franco propaganda.
R. Libertad, La Voz de Anti-Commnnista
De America, gives a return address of P. O.
Box 1624, Miami 1, Florida. Frequent monitoring reveals that they announce as operating on 4005, 5065, 6240, 7308, 7404, and
15,050 kc., as well as on a medium -wave
channel, 1550 kc.
Unidentified-A station believed to be FLN
Radio, Algeria, is noted with ID at 0000 in
Arabic, followed by an anthem from "Aida"
by Verdi, and a Moslem chanting of the
Koran. Here is a verbatim translation of the
opening announcement. "This is our morning broadcast every day from 7 o'clock until
quarter to nine and it is on the following
two waves: 25.32 and 31.38 meters. Evening
broadcast is from 8 until ??? on three
waves: 19.67, 19.88, and 25.96 meters. Be
generous and he our friend and encourage
others to hear our voice. This is the Voice
of the Liberals." No transmitter location or
address was given.
30

Electronic Quizoo Answers
(Quiz on page 75)
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Valparaiso Technical Institute
Watsco Inc.

Vega Baja, Puerto Rico, is still being processed by the Commission.
Venezuela-Two stations which have been
heard recently are YVKB, R. Difusora
Venezuela, Caracas, and YVQN, Ondas Portends, Puerto La Cruz. The former, on 4890
kc., is reported as being heard from 2200 to
2300 with music and discussions. The latter,
on 4790 kc., has been heard from 2230 to 2320
with classical music, at 2320-2325 with news,
s/off at 2330.
Clandestine-From a recent news magazine
comes word that the often heard R. Espana
Independiente is located in Prague, Czechoslovakia. The station reportedly features
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J The RABBIT -ear antenna is used with
VHF television receivers.
G

The BAT -wing antenna is used with UHF

I

HORSEpower ratings are given to electric

television receivers.

motors.

-A

-

has teeth that mesh
without overlapping.
A BUTTERFLY capacitor has wing
shaped rotor plates.
An ALLIGATOR clip

CROCODILE clips have overlapping jaws.

refers to a telegraph key used by
hams that makes "dots" automatically.
8 -B A CATwhisker is a crystal detector probe.
F PIGtails are the wire leads on resistors
9
and capacitors.
10 -D SPIDER is the name for the support
(large black dot) that centers and
holds the loudspeaker cone in place.
7

E
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-
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE
RATE 60e, per word. Mini msm 10 words prepaid. December issue closes October 5th. Send order and remittance to Martin
POPULAR ELECTRONICS.
Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Lincoln,

I

FOR SALE
Tuners-Rebuilt or Exchanged $9.95 complete-all
types-fast, guaranteed service. Send tuner with all parts
TV

to: L.A. Tuner Exchange, 4611 West Jefferson Blvd., Los
Angeles 16, California.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snooperscopes, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 100.
Meshna, Malden 48, Mass,
DIAGRAMS for repairing Radios $1.00, Television $2.00.
Give make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -DE, Hartford 1, Conn.
TRANSFIRE Transistor electronic ignition. Saves gas,
tune-ups. Points, plugs last to 100,000 miles. Top performance, improved starting. Parts, Complete systems,
Kits, from $34.95. Literature. Palmer Electronics, 40E,

Carlisle, Massachusetts.
FREE-R.C.A., G.E., etc. tubes catalog. Discount to 75%
from list. Picture tubes at 750 inch up. Parts, parts kits
at 1/10 original cost. Needles, tube testers, silicons, seleniums, 7" TV bench test tube. $6.99-and more. Arcturus Electronics Corp., P.E. 402 -22nd Street, Union
City, New Jersey.
WPE-CB-QSL cards-Brownie-W3CJ1-3110A Lehigh, Allentown, Pa. Catalogue with samples 254.
CB WPE QSL Cards, Finest Quality, Multicolor, 104 For
Samples. Radio Press, Box 24, Pittstown, New Jersey.
INVESTIGATORS, write for free brochure on latest subminiature electronic listening devices. Dept. 10A, Ace
Electronics 11500 NW 7th Ave., Miami 50, Fla.
"SPECIAL! WPE-SWL-CB-QSL cards, 3 colors, $2.50 per
100-Free Samples, Garth, Jutland, New Jersey."
CONVERT any television to sensitive, big -screen oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Releo Industries, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.
SUPERSENSITIVE directional microphone picks up faint
sounds at 300 feet. Detects sound through ordinary walls.
Easily built for $7.00. No electronic Experience necessary.
Plans, $2.00. Dee Company, Box 7263-F, Houston 8,
Texas.
t/4 TRACK Stereo recording amplifier, direct connection
to speakers, trouble free one tube circuitry, dual V.U.
meters, pre -adjusted for most heads. $69.50. Write
Ri-Deen Electronics, 400 30th St., Bakersfield, Calif., for

brochure.
COMMUNICATIONS, Teletype, Unusual Surplus. Free
Flyer MDC, 923 W. Schiller St., Phila. 40.
"LISTEN -In -Coil" picks up any telephone conversation
in vicinity. No connection to telephone necessary. Easily
concealed. $2.98 complete. Acoustical Research, 512A

80 St., NYC.
BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes, Test Equipment, Hifi
Components, Kits, Parts, etc.
send for your Giant
Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Standard Brand
Tubes: RCA, GE, etc-all Brand new Premium Quality
Individually Boxed, One Year Guarantee-all at Biggest
Discounts in America! We serve professional servicemen,
hobbyists, experimenters, engineers, technicians. Why
Pay More? Zalytron Tube Corp., 220 West 42nd St., New
York City.
15 DISTANCE One -Tube plans -25c; One -tube Handbook
-50c, including Transistor experiments, catalog. Laboratories, 1131-L Valota, Redwood City, California.
EXPERIMENTERS! Discard bothersome batteries! Build
inexpensive d.c. variable voltage supply. Plans $1.00. W.
Birnbaum, Box 100, Rugby Station, Brooklyn 3, New York.
BATTERY chargers
home type. Electrotone's famous
line. Wholesale prices. Same day delivery. Free catalog.
Doran Enterprises, Inc., Box 7214, Chicago 80, III.
TRANSISTOR ignition coil-instructions. Special $8.50.
Manual only $2.00. Anderson Engineering, Wrentham,
E.

.

Massachusetts.

.

MINIATURE transistor two speed record player with
built-in six transistor radio. Plays 33 and 45 r.p.m. records. Lisistor two transistor radio and combine lighter
free with each record player ordered. $39.50 Post Paid,
Hetrick's World Shoppers, 3113 North Tom Green,
Odessa, Texas.
SUN Battery, converts sunlight directly into t/2 volt at 5
MA. Instructions for powering radios, making light
meters, etc., included. Bargain priced $1.00 each, 5 for
$4.00 postpaid. Custom Service, 5071 W. Pico Blvd., Los
Angeles 19, Calif.
BARGAINS! Used CB, Amateur equipment. List 100.
Brands, Sycamore, Illinois.
TELEPHONES-Antique, French, Modern, any Model-Also
Parts & Misc. Telephone Equipment. Picture Catalog 604.
Delta, Box 227-A, El Paso, Texas.
50 TRANSISTORS $5.00-Fully tested. Guaranteed. N.P.N.
-15 volt, unused, long leads, similar to 2N229. Surtronic
Sales, P.O. Box 905, Schenectady 1, New York.
TV TUNERS rebuilt $9.95-Ninety day guarantee. Western Tuner Rebuilders, 4130 El Cajon Blvd., San Diego 5,

California.

Baffles, Speaker Enclosures, Equipment
Cabinets. Lowest Prices. New England Woodcraft, 600
Haverhill, Lawrence, Mass.
COLOR TV. Convert your black and white TV to color.
Completely Electronic. No mechanical gadgets. Costs
about $35. Complete construction details $4.74. DB
Enterprises, 8959 Wonderland Ave., Hollywood 46, Calif.
EAVESDROP with a pack of cigarettes. Miniature transistorized FM radio transmitter. Complete diagrams and
instructions $2.00. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28. Calif.
BE a spy. Correspondence course on wire tapping, bugging, telescopic sound pickup, recording techniques,
microphotography, and invisible photography. Lessons
in surveillance, tailing, and use of equipment. Complete
course $22.50. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
TV tape recorder. Build your own video recorder. Complete correspondence course and construction details.
$22.50. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif.
POLICE radar detector. Stop before those radar speed
traps. Fool proof, legal system. Complete diagrams and
instructions $2.75. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
JUNK your distributor and voltage regulator. Improve
automobile mileage and performance. Construction details for transistorized distributor and voltage regulator
$4.75. No moving parts. DB Enterprises, 8959 Wonderland Ave., Hollywood 46, Calif.
TV camera. Build for less than $50. Construction details
$4.75. DB Enterprises, 8959 Wonderland Ave., Hollywood
46, Calif.
TELEPHONE Extension In Your Car. Answer your home
telephone by radio from your car. Complete diagrams
and instructions $2.00. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
TELEPHONE Voice Switch (LS 500). Actuates automatically and unattended any tape or wire recorder. Pictorial
installation instructions included. $23.75. Post Paid US.
WJS Electronics, 1525 No. Hudson, Los Angeles 28, Calif.
INVESTIGATORS! Do your own sound work. Send $1.00
for brochure of latest Electronic Equipment. WJS Electronics, 1525 No. Hudson, Los Angeles 28, Calif.
TV TUNERS-Rebuilt or Exchanged, $9.95. Fast, Guaranteed. Crystal Control Alignment. Valley Tuner, 18530
Parthenia, Northridge, Calif.
EXPERIMENTERS-Amateurs. A new process to make
your printed circuit at home. Four complete kits. Standard kit $3.95. Other kits available up to $34.95. Write for
Catalog and price sheets to MiniPrint Electronics Co.,
256 First Ave., S.W. Carmel, Indiana.
VENEER Wall
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CBER'S-Enjoy better selectivity, greater sensitivity, and
hear only the channel you tune. Install Dual Conversion
adapter in easy -do kit form. All parts, schematic, pictorial complete. HE -15, A; TR-800, 910; etc. $14.95, with

tubes $16.95. HE-20, A,B,C,; Mark VII; 770, 1,2,; Messinger; $15.50, with tubes $17.50. GW-10; HE -15B; 9106;
$15.75, with tubes $17.75, or $5.00 deposit plus C.O.D.
Bainbridge Radio. 2649 Bainbridge Ave., New York 58,
N. Y.

Double reception with SK -3 preselector for
GW-11; SK -4 preselector fits GW-12 internally;
kit, $8.99; wired, $11.99. One mobile antenna serves
transceiver and broadcast radio simultaneously with DP -2
coupler-duplexer; kit, $4.99. Compact AAA-1 clipper -filter
kit triples talk -power, improves selectivity; $10.99. Prices
postpaid! Inquire! COD O. K. Holstrom Associates, PO
Box 8640-E, Sacramento 22, California. (Hams, SWL's,
3.5-30 megacycle tunable SK -20 preselector kit, $18.98.)
TRANSISTORS, Diodes. Rectifiers, S.C.R. Etc. Name
Brands, Top Quality. We Overstocked For Our Own MFG.
All Specs Guaranteed. Write For Our Free Price List.
Autocrat, Inc., P.O. Box 536, Dept. D, Dayton 6, Ohio.
DETECT police radar traps before they detect you. Build
Radar King. Earliest possible warning. Wardell Smith,
Electronic Designs. 65 Glenwood Road, Upper Montclair,
New Jersey.
EXPERIMENTERS-High quality, rugged transistors for
research, experimentation. $.50 each. Minimum order
$2.00 plus $.50 mailing. Also thirty basic transistor circuits. $2.00. Kelley, Hasbrouck Laboratory, UMASS..
Amherst, Mass.
SAVE dollars on radio, TV -tubes, parts at less than manu
facturer's cost. 100% guaranteed! No rebrands, pulls.
Request Bargain Bulletin. United Radio, 1000-E, Newark,
CBER'S!
GW-10,

N. J.

GARAGE Door Operator Kits-Edwards famous KR -50 kit.
Easily assembled and installed. Available with or without
remote car control. Thousands sold. Priced from $59.95.
Write for literature. Edward T. Fink Co., Inc., 284 Nepperhan Ave.. Yonkers, N. Y.. Dept. PE.
PHOTOELECTRIC light switch. On at sunset-off at sunrise. Extra protection when away from home. Kit $4.95.
RC Electronics. Box 74. Westbury, N. Y.

TAPE AND RECORDERS
Recorders, HiFi, components, Sleep Learning
Equipment, tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dressner, 1523PE, Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N. Y.
SAVE 30% Stereo music on tape. Free bargain catalog/
blank tape/recorders/norelco speakers. Saxitone, 1776
Columbia Road, Washington, D.C.
RENT Stereo Tapes-over 2,500 different-all major labels-free catalog. Stereo-Parti, 811-G Centinela Ave..
Inglewood 3, California.
4/TR Stereo Tapes-bought, sold, rented, traded! Free
Catalog/Bargain closeouts. Columbia, 9651 Foxbury,
Rivera, California.
SELF -Hypnosis may help you many ways. New tape or
LP -record teaches you quickly, easily! Free literature.
McKinley Company, Box 3038, San Bernardino, California.
RENT Stereo Tapes. Visit Store or Write For Catalog. National Cinema Tapes, 71 Dey Street, N.Y.C.
QUALITY! Tape: 73% Discount! Pre-recorded; Accessories. Catalog: Tape King, 2028 Garth, Los Angeles 34,
California.
TAPE

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
U.S. Government

Surplus-Jeeps, $264.00, Radios, $2.53,
Guns, Typewriters, Cameras, Tools, Thousands of Items.
Fabulously Low Surplus Prices. Complete Information
Sent Immediately. Send $1.00 to:-Surplus, P.O. Box
50512. Dept. R. New Orleans 50, Louisiana.
JEEPS $278, Airplanes $159, Boats $7.88, Generators
$2.68. Typewriters $8.79 are typical government surplus
prices. Buy 10.001 items wholesale, direct. Full details,
627 locations and procedure only $1.00. Surplus, Box
177-C33, Abbottstown, Penna.
GOVERNMENT Surplus, Radios, Jeeps, Walkie Talkies,
Etc. Buy Direct. Locations and Procedures. $1.00. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Delta. Box 227A. El Paso, Texas.

WANTEDTRIGGER-W9IVJ. We Buy Shortwave Equipment For
Cash. 7361 North, River Forest, Ill., Phone PR 1-8616.
QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass.
PLATINUM electronic scrap bought. Noble Metals Co.,
Box 90001, Los Angeles 9. Calif.

PLASTICS
NEW Liquid Casting Plastic, clear, colors. Embed real
flowers, butterflies, photos, coins. Send 25c for two handbooks, "How to Cast Liquid Plastics" and "How to Make
Extra Money at Home". Castolite, Dept. K-108, Woodstock. Illinois.

LEATHERCRAFT

HIGH-FIDELITY
PRICES? The Best! Factory -Sealed Hi -Fi Components?
Yes! Send for free catalog. Audion, 25P Oxford Road,

Massapequa, N. Y.
DISGUSTED with "Hi" Hi -Fi Prices? Unusual discounts
on your High Fidelity Requirements. Write Key Electronics. 120 Liberty St.. New York 6, N. Y. Cloverdale
8.4288.
RECORDERS, Components. Free wholesale catalogue.
Carston. 125-P East 88. N. Y. C. 28.
WRITE for quotation on components, recorders. Free
catalog. Hi -Fidelity Supply, 2817-YC Third, N.Y.C. 55.
"LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders. HiFi,
Rosyln 9, Penna."
HI -Fl amplifiers, tuners, speakers, radios, telescopes,
microscopes, cameras. Free Catalog. GM PhotoElectron
ics, 623 Gay, Knoxville 2, Tennessee.
INTRODUCING-Pennwood's all transistor auto FM receiver. Supersensitive, quiet, has AFC, highest quality.
$59.95. Transistor High Fidelity FM tuner with AFC, multiplex provision $39.95. Pennwood Communications, Box
164, Camden, N. J.
HI -F1 Components, tape recorders, all brands, at low,
low "We Will Not Be Undersold Prices." 15 -day money
back guarantee. Easy -Pay -Plan. Quotations by return
mail. Hi -Fidelity Center, 220 East 23rd St., New York 10,
N. Y.
118

FREE "Do -It -Yourself'
Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-D46, Fort Worth, Texas.

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global Marketing Service. 2420-P 77th, Oakland 5, Calif.

INSTRUCTION
LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder, phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog free!
Sleep -Learning Association, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington.
FCC License in 6 Weeks, First Class Radio telephone. Results Guaranteed. Elkins Radio School, 2603B Inwood.
Dallas, Texas.
LEARN electricity-new, twelve piece, gameboard method
$2.00, postage paid U.S.A. only. Resisto, Box 415.
Hialeah, Florida.
AUTOMATION Worries??? Electronic, Mechanical Drafting
pays $175.00 weekly. Send $2.00 first lesson, complete
home study course $25.00. Prior, Inc., 23-09 169 St.,
Whitestone 57, New York.

...
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STAMPS AND COINS
NEW Approval Service-300 world-wide stamps only 35c

to serious collectors with request for approvals. Special
selections for beginners. Martin Stamp Co., 2662 West
2nd Street, Brooklyn 23, N. Y.
SMASHING Collection Free-Includes Triangles, Early
United States, Rockets, Sports, British Colonies, High
Value Pictorials, etc. Complete Collection plus big illustrated Magazine, all free. Send 10c for postage. Gray
Stamp Co., Dept. Z2, Toronto, Canada.
TOPS! Fascinating coin collection from Cameroons, Formosa, Vatican, etc., and foreign banknote. Catalog Price
Over $1.50! Only 10c with exciting coin approvals! Littleton Coin Company, Littleton T-12, New Hampshire.
START Approval Business-Details 25c. Steele, Box
553 -HC, Pacific Grove, Calif.

ASSEMBLE artificial lures at home for stores. Materials
supplied free. Profitable! Write: Lures, Ft. Walton Beach
1, Florida.
$100 Weekly possible. Compile Mailing lists and address
envelopes for advertisers. Home-spare time. Particulars
free. National Service, 81 Knickerbocker Station, New
York City.
FREE Book "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses."
Work home! Plymouth -555M, Brooklyn 4, New York.
FREE Franchise Profit Letter tells how unique NFR service
is helping thousands seeking profitable businesses. Write
today. National Franchise Reports. PE -528, 222 North
Michigan, Chicago 1.
PIANO Tuning learned quickly at home. Tremendous field!

Musical knowledge unnecessary. Information Free. Empire School of Piano Tuning-PE. Champaign, III. (Found-

ed 1935).

EARN $3.00 hour-home speretime, canvassing. Write:
Ougor, Cabot 15, Arkansas.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES
SCIENCE Bargains-Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ"
Telescopes, Microscopes,
144 pages-Astronomical
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts. War surplus bargains.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey.
MEDICAL Film-Adults Only-"Childbirth"-1 reel 8mm.
$7.50-16mm $14.95. International, Greenvale, L. I., New
York.
ENLARGING exposure meter, supersensitive photocell
analyses light from negative. Easy to use-no figuring.
Complete kit $9.95. Photolume Corporation, 103 Park
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

-

EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES
NGINEERING Education for the Space Age. Northrop
Institute of Technology is a privately endowed, nonprofit
college of engineering offering a complete Bachelor of
Science Degree Program and Two -Year accredited technical institute curricula. Students from 50 states, many
foreign countries. Outstandingly successful graduates
employed in aeronautics, electronics, and space technology. Write today for catalog-no obligation. Northrop
Institute of Technology, 1179 West Arbor Vitae Street,
Inglewood 1, California.
DETECTIVE Profession. Home Study. Lapel pin, Certificate, Future. Box 41197 -AG, Los Angeles 41, Calif.
LEARN While Asleep. Remarkable, Scientific 92% Effective. Details Free. ASR Foundation, Box 7021, Dept. e.g.,
Lexington, Kentucky.
E-

EMPLOYMENT
INFORMATION
EARN Extra money selling advertising book matches.
Free samples furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. MD 102, Chicago 32, Illinois.

TECHNICIANS, Mechanics,

Engineers.

Live,

work and

play in sunny Southern California. America's fastest
growing Missile and Space Industrial Center. Thousands
of classifieds from local Papers, $2.00. Lincoln Enterprises, Box 1066, Hollywood 28, California.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BUY Direct
from factories. Appliances, cameras,
watches! Free details! Cam Co., 436 PE Bloomfield Ave.,
Verona, N. J.
VENDING Machines-No Selling. Operate a route of coin
machines and earn amazing profits. 32 -page catalog
free. Parkway Machine Corporation, Dept. 12. 715 Ensor
St.. Baltimore 2, Md.
ELECTROPLATING equipment and supplies. All types for
home work shops. Free Catalog. HBS Equipment Division, 3445 Union Pacific, Los Angeles 23, Calif.
I
MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others
make money! Start with $10.00-Free Proof. Torrey, Box
3566-N. Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma.

MISCELLANEOUS
INVESTIGATORS, free brochure, latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. Dept -7K, 11500 NW 7th Ave.,
Miami 50, Fla.
AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage, 120

West 31 St., New York 1.
"HOME Brewing! Beers, Wines." Complete instructions
$1. (Guaranteed.) Crystal's, M71ZD2, Millburn, New
Jersey.
NEW Vortex theory for elementary particles and forces.
30 pages. 25 cents ppd. C. F. Krafft, 4809 Columbia
Road, Annandale, Virginia.
WRITERS Send Your books. articles, stories, plays, for
free evaluation, screening and sale. Write today! Literary
Agent Mead, 916 Broadway, N. Y. C. 10.
"HOMEBREW Guide" Complete Illustrated Instruction
Manual. $1.00. Supply Catalog Included. CalBrew Supplies, Box 1005-A14, Seaside, California.
PUBLISH your book! Join our successful authors: publicity, advertising, promotion, beautiful books. All subjects invited. Send for free appraisal and detailed booklet. Carlton Press, Dept. ZDJ, 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C. 11.
MISSILE Photos Actual Color Reproductions, 15 Cards$1.00. Missile Book-$1.00. Carlo Company, Box X 616,
Winter Park, Florida.
"HOMEBREW Recipes!"
Beer, Wines, Brandy, others!
$1.00. Research Enterprises. 29-D Samoset Road, Wo-

...

burn, Massachusetts.
ACCORDIONS, Guitars, Chord Organs! Save 1/2. Famous
makes. Free home trial. Easy terms. Trades. Free catalogs. Mention Instrument. International Music Mart, Dept.
PE, 2003 Chicago Avenue. Chicago 22.
HYPNOTIZE Unnoticed, quickly, effortlessly or refund!
Thousands satisfied! $2. Timmer, Box 244, Cedarbury,
Wisc.
REPAIRS Haircuts: Sideburn tapering attachment (Gillette razors) $2: Nugifts-Escondido 51, Calif.
BARGAINS! Buy Wholesale! Save Money! Free Catalog!
Norris, 273 Merrick Road, 273 -AM. Lynbrook, N. Y.
INDEPENDENT Thinkers-investigate Humanism, the
scientific personal philosophy! Free literature. American
Humanist Association, Dept. PE2, Yellow Springs, Ohio.

FREE, Beautiful handmade cufflinks. Join large mailing
lists. Year $1.00. Metallics. Box 1913, Beverly, Mass.

10,000 Profitable Formulas, Recipes. Trade Secrets.
tails Free. Globe, Box 814-K, Macon. Georgia.

De-

"STAMMER-Stutter-No

More." (Dr. Young) Write:
Gaucho, Box 9309-E8. Chicago 90.
EXCLUSIVE placement on national mailorder listings.
$1.00 Kratzer Surveys, 117 So. 10th, Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
IF you have something to sell, let the readers of Popular
Electronics know about it through the classified advertising columns. It costs very little-only 60c a word, including your name and address. Your ad will be seen
by more than 400,000 active buyers of electronic gear
and components. Act now! Write your classified ad today,
enclose payment and mail to: Martin Lincoln, Popular
Electronics, One Park Avenue, New York 16, New York.
December issue closes October 5th.
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LAFAYETTE

GIANT -SIZED Pages

BA D J

V,ECITS01.105

-

Th e.: largest

Catalog
in .Our 42-Year«History

-

,

It's New
It's Big
It's Better Than Ever
It's From the "World's Hi -Fi & Electronics Shopping Center"

The exciting, all -new 1963 Lafayette Catalog
features thousands of items for the audiophile,
experimenter, technician, hobbyist, serviceman

Citizens Band, Tape Recorders, Stereo Hi -Fi,

Ham and Amateur Equipment, and much more.
No Money Down on Lafayette's Budget Plan.
ONLY LAFAYETTE OFFERS THESE OUTSTANDING EXTRAS:
VSATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED V LOWEST PRICES V EXCLUSIVE

LAFAYETTE KITS
LAFAYETTE

STEREO MPX TUNER

EASY -PAY...

STOCK SELECTION V BUY THE EASY-WAY WITH

VLARGEST

LAFAYETTE HE -20C
C.B. TRANSCEIVER

FM/AM

LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETTE
10 -TRANSISTOR C.B.

LAFAYETTE 4 -TRACK
STEREO TAPE DECK

"SQUELCHER"

"WALKIETALKIE"
!4w.

33.95

_9.1,

each,

HE -20C

89.50

2 -for -62.90

z

"

109.50

Tuned RF Stage;
Duplex 3 Gang Tuning Condenser

HE -29B

Officially Approved

quency Control and
Noise Filter

`_

ericho Turnpike, Syosset, L. I., N. X.

L7
r

_

1

Jamaica, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.

Bronx N. Y.
Scarsdale, N..Y.
OPENING

120

FALL

1962

-

N. J. I

Paramus, N.

J.

Boston, Mass. '
NATICK, MASS..

Stage

Receives and

1

1195 99.50,

Noise Eliminator

',?

Improves Reception in 111 ost C.B.
Transceivers

Records
Sound

- - ---------

0

Dept IJ-2

enclosed for Stock No.
shipping charges collect.

$

`

El

ee

secs

se

Built-in Transistorized Stereo Record/Play Preamps

and Squelcher

am
me cm
on
LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS,
P.O. Box 10, Syosset, L. I., N. Y.

me

Sound -on -

the

FSend 1963 388Pae afayette

Catalog

Name

Newark, N. J.

Plainfield,

RF

Transmits up to 2
Miles

.r

--

OTHER LOCATIONS

1,

ful-Extra

8 Crystal Controlled Receive and
Transmit Positions

L ORDER AND SALES -CENTER,'

HE -55

50% More Power-

For Use in Canada

Automatic Fre-

1
RK-140

Address

Zone

ity

State

PRINTED IN U.S.A.

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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world's bigges electronic kit catalog
Choose From Over

Fastest growing hobby of

the space

'

age-

.

'

Heathkits!

Explore this most rewarding of "doit-yourself' ideas. Heath combines
fine components and latest engineering techniques with complete
check -by-step instructions to provide quality electronic kits with guaranteed performance specifications.
Choose stereo/hi-fi, marine gear,
ham radio, test & lab instruments,
educational courses, home, hobby
& auto items. It's fun, it's easy, and
you save up to 50%
by buying
direct and by assembling your own
Heathkit.
.

250

Heathkits
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Stereo/Hü-Fi
Heathkit version of Thomas
Transistor Organ
Home, Hobby& Auto Kits
Marine radio gear
Amateur radio equipment
Educational kits
Test& Lab Instruments

HATHKI-1-

.

HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor, Michigan

GET

AMERICAN BASIC 'SCIENCE CLUB'S

New, Revitéar ELECTRONIC'S 1.40

A// the Equipment for 65 8xciti'ng° A)rojects

plus a

8Asw JPo/o .COME foir ow.y $ 1807.
Available jn One Complete Shipment or
Divided' into 54 Monthly Kits as Shown
KIT

TROUBLE SHOOTING WITH THE SIGNAL TRACER

.

A VALUABLE
ELECTRONICS LAB

°YOU GET

KIT
.

Containing, parts by

RCA, MALLORY, PYRAMID,
GE, CENTRALAB, STACKPOLE, TRIM and other

reliable manufacturers.
alone is MORE THAN

PLUS'

-

Retail° value of parti

'r á

25 DOLLARS

A COMPLETE

-

1

2

-

ANbC CIRCUITS

'

4

Ef1THÚSIASTK:14MBERS WRITE:
"basic principles unforgettably.
learned" .. .
It Is 'only alter having completed the experiments In your kits that $ ean. say I have truly

3

2

-AMPLIFIERS AND

-

Subjects Covered Include:
Ohm's Law
lower Formulas
Rectification
Resistance
Neon Glow Tubes
Capacitance
Filter Circuits

Electric Soldering Iron

OSCIL_ATORS

Equip. for 14 Projects Including:
Two Stage Amplifier
Cupacitance Burglar Alarm
Proxamity Detector
High Speed Strobe
Ripple Tank Wave GenLight
erator
Code Practice Oscillator
FREE with kit

5-

You REALLY LEARN' ELECTRONICS. The

progressive "learn by 'doing" American
Basic Science Club sygtem is' the
easiest, most thorough and most excitie. way to a solid background in
electronics. Basic enough fgr beginners
. rewarding
enough for experts.
Nowhere else is a, ourse of this scope
available at this OW PRICE!

with kit

FREE

KIT
°

-

RESISTANCE, CAPACITANCE AND RECTIFICATION

Equip. for 18 Projects Including:
Strobe Light
Thermocouple
Wheatstone Bridge
Voltmeter
AC Rectifier
DC Power Supply

2
-

..ELECTRONICS.,COURSE.

dC

Equip. for 26 Projects Including:
Subjects Covered Include:
Electroscope
Electro Magnet
Magnetic Fields
Electron
Galvanometer
AC Buzzer
Theory
Electric Charge
Direct
Demagnetizer
Relay
Solenoid
Current
Electro -Chemistry
Coln Tosser
Safety AC Power
Alternating Current
Inductance
Supply with Isolation Transformer
Transformer Principles
FREE with kit 1
Surprise "Mystery Box"

-

Subjects Covered Include:
Vacuum Amplifier Tubes
Voltage Amplification
Oscillator
Circuits
Frequency and Wave
Length Sound Waves, Pitch and
Resonance

3-"Steps to a Horn License" Manual
AUDIO AMPLIFICATION AND RADIO
Equip. for 7 Projects Including:
Subjects Covered Include:
Amplitude
Microphone and Audio Amplifier
Audio Amplifiers
Radio Theory
Broadcast Radii,
Short Wave
Modulation
KIT 4

Signal Tracer
ConRegenerative Circuits
tinuity Tester
Transmitter
Circuits
FREE with kit 4
Radio -TV Service Manual
Radio

-

'

Tuning

L'

and unforgettably learned the basic prineiples
of electronics. JOHN R. KANIA, 2 Berkeley'
Ave.. Yonkers 5, N. Y.

ALL FOUR KITS IN ONE SHIPMENT

"your kits are interesting and
rewarding"

OR-YOU CAN GET°THE FOUR KITS. ONE A MONTH

I am an electronics student 1n the Air Force
and find your kits interesting and rewarding.
We have nit_covered anything In the school
that y°ou have not covered in the kits. JOHN

ONLY

G.

DILL. Keesler Air Force Base, Biloxi,

SEND

"for

ahead of friend taking
another course"

...

course in electronics, and I
from your first two kits
twenty lessons. RAY P.
Exchange St.. Leominster,

$395

PLUS COD POSTAGE

ON RECEIPT OF EACH KIT

i9NO RISK" COUPON FOR EITHER PAID. IN FULL OR MONTHLY,PI.AN
BASIC SCIENCE CLUB, Inc., 501 E. Crockett, San Antonio 6, Texas
one a month. "I enclose $2.00 I
Send me ABSCIub's Electronics Lab in four kits
and will pay $3.95 plus COD Postage an arrival of each kit. I understand that
all kits will be on 10 day approval with full refund guaranteed and also that
I may cancel unshipped kits at any time.
Send me ABSCIub's Electronics Lab (all four kits) in one shipment. I enclose
$17.80 full payment. postage paid to ese. I understand that this will be on a
10 day approval with full refund guaranteed.

-AMERICAN

amazing"

kits' offer a range of experiments
usually performed Only In the better high
°school and college laboratories. The number
of concepts presented, and the clarity and
concreteness of their development is amazing
R. M. HELM, Professor aof Physicsi East
Carolina College, Greenville, N. C.

PAY

ONLY

USE THIS

have learned, more
than he has in
BI LO CIEA U. 139
Mass.

the number of concepts presented
Is

WITH
COUPON

ALL SHIPMENTS ON 10 DAY APPROVAL.
YOUR SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY BACK..
WE KNOW YOU WILL BE AMAZED AND DELIGHTE55,

-

Miss.

A friend of mine is taking a correspondence

$200

ONLYI.17 POSTPAID

Your

'

NAME

ADDRESS
,

CITY and STATE

-

-s

